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Who Should Read and Use This Book?
The words and ideas in this book are directed toward all stewards of Nature who recognize Mother Earth as our
home and have a passion for protecting Her and Her creatures.. These people include elementary, high school,
and university students, and all environmental educators including classroom teachers, park rangers, docents,
and nature guides. It is hoped that you, the reader, will become a messenger and pass on the book’s theme that
Nature’s processes of interconnection and interdependence are vital to the welfare and harmony of both Nature
and humanity on this Earth.
This book is a collection of ideas and lesson modules that focus on our interconnected and interdependent world
of Nature. Through reading, research, classroom seminars, and hands-on place-based education, this material
will assist a student or a teacher in developing a consciousness for the interdependent flow of energy within and
between all forms of Nature. Hopefully, the reader will develop a consciousness that every rock, bird, beast, plant
and human is dependent on each other in some way that is important.
Using an inquiry-based approach that builds critical thinking skills by constantly asking questions, students are
encouraged to engage, explore, and discover Nature’s interconnected world. The material offers ways to identify,
preserve, and protect these vital connections.
The material in this book has been used successfully with students from grades 7 to 12. As the book will reveal,
some of my high school students have been trained as teachers/mentors. Modified and simplified versions of the
material were successfully used by these young mentors as they guided students in the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades.
The book is intended to be a collaborative work in progress which will expand as new contributions are made by
my readers and users of the material. I encourage you to share your experiences and lesson sets with me.

Prologue - Empowering Nature’s Stewards
“The individual is a member of a community of interdependent parts.”
								
--Aldo Leopold - The Land Ethic
There are endless books, papers, and videos explaining many environmental
dilemmas created by man. The largest threat to our environment is not the
happenings of Nature, but the happenings of humans. Mankind’s social,
cultural, and economic activities directly affect Nature. However, we don’t really
believe this because we are focused on our happiness at the moment and not
the happiness of our children in the future. Few humans are listening. A new
consciousness of Nature by humans is necessary for our long term survival.
How can we restore this consciousness? Where is our hope for change?
Most certainly, conservation through obedience doesn’t work. Rules and
policemen don’t teach anything. However, education builds a consciousness. It builds a capability to make good
environmental decisions that are available to everyone -- not just scientists and administrators. The challenge of
environmental education is to build a legacy of conservation minded people. Whether you are an educator or a
student, your challenge is to pass on this legacy through your knowledge and your energy. Your job is to build a
network of environmentally aware people through your example. In doing so, you will help build a future with people
who care for the home in which we humans must live. That is what this book is all about.
The premise of this book is that the fundamental reason why we humans are the most highly unsustainable species
the Earth has ever known is because we do not see ourselves as creatures who are dependent upon Nature. Instead of
acknowledging our interdependence, we see ourselves as being in complete control of ourselves and our environment.
This extreme pride and arrogance causes we human beings to overestimate our capabilities to such an extent that we
lose contact with reality. This hubris could result the downfall of the human race.
By advocating a human worldview that includes a deep consciousness for an interdependent and connected
Nature, we are empowering the human race to partner with Nature rather than continuing to experience futility as we
unsuccessfully try to manipulate and control Nature.
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Without interdependence and connectivity in Nature, all life on Earth, including we humans, would cease to exist
because the energy necessary to sustain life could not flow. Everything must be connected. Nothing is self sufficient.
The objective of this book is to instill the reader with a deep consciousness for an interdependent and connected
Nature. The words and ideas in this book are directed to all stewards of Nature, elementary, high school, and
university students, and all environmental educators including classroom teachers, park rangers, docents, and nature
guides. In turn, it is hoped that you, the reader, will promote the idea that Nature’s processes of interconnection and
interdependence are vital to the welfare and harmony of both Nature and humanity on this Earth.
Every rock, bird, beast, plant, and human being is dependent on each other in some way that is important. Nature
thrives within this web of life. A plant is connected to our sun because the plant needs the sun’s energy to live. An
animal, such as ourselves, needs the plant because the plant gives us the food energy that we need to live. And so
on. It is through these connections that life’s energy is transported and transformed.
The strategy of the material in this book is to demonstrate the vital importance of identifying, understanding, and
protecting the interconnections that provide energy flow in Nature. Equipped with this consciousness and knowledge,
the reader is in a position to help current and future human generations respect and preserve the Earth’s interdependent
environment that is essential for all life to exist. You, the reader, become the messenger.
This book is designed to help you become an effective and knowledgeable messenger to both current adult generations
and to future human generations -- our young people. The book offers a series of teaching resources that include
essays, case studies, activity sets, and lesson sets that focus on the theme that “Nothing In Nature Exists In Isolation”.
The methodology for presenting this material to human beings of all ages is to set aside the formal presentation
of facts in favor of individual exploration and discovery. Instead of being a purveyor of facts, the “teacher” acts as
a mentor and facilitator. The research and the answers must come from those who are receiving this knowledge.
Through discussion groups accompanied by hands-on place-based education in the outdoors, this material will help
the “student” in any age group to build a healthy consciousness for Nature by engaging, exploring, and discovering
Nature’s interconnected world.
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This book:
* Identifies and describes unsustainable human population growth on a planet with limited resources.
* Uses modern systems science to more fully describe our planet as an interdependent living system.
* Evangelizes the deep dependency of humans on Nature’s energy flow within Her ecosystems.
* Examines current scientific fact as the basis for creating an environmental ethic that will guide humans toward a
sustainable harmony with Nature.
* Focuses on conservation practices that identify and preserve the pathways of energy flow in Nature. By identifying
and conserving energy flow networks, mankind does not get involved in trying to predict what an unpredictable
Nature will do. Instead, Nature, makes the decisions that best serve Her and Her creatures.
* Emphasizes the fact that the environmental education of our youth produces a powerful legacy of effective
conservation practices in Nature.
* Offers resources for building a new consciousness for Nature’s interdependence.
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How To Use This Book
Thank you for taking the time to read this book. The content of the book is extensively developed in the “Teaching
Concepts” section that follows as well as the actual teaching material offered as case studies,activity sets, and
lesson sets. The material in the “Teaching Concepts” section should be read by everyone in the order of the chapters
as they are presented. By doing so, you will be able to understand the reason for key ideas as they are developed.
The four sections in this book are:
* Teaching Concepts - Contains proven methods and action ideas for environmental educators and facilitators
to use while engaging students..
* Case Studies and Seminars - A list of ecological case studies for discussion. The discussion of these case
studies will prove useful during inquiry-based (Socratic) seminars and discussions. The reader is encouraged to
develop his/her own case studies based on local knowledge.
* Suggested Activity Sets - This material focuses on “applied ecology” that emphasizes outdoor experiences
where students can explore and engage Nature. In addition, there is a strong emphasis on actually doing conservation
projects based on the ideas in this book. This material can be implemented by students and will help embed a
consciousness for interdependence in Nature.
* Suggested Lesson Sets - A brief survey of actual lesson material used by environmental educators.
It is important to mention that all of this material will be helpful to conservation professionals and government
regulators as well as to students and educators.
This book is published as a PDF document which provides easy navigation tools to make your journey go smoother:
* The book is designed for easy reading from a computer screen. It is best to view the book material in the full screen
mode.
* You can jump to any section in the book by clicking on that subject in the Table of Contents. You can jump to the
Table of Contents from any page by using the Home key which will take you to the top of the document. Then scroll
a short distance down to the Table Of Contents.
* This is an interactive eBook which requires an Internet connection for maximum usability. Some Internet links are
provided to sources of information or to videos.
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* This PDF version of the book is designed to be viewed on a PC or Mac computer, a tablet, or a cell phone. The PDF
version is read using Adobe Reader or any other PDF reader.
As long as you are using the material for education purposes, you are permitted to print any page in the book for use
by your students. A common method is to assign a case study. After giving the students some time to do Internet
research, conduct a Socratic (inquiry-based) seminar using a suggested question set that you have developed as a
basis for discussion. There is more information about the Socratic (inquiry-based) seminar method in the “Notes on
Environmental Education Teaching Methods” chapter of the book.
The subject of connections and interdependence in Nature is very broad. My blog at http://www.freshvista.com/
provides you with additional resources on the subject. I strongly encourage an open dialog on the subject of
connections in Nature and related topics. Furthermore, I am always looking for suggestions and critique so that I can
improve this book. If I didn’t make something clear, please communicate with me. For any of these reasons please
contact me using the contact information located in the “About The Author” section of this book.
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A Note About The Book’s Cover Photo
The photograph on the cover of this book portrays the power of “legacy” as a strategy for building a consciousness
about interdependence in Nature. Here you see one of my senior high school students, Sergio Apolo Barrera Suarez,
talking to a group of enthusiastic primary level students about how the flow of energy is critical to all life on earth.
Sergio is a member of the “Green Team” which is a group of final-year high school students who volunteer to be
environmental education teachers to primary and secondary students.
One of the previous Green Team group leaders described the Green Team as follows:
“We are a group of Mexican high school students who wish to make a difference. We are concerned about our
environment and are aware of the power that we have in our hands to build a new conscientiousness for Nature
within our society. We believe that education is an important conservation tool. That’s why we offer an environmental
education program for other students in our school and for all young people in our community. With the help of a
knowledgeable mentor, we are the teachers. Using a Socratic teaching style, we emphasize the value of every specie
in the world and show how they are interconnected. We show that, even if one link is missing, it could be catastrophic.
We believe that we are the future change agents of this world as we offer our fresh minds.”
“We are very fortunate to live in one of the relatively few places in the world where we have a living ecological classroom
and a living laboratory very close by. It is an important protected estuary within our community of Guaymas, Sonora,
Mexico. By conducting part of our program at this estuary, our students can experience the awe and wonder of
Nature.”
“Each learning experience consists of a 45 minutes introductory talk in a regular classroom a few days before the
field trip to the estuary. In this talk, we emphasize how everything is interconnected and why the estuary contributes
to the ecological resilience of the adjoining Sea of Cortez. During the two hour field trip, our students participate in
small discussion groups at specific locations within the sanctuary. The subjects of these discussions include flora,
fauna, man’s impact on the estuary, and an exercise in examining some important ecological connections within the
estuary.”
“Through our Socratic teaching style and by utilizing high school students as teachers, we have made an impact on
these groups of bright and enthusiastic kids. We now hope to expand this program throughout our city.”
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What you have just read was written by 17 year old David Pardo. David is now in graduate school working on his
PhD. He was previously a leader of the Green Team program at our school. I am simply the mentor, technical advisor,
and resident biologist. The premise is that primary level students are more likely to listen and respond to a peer
or to an older student. In addition to David, there are ten high school students who have volunteered to be teacher
specialists. Two students form a team that focuses on one subject so that there is always a backup. These “teachers”
are all juniors or seniors in high school.
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Teaching Concepts - Environmental Educators Are Very Important People
It is no exaggeration to state that environmental educators have one of the most important jobs in modern history.
Through environmental education, humanity’s current destructive trend of apathy toward Nature, over-consumption,
and over-population has the potential of being reversed before it is too late. The legacy of an environmental
educator is the students who the educator serves. It is these young people who will be preserving and protecting
Nature’s essential and vital energy flow in the future. Modern science has made great advances in building a
knowledge base of systems thinking. This has resulted in Nature now being described as a highly interdependent
“living system” that includes human beings. An increasing amount of systems thinking is being taught by many
environmental educators. The two basic premises of living systems thinking are:
1. Everything on our planet is interdependent
2. The high complexity of Nature’s ecosystems prevent humans from predicting the effect of any conservation
effort.
These two premises exist because every organism on earth depends on Nature’s energy for life. The interdependent
network of energy flow conduits is essential for energy transportation and energy transformation. These energy
networks in Nature are what needs to be protected if life is to exist on our planet. It follows that a good definition
of conservation is the identification, the understanding, the protection, and the preservation of Nature’s flow of
energy.
It is the job of the environmental educator to evangelize this definition of
conservation to his or her legacy. The action word is “conservation”. Protecting
nature’s energy flow is a powerful conservation strategy and an essential
human activity because the flow of energy is the basis for all life on earth. The
environmental educator is a very important person because he or she has the
power to create a consciousness in our youth that results in protecting Nature’s
energy flow. By protecting this energy flow, one protects life on Earth.
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The process of identifying and describing energy flow in Nature can become a useful assignment for your students
that helps build this consciousness.
1) Start by looking at any ecosystem such as a forest, a body of water, or a beach.
2) Ask yourself:
A) What and where are the connecting energy flow conduits within this ecosystem? Draw a food web diagram.
B) What do these conduits do?
D) What would happen if an energy flow conduit were damaged or destroyed?
3) With each question, take time to look for detailed answers from experts. Make heavy use of the Internet. Then write
out your detailed description of the energy flow conduit that you are studying.
4) Present your writing to others for examination, group study, and discussion as you refine your findings.
The real reason that all environmental education programs exist is to preserve the pathways of energy flow in Nature.
By learning how to identify and conserve energy flow networks, mankind does not get involved in making changes
to Nature. Instead, Nature, makes the decisions that best serve Her and Her creatures..
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Notes On Environmental Education Teaching Methods
“We cannot change the world by a new plan, project or idea. We cannot even change“ other people by our convictions,
stories, advice and proposals. But we can offer a space where people are encouraged to disarm themselves, to lay
aside their occupations and preoccupations and to listen with attention and care to the voices speaking in their own
center”. -Henri J.M. Nouwen
The Importance of Hospitality in Environmental Education
Henri J.M. Nouwen was a Catholic priest, author, professor, and pastor who wrote over 40 books about the spiritual
life. One of his books, “Reaching Out” uses the metaphor of hospitality – a gracious host serving the needs of a
guest – to describe many different human relationships. One of the relationships that Fr. Nouwen examines is the
relationship between a teacher and a student. He does so in a very profound and effective way that becomes a guide
for any teacher or mentor.
One of the greatest tragedies of modern education is that millions of young people spend many hours, days, weeks
and years listening to lectures, reading books and writing papers with a constantly increasing resistance. Students
perceive their education as a long endless row of obligations to be fulfilled. They are considered as poor needy,
ignorant beggars who come to a man or woman of knowledge. Teachers are perceived more as demanding bosses
than as guides in the search for knowledge and understanding.
While the ability to think critically and the opportunity to develop a consciousness for something are far more career
defining than any subject matter that is taught, educators continue to define themselves by offering memorized and
regurgitated knowledge. The teacher is trained to offer solutions without the existence of a question. Consequently,
critical thinking skills are never developed and a consciousness for Nature is never encouraged because the student
rarely gets the opportunity to argue a question.
If there is any culture that has succeeded in killing the natural spontaneous curiosity of people and dulling the
human desire to discover and explore, it is our education systems. How can we counter this tragic trend and help
the student think critically and develop passions to be applied usefully in society?
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Fr. Nouwen offers a thoughtful solution for teachers that still permit the use of traditional teaching styles. Hospitality
is the creation of a friendly empty space by a host where a guest can fearlessly reach out to fellow human beings and
invite them to explore new relationships.
Hosptality is much like gardening. We cannot force a plant to grow but we can take away the weeds and stones which
prevent its development. Hospitality can take place on many levels and in many kinds of relationships. One such
relationship is that between a teacher or mentor and a student where the student is treated like a guest who honors
the host’s house with his/her presence and will not leave it without having made a unique contribution.
The good host (the teacher) is the one who not only helps guests (the students) see that they have hidden talents, but
who also is able to help them develop and deepen those talents and passions so they can continue their way on their
own with new self confidence. Therefore, the teacher has first of all to reveal, to take away the veil covering many
students’ intellectual life, and help them see that their own life experiences, their own insights and convictions, their
own intuitions and formulations are worth serious attention.
A good host is the one who believes that the guest is carrying a promise he/she wants to reveal to anyone who shows
genuine interest. A good host is a receiver who can help students to distinguish carefully between the wheat and the
weeds in their own lives and to show the beauty of the gifts they are carrying with them.
What is revealed as good, worthwhile, or a new contribution needs to be affirmed by the host. Affirmation,
encouragement, and support are often more important than critique. Affirmation can be manifested in many ways. At
the very least, it means the expression of excitement and surprise or a word of thanks. Affirmation can also mean the
recommendation of good books, setting apart a time and place where more thinking can be done, or introductions
to people with special talents. BUT, it always includes the inner conviction that a precious gift merits attention and
continuing care.
A teacher’s primary task, then, is to offer students the safe haven where they can reveal their great human potentials
to love, to give, and to create, and where they can find the affirmation that gives them the courage to continue their
search without fear. Through the process of providing a safe space and continuing affirmation, the teacher/host
becomes a talent scout who helps identify and facilitate the emergence and practice of a student’s innate skills and
talents.The next task is providing the fear free space within the student to explore new ideas and knowledge beyond
that which you can offer. Instead of pouring rote knowledge down the throats of your students, you become a host
who introduces your student to pathways for new knowledge.
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Through the learning processes discussed below, you are then introducing knowledge beyond what you know.
You are introducing your student to new knowledge and a productive consciousness of an interconnected and
interdependent Nature.
The idea that’s being offered in the following paragraphs is that each student is an honored guest. The role of you,
as the host, is to be a simple and humble facilitator who introduces the guest to others and their ideas in a way that
can benefit the student as he/she discovers and proceeds on a journey of discovery.
The Purpose of Environmental Education
There are four steps in the process of environmental education.
* Acquiring knowledge
* Experiencing knowledge
* Employing this knowledge to preserve and protect
* Passing the knowledge on to future generations of human beings
The goal of all environmental educators is to build a legacy of future generations that will result in a new consciousness
for Nature that has been lost by recent generations. Through their efforts, the current destructive trend of apathy
toward Nature, human over-consumption, and over-population has the potential of being reversed before it is too
late. It is your legacy who will be preserving and protecting Nature’s essential and vital energy flow.
As humans, our ability to prevent the deterioration or destruction of our environment over the next 50 years rests
primarily on the decisions that are made today about educating our young people. The kind of education which our
young people now receive focuses on developing the skills, aptitudes, and attitudes necessary to industrialize and
consume the earth. This current form of education ignores the vulnerable state of our natural world and the dangers
of the current human population explosion. Resource depletion, loss of species, and climate change threaten the
sustainability of our planet Earth.
We need a fundamental shift in the way we think and behave. We need to make this change possible by a fundamentally
different approach to teaching and learning. We need to invoke the power of environmental education. The objectives
of environmental education should embrace the following ideas:
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* It is our young people who will become the important stewards of Nature who will positively influence the rest of
the human population.
* Environmental educators must instill in our youth an abiding consciousness of human interdependence with Nature.
* Our young people have an innate curiosity about the natural world that we must nurture.
* Experiences that young people have early in life impact the attitudes and behaviors they carry with them throughout
their lifetime.
* Rather than listening to lectures, young people respond and learn best through their physical senses, their emotions
of awe and wonder, and through open inquiry about what they are actually experiencing in Nature.
In order for these ideas to take place, we must ask ourselves the following questions:
* What does this kind of education look like?
* How do environmental educators nurture young people’s sense of awe and wonder so that they develop a lasting
appreciation for the natural world?
* How do environmental educators empower young people to become active caretakers of Nature throughout their
lives?
The material in this section of the book offers education methodology and content for building a consciousness for
Nature within your students. The methodology presented here includes:
* Inquiry-based Learning: An indoor and outdoor learning environment that invites inquiry from the students. This
process is sometimes called Socratic learning.
* Experiential Learning: Hands on, place-based learning that takes place directly in Nature.
* Active Stewardship: The real application of what has been learned in the form of effective conservation practices.
The case studies, seminars, activity sets, and lesson sets offered to you later in this book uses these three
methodologies. The material consists of case studies, activity sets, and lesson plans. The indoor and outdoor activity
sets are meant to be adjusted to fit the situation for a particular environmental education program. You are free to use
the material offered in this packages “as-is” or modify things to fit your needs.
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Inquiry-Based Learning
Imagine, for a moment, teaching and learning that looks like this:
* Picture a seminar-style setting where the teacher is a facilitator. The students consider assigned questions and do
their own research to provide answers that evoke discussion in front of their peers and the faculty.
* Young people who continually question why things look and function the way that they do.
* Their natural sense of wonder is at the center of their learning and drives the direction that learning will take.
* Knowledge is dynamic, collectively constructed, and provided by many sources instead of being contained in a
single textbook, adult, or classroom.
* Information is investigated, analyzed, and negotiated between students.
This is process is called Inquiry-Based Learning.
Education is much more than force feeding information to students and measuring how well they regurgitate that
information back to the teacher on command or through testing. With the facilitator asking questions instead of
lecturing, the student is required to think and probe. This process of critical thinking embeds knowledge and creates
a curiousity and a yearning to learn more. Critical thinking encourages the exploration, adventure, and discovery that
we see in experiential education.
When I was a student, one of my truly great life experiences was two years working on a Master’s degree at Harvard
University. In this program, we used no text books. Classes were totally inquiry-based where the professor played the
role of facilitator by continually posing difficult questions. We students would prepare for a class by doing research
and gathering facts to support conclusions. That preparation was vital to building a knowledge base for a given class
session. We learned the value of good research. We gained the ability to think about and defend our ideas. Most
important, we built critical thinking skills as we defended our ideas in front of our peers and our professor.
This Harvard experience became the model for my role as an educator. I was amazed to find that the inquiry-based
approach to learning worked well with university graduate students as well as primary (5th grade and up), secondary,
and high school students. When I worked with primary secondary, and high school students, the inquiry-based
approach became my only classroom discipline tool. A challenging question directed at a maligning student was all
that was needed to bring him or her back on task.
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I also found that inquiry-based teaching is particularly effective with so-called “ADHD” students because these folks
respond well to challenges. I found that students who were disadvantaged and slow learners embraced the special
attention afforded to them when I asked them a question and respected their dialog. We were all equal.
The case study material offered in this book is about Nature’s connections, energy flow, and conservation practices.
My approach to education is to help students discover Nature on his or her own terms through the use of the inquirybased method. That is, both the facilitator and the students pose questions. The material is designed to be used as
discovery tools rather than the transmission of fact. The “Case Studies And Seminars” section of this book provides
details about doing a seminar based on the case studies that are offered. You are encouraged to create your own set
of questions for your students to consider. The job you have, as the facilitator, is to be a “spark plug” for research
as you open the doors to more discoveries by your students. There is a lot of material on the inquiry-based method
on the Internet. You might also Google the word “Socratic”.
Benefits of Inquiry-Based Learning
Honoring students’ questions increases their motivation, leading to higher levels of engagement, improved
understanding, and a love of learning. A student who asks a question is providing the teacher with information about
what he or she is interested in knowing, or his or her level of understanding. A student’s interest in the content
profoundly affects his or her attentional and retrieval processes, acquisition of knowledge, and effort expenditure.
Students engage deeply with the content because it interests them, not because they are expected to learn it.
Consequently, their learning is superior. They seek more information and reflect more on the material.
Inquiry stimulates students’ curiosity, leading to progressively deeper questions and habitual critical thinking. By
fostering a culture of inquiry, teachers help students become more discerning observers and thinkers. Criticalthinking skills deepen and become habitual. Curiosity is cultivated and preserved. Inquiry-based teaching stimulates
a student’s natural sense of wonder. But, the sense of wonder is fragile. If a teacher stops using the inquiry approach
the student’s sense of wonder rarely returns. Students will eventually stop noticing and asking questions. They will
then resort to the ‘game’ of education, which simply includes figuring out what the teacher wants to hear and what
will be on the test.
Inquiry-based learning builds lifelong learning skills that become greater than simply learning facts and taking tests.
We live in an age of information-overload and rapidly changing technologies. Access to content knowledge is literally
at students’ fingertips on the Internet.
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However, information accumulation is no longer the primary objective of education. Students in the 21st century
need to acquire skills for deciphering what information is useful and what is not. Through Inquiry-Based learning,
students develop skills which they can apply to all content areas and across all grade levels, including:
* Reflecting on the purpose, meaning and process of accumulating various types of information
* Interpreting information and reconciling it with personal beliefs
* Developing ideas clearly and effectively
* Posing questions to help clarify multiple points of view
* Respecting the diverse contributions of individuals within a collaborative group
Strategies for Inquiry-Based Learning
* Regularly encourage students to think deeper by asking questions such as “What Do You See?” or “Why?”
* Move the discussion around by regularly calling upon students. Spontaneously ask the question, “What Do You
Think, Mary?”.
* Strongly encourage the students to acknowledge and validate their sources of information
* Connect the topic personally to students’ lives. “How Has This Idea Affected Your Life, James?”
* Take your class outside (field trips) to witness observable natural phenomena. Always ask: What do you see?
* Pay special attention to questions, suggestions or observations that arise spontaneously
* Revisit related questions or topics of interest from previous inquiries
* Always review the seminar discussion at the end of the time period.
Through Inquiry-based learning, teachers can foster students’ sense of action as stewards of the environment by
providing the following questions:
* “Why is this information important?”
* “Now that we have all of this information, what do you think we should do with it?”
* “Do you think anyone else should know about this?”
* “Who?”
* “What do you think we can do as a class to help?”
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Experiential Learning
Picture young people who are:
* Playing, building, researching, and designing experiments that test their current understandings.
* Venturing outside of their classrooms to learn about Nature in Nature.
* Gaining a full sensory experience of their natural surroundings by seeing, touching, feeling, smelling, tasting.
* Making close observations of phenomena such as energy flow, then recording and reflecting on their findings.
This process is called Experiential Learning.
There is great value in being outdoors in Nature. Outdoor classrooms, with hands-on and place-based activities
are strongly suggested because Nature is the classroom when She becomes both the teacher and the instigator of
consciousness within a student. Outdoor experiences in Nature can be highly structured or open-ended, depending
on the intended purpose. For instance, building a school garden is a structured learning experience. An open-ended
experience in Nature is often less structured and provides ‘space’ for students to explore their own interests. The
connection between Stewardship and Experiential Learning happens because there is evidence to suggest that
childhood experiences in Nature are connected to environmentally conscious behavior later in life.
Ecoliteracy.org states:
“When students participate in experiential learning, they frequently follow what is known as “the learning cycle.”
This is a process which starts with unstructured exploration followed by concept formation and concept application.
For example, when studying decomposition using a worm bin, students start by examining a scoop of the bin’s
contents. After having time to explore, they identify questions to pursue (concept formation). They design and
carry out further investigations and report their findings to the class (concept application). The cycle is repeated as
students test ideas and refine or change their assumptions and understandings.
Experiential learning is vital to schooling for sustainability. Only through direct contact with the natural world will
students develop an in-depth understanding of fundamental ecological principles. By working with others to solve
real-world problems, they also develop skills at the heart of sustainable living.”
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Doing hands-on place-based environmental education is very dependent upon the Nature that is available to you.
In my experience, it is critically important to set up experiential learning activities that include some form of a small
inquiry-based session to discover what each student is seeing and feeling. Doing manual (touch/feel) activities is
also important to amplify an experience. Simply picking up a rock or a twig and asking what it is will get things started
-- especially when you take time to allow the student to touch, feel, taste, and smell. You must also ask how that rock
or twig is connected to the rest of the ecosystem. It is very important to conduct some sort of an inquiry-based review
session at the end of a field trip before they depart from the location they have studied.
Experiences in Nature are usually driven by a young person’s sense of awe and wonder as well as sight, touch, taste,
and smell. For example, by simply asking our students to feel the sun’s energy through its heat, we were able to get
them to experience energy flow in Nature. The impact of that experience far outweighs a classroom discussion.
In every experiential learning experience: The Very First Question Should Always Be: “What Do You See?” The very
last question should be: “What Did You See?”
Environmental Stewardship
Inquiry-based and Experiential EducationlLeads to good stewardship for Nature. Imagine young people who:
* Are more motivated to participate in, or even initiate, acts of stewardship, environmental or otherwise.
* Learn to believe that their acts of stewardship do actually matter.
* Feel empowered when they make their own decisions and are able to act upon them.
* Develop a caring relationship with the natural world
*Have been given the time and opportunity to experience Nature in meaningful ways.
* Have a growing commitment to protect water, air, plants, and wildlife because they understand that these occupy
an important place within the ecosystem.
* Gain the confidence and feeling of power to make changes that will benefit both their communities and the
environment.
* Feel motivated to acquire new knowledge and may even gain the confidence to act upon it by challenging their own
community’s established norms and effecting change within their environment.
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This list that you just read defines Environmental Stewardship. The ultimate goal of inquiry-based and experiential
environmental education is to instill a deep consciousness for an interconnected and interdependent Nature in
the minds, hearts, and souls of our youth. This deep consciousness then becomes the bedrock of environmental
stewardship.
Environmental stewardship refers to the protection of Nature’s energy connections within Her living systems that
were defined earlier in this book. Environmental stewardship refers to human actions that contribute to a sustainable
future for humans, animals, and plant species alike. Environmental stewardship is a call to action to employ effective
conservation methods and sustainable practices.
Through inquiry-based and experiential environmental education, a student learns to experience Nature’s
interconnections and interdependencies in all aspects of life. This leads to the development of a stewardship for
Nature within the mind and the soul of the student.
Elsewhere in this book we define conservation methods that protect Nature’s energy flow. The student can receive
this knowledge through inquiry-based and experiential education. First, using inquiry-based seminars, the concepts
of energy, energy flow, food chains, food webs, and other subjects emerge in the discussions. From these seminars,
the practices for defining an energy link in an ecosystem are explored.
Then, the students visit Nature where they are asked to:
* Diagram the energy flow of an ecosystem
* Identify the crucial energy links
* Develop a plan to protect and preserve these energy links
* Institute a conservation program that will carry out their conservation plan
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Inquiry + Direct Experiences = Stewardship
In review, the three key processes in developing a consciousness for Nature in our youth are:
* Inquiry-based, seminar style environmental education in the classroom
*Experiential education outside of the classroom that, through his or her senses, encourages the student to explore
the processes of Nature in real time
* The practice of good stewardship through the design and implementation of programs that serve to protect Nature’s
energy flow
From these three processes:
* Good stewardship recognizes that everyone has a shared responsibility to do his or her part to keep the planet
healthy
* Good stewardship encourages changes in behavior that will create a more sustainable future in terms of environmental
integrity, economic viability, and a just society for present and future generations
*Good stewardship is a call to action in the form of effective conservation practices that preserve and protect Nature’s
vital energy flow within her ecosystems
The ideas that have been presented in this section were developed through 20 years of personal experience in
environmental education and from the excellent material provided by The Laboratory School at the Dr. Eric Jackman
Institute of Child Study. This material is available for free at from www.NaturalCuriosity.ca in a PDF document entitled
“Natural Curiosity -- Building Children’s Understanding of the World Through Environmental Inquiry / A Resource For
Teachers. “
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Using Students As Environmental Educators
How do those of us who care and are aware face the grim dilemma of an unsustainable human population ? Most
certainly, conservation through obedience doesn’t work. Rules and policemen don’t teach anything. Laws, rules,
and regulations can easily be ignored if one avoids individuals in law enforcement. The most likely and effective
process is through education. However, the current attitudes of the adult human population limits receptiveness to
the idea of environmental education. Indeed, we have lost a large part of the adult population who will continue to
live in unsustainable ways.
Nonetheless, environmental education builds a consciousness. It builds a capability to make good environmental
decisions that are available to everyone -- not just scientists and administrators. The challenge of environmental
education is to build a legacy of conservation minded people. Whether you are an educator or a student, your
challenge is to pass on this legacy through your knowledge and your energy. Your job is to build a network of
environmentally aware people through your example. In doing so, you will help build a future with people who care
for the home in which we humans must live. That is what this book is all about.
Many people and groups are beginning to realize that building this new environmental awareness can happen only
in our children and in our youth. Young people are not yet culturally conditioned to a way of life where Nature is
ignored. Young people are open to new ideas and new world views. The fresh minds of young people respond to
fact and learn through awe and wonder. These young minds have the potential of becoming our next generation of
environmental leaders.
Energy flow conduits in Nature are much more than the food webs and energy flow that we see in Nature. It is the
connections between human beings where a consciousness based on knowledge and conservation awareness is
passed on to other human beings. Education through legacy building is the best and most empowering conservation
strategy that is available to we humans. Education builds a consciousness -- a capability to make good ecological
decisions by everyone. -- not just scientists and administrators.
What message do we present to our youth? The message must start with the fundamental premise that nothing on
this earth exists solely on its own. Everything is dependent upon everything else.
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Because of the vital importance of Nature’s energy flow and the conduits that transport and transform this energy,
the basic theme of any environmental education program needs to be built on the premise that everything in Nature
is connected. Understanding this fundamental idea of interdependence in Nature is a crucial first step to effectively
conserving our planet.
Therefore, the basic objective of environmental education is to build a “connectivity consciousness” in our youth in
hopes that our youth will build a legacy that influences the generations that follow them. This makes the relationships
between generations an important connection in Nature. This idea of generation connectivity amplifies the huge
importance and responsibility of environmental educators.
Through hands-on, place-based education that emphasizes inquiry-learning, we can develop a consciousness for
the interdependency of all forms of Nature. A consciousness that recognizes and accepts the fact that, for Nature at
all levels to exist, everything in our universe, in our world, and in our local communities is connected. We can build
this consciousness in our youth by offering ways to identify, understand, and preserve these vital connections as
well as the ecosystems that embrace these connections.
In a profound message called “Teach The Children”, poet Mary Oliver says:
“Teach the children. We don’t matter so much, but the children do. Show them daisies and the pale hepatica. Teach
them the taste of sassafras and wintergreen. The lives of the blue sailors, mallow, sunbursts, the moccasin flowers.
And the frisky ones—inkberry, lamb’s-quarters, blueberries. And the aromatic ones—rosemary, oregano. Give them
peppermint to put in their pockets as they go to school. Give them the fields and the woods and the possibility of the
world salvaged from the lords of profit. Stand them in the stream, head them upstream, rejoice as they learn to love
this green space they live in, its sticks and leaves and then the silent, beautiful blossoms. Attention is the beginning
of devotion.”
Children and youth up to and including age 25 represent 50% of the human population. If teaching methods make a
subject interesting for each age group, children and youth are receptive to the awe and wonder of Nature. They will
participate in activities which will reinforce the learning process. They love to look, touch, feel, smell, and taste.
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In turn, children and youth can influence adult members in their family. Children and youth can also influence their
next generation. The idea of legacy education is a powerful conservation tool over the years. Let us assume that
you have an environmental education class of 20 young minds. Let us also assume that you are able to significantly
influence two (10%) of these people to a point that they are able to eventually influence two other young people to
a point of action. And so on. Over ten years,1,024 people will be strongly influenced by your singular influence in
one year. If you do this for 10 years, your effort will result in 102,400 new stewards of Nature. If your success rate is
15% instead of 10%, your legacy from a 10 year effort will be 590,490 people. If your success rate is 20%, your legacy
from a 10 year program will be 10,485,760 people. If there are 10,000 environmental educators providing significant
influence to only 10% of their students, their legacy will be 10,240,000 young people becoming significant stewards
of Nature. This very basic mathematical exercise demonstrates the significance and power of legacy building. By
empowering a small group of students each year, one is able to eventually create a huge cadre of influential stewards
of Nature well in advance of the projected 50 year date when it is thought that the human race will be in mortal danger
of collapse due to its own ignorance.
Multiplying and spreading your knowledge and example to others is a powerful conservation strategy. By educating
locally, but thinking globally, you become the initiator of a network of social energy that can grow and save Nature
from human destruction. Your influence now can help build a future positive equilibrium in, at least, some corners
of Nature’s existence.
As previously stated, conservation is the act of identifying, understanding, preserving and protecting Nature’s energy
flow. Based on what we have discussed in this book, we can now say that legacy building, passing it on to others,
must be added to our definition of conserving Nature. Legacy building is empowering environmental stewards,
directly or indirectly, at all ages and within all disciplines.
The legacy worldview incorporates both a basic understanding of Nature’s complex ecosystems ( a systems worldview)
and environmental ethics that is discussed in a case study in this book. These two subjects are seemingly unrelated.
However, both worldviews address interrelationships. The systems worldview focuses on the technical truths about
Nature’s interrelated systems while the ethical worldview focuses on the qualities and guidelines for human interaction
within Nature’s ecosystems. The legacy worldview passes on fact and guidelines for action through the transfer of
ideas to other groups and future generations. The legacy worldview represents the positive influence that is so badly
needed if humanity is to survive on Earth. Here is an example of young people and their mentors building a legacy of
environmental consciousness.
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The Green Team
Each year, I am privileged to mentor a group of 10 to 20 incredible high school seniors in an environmental education
program in Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico. My students use hands-on, place based, inquiry-based teaching strategies to
help young minds and hearts in the primary grades understand the flow of Nature’s energy and why everything in
Nature is interconnected. It is interesting to note that primary grade students are far more likely to listen and respond
to high school students than to older humans.
This program, called the “Green Team”, uses a local estuary as the “classroom”. Being the “resident biologist”, my
job is to mentor the Green Team program and provide the technical information necessary for the Green Team to build
an effective teaching package. However, the actual teaching activities are designed and conducted by my students.
Typically, the Green Team first provides a 45 minute in-class oral and video inquiry-based session to introduce the
ideas about energy flow in Nature. This session includes the use of a collection of real Nature artifacts such as
skulls and dead plants. These artifacts provide class participants a sensory opportunity to touch, feel, smell, and
taste during the teaching session. Within a week of this activity, the students take a field trip to a local estuary. First,
they participate in the “string game” activity (described as a case study later in this book) where they learn about
the complex connections in the ecosystem. Then, they enter a mangrove ecosystem, get wet and muddy, and trace
Nature’s energy flow from the sun, through the mangrove system, into the estuary water plane, and out to sea. This
activity is heavy with sensory activities. And, finally, the students participate in a “What did you see?” session.
The Green Team participates in legacy building. First, I passed the information on to my high school students. Then,
they passed what they learned onto younger students. With time, we hope that the younger students will become the
new Green Team. Recently, I sent my Green Team students an email containing the text that is reproduced for you
below:
“Next week, you begin your very important work with young people in the primary grades at your school. You have
prepared for this work with excellence. Congratulations!!! As you work with these young hearts and minds, please
offer BOTH facts and passion. Use your skills to bring excitement about Nature into their young lives. Ask them to
touch, taste, smell, and feel Nature’s energy in addition to simply giving them facts. Give them a sense of excitement,
awe, and wonder about Nature. Remind them that Nature is their home on Earth. Don’t forget, these young students
are your legacy. Someday, they will have the responsibility of protecting our precious Mother Earth. It is you who will
energize them. I am VERY PROUD of all of you.”
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Instructions To Students Who Participate In Seminars
For Nature to exist at all levels, everything in our universe, in our world, and in our local communities is connected.
Every rock, bird, beast, plant, and human being is dependent on each other in some way that is important.
This environmental education program focuses on connections in Nature. The case studies will assist you in
developing knowledge and a consciousness for this interdependence of all forms of Nature.
Through your own research and through questions and answers that you will discuss in class, you will begin to
engage, explore, and discover Nature’s interconnected world. Your new knowledge will provide ways to identify,
preserve, and protect these vital connections.
As a young person, you have the power to use this new knowledge to influence your peers and those adults who
are close to you. Equally important, you have the power to influence future generations.
You will acquire this power through the new knowledge that you gain from these case studies. You will start by
participating in a series of seminars. Seminars are discussion groups that explore a given topic. In each seminar
you will explore an assigned topic. There are no text books but theremay be assigned reading material. You will be
given a question or you will create a question. You will use this question as your first search term as you search the
Internet. Using the results provided by your Internet search effort, select those documents that might be appropriate
answers to the question. In each document, highlight those short phrases that give you answers to the key question.
Copy/paste each phrase into a page that you’ve started on any word processor (like “Microsoft Word” or Notepad++).
Then copy/past the URL where you found that phrase. Many students use their cell phones to store their notes and
then use these notes during a seminar discussion.
From this initial search, choose more key search words from the phrases that you have read and recorded that you
feel might lead to a deeper understanding. Repeat the process of discovering, copying, and pasting onto your notes.
When you finish your searches, save your notes. Either print the document or bring your tablet or phone to class so
that you can reference your document. You might be required to email your document to your mentor.
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When you attend the seminar on your assigned question, you will not find your mentor giving you facts. Instead, he
or she will be asking you questions. Your answers to the questions will come from your research.
Furthermore, you are encouraged to ask questions or discuss the subject with your classmates. When answering
questions or discussing material, you will need to back up (prove) each one of your statements by quoting from the
material you have gathered during your research.
This seminar style is sometimes called “Socratic” or “inquiry-based learning”. Seminars are very common when
professors and their college students gather to explore a subject. Your participation in the seminars that you will
attend will help you get ready for college.
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Case Studies For Seminar Discussion
What follows in this section is a series of case studies involving environmental issues. A case study is a description
and an exploration of a person, a group, an event, or a situation that involves or affects the environment. These cases
are to be studied, analyzed, and then discussed by students in a inquiry-based seminar environment. The purpose
of a case analysis and seminar presentation by a student is to develop critical thinking skills on environmental
issues.
When seminar participants are presented with a case, they place themselves in the role of a decision maker as they
read through the situation and identify the problem they are faced with. The next step is to perform the necessary
analysis—examining the causes and considering alternative courses of actions to come to a set of recommendations.
The seminar facilitator could be a teacher or a student who is assigned to lead the seminar. The suggested role of
a seminar facilitator in an inquiry-based setting should be:
* Keep the discussion focused
* Stimulate the discussion with probing questions, acting as the inner critical voice
* Periodically summarize what has and has not been dealt with and/or resolved
* Draw as many students as possible into the discussion
As a case study unfolds in the seminar, participants will do most of the talking while the facilitator steers the
conversation by asking questions. At the end of the discussion, the facilitator will guide the students toward a
summary that might include conclusions and a course of action. Everything must be substantiated with data that
has been collected by the students during their preparation.
In addition to the questions noted below, each case will require its own unique series of questions. Those questions
are to be formulated by the facilitator to be offered during the discussion.
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The exploration process for each case study is the same.
1) A participant reads the material.
2) A participant does an Internet search to explore key points further and to identify the important energy connections
in the habitat.
3) A participant answers the following questions:
a) What living and non-living objects are connected in this case ?
b) What are the energy flow conduits?
c) What will happen if an energy flow conduit is broken?
d) What can I do to help preserve the health of these energy flow conduits?
e) How am I connected to this case study?
f ) What conservation actions should I suggest?
4) Each participant makes a presentation about his or her case in a seminar format by offering his or her answers to
the questions noted above.
5) The presentation is opened for further discussion.
In addition to the exploration processes noted above, each case will require its own unique series of questions.
Those questions are to be formulated by the facilitator to be offered during the discussion.
The facilitator’s questions should guide the students attending the seminar through a thinking process and promote
critical thinking (“do you agree, Mary? Why ?”). As a case study unfolds in the seminar, students will do most of the
talking while the facilitator steers the conversation by asking questions. At the end of the discussion, the facilitator
will guide the students toward a summary that might include conclusions and a course of action. Everything must be
substantiated with data that has been collected by the students during their preparation.
There is a subsection in this book entitled “Notes On Environmental Education Methods” that discusses inquirybased learning in some detail. You also might study material from the Internet on “Socratic methods” or “Socratic
teaching”.
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As with all Socratic exchanges, a participant will make a statement and then validate his or her statement by revealing
both the source and the content of the information. Statements like “According to an Internet article by Dr. Bob Jones,
bison graze in the prairies. Dr. Jones goes on to say......”. The information offered is, in effect, the basis (or proof) for
a statement made by the student.
Good research is the key to successful Socratic exchanges. Good research combined with Socratic questioning
transforms the process of exploration and discovery into knowledge and understanding. The knowledge and ideas
shared in the seminar will develop from each participant doing his or her own research. This research will typically
come from the Internet where the participant “Googles” key words, chooses appropriate documents, and copies/
pastes key ideas into seminar notes. These notes are then to be shared in the seminar.
The facilitator needs to do the same reading and research as the students -- and maybe more. The discussion time for
each seminar topic should last about 30-45 minutes. I strongly encourage the use of cell phones during the seminar
so that the students can access information from the Internet during a discussion. Most of my students prepare for
their seminar discussions by placing seminar notes into the cell phones. In this way, they have quick access to their
ideas during the seminar.
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Case Study : Nothing In Nature Exists In Isolation
Nothing exists solely on its own. From the most minuscule atomic particle to the grandest galaxies, the past, the
present, and the future of every animate and inanimate being in our universe, including human beings, is defined
by its interconnection to everything else. If any of these links are broken, Nature at any scale will change or simply
not operate.
We human beings are interdependent organisms with a legacy that is represented in both living organisms and
non-living natural objects. Like the rocks, mountains, lions, and ants, we are all made from the same basic atomic
materials. We are equal partners with everything else in the Universe. The health of both our interconnected bodies
and our interconnected surroundings is essential to our existence.
The single greatest obstacle to ecological sustainability on Earth is the outdated world view that places humanity
external and superior to Nature. Nonetheless, everything in Nature is interconnected. This idea has been very
familiar in both the spiritual and aesthetic worldviews for a very long time. More recently, interconnectivity and
interdependence in Nature have become scientific fact. We now know that life on Earth would cease to function if
interconnectivity did not exist. We now know that humanity is not external or superior to Nature. Indeed, humanity
is an integral part of Nature just like every other creature on this planet.
Patterns In Nature conjure up images like the spiral horns in sheep, ocean waves, sand dunes, and other regular
or irregular shapes for us to enjoy, to meditate upon, and to study. However, Nature’s patterns also represent
something much deeper. All of Nature’s patterns are physical manifestations of interconnected, interdependent
networks of conduits that transform and transport our sun’s energy to all living and non-living things on our planet.
Without these networks of energy flow, all objects and creatures on Earth would cease to exist because they could
not receive the energy necessary to function.
Each energy network interacts with energy conduits in larger and smaller networks. A human being, a tree, a mountain
stream, a maturing ecosystem, and Earth’s evolving biosphere are all interconnected and dynamic networks that
direct energy flow in Nature. Each segment in a network performs similar fundamental functions of energy usage,
energy transformation, and energy transportation despite the different physical structures that contains these
networks. Said another way, a river and a human being don’t look alike. Yet, their energy transportation networks
do look alike and perform similar functions.
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One such energy flow pattern that is familiar to all of us is the tree. The twigs in a tree support leaves that capture
the sun’s energy. The green chlorophyll in a leaf’s energy transforms and stores that captured energy. Some of that
energy is transported to the rest of the tree through twigs, branches, and trunks. Look carefully at a tree’s structure.
Twigs are connected to branches in similar ways. Branches are connected to tree trunks in much the same way.
In a very approximate way, each branch or twig in the tree’s structural hierarchy is a magnified or reduced version
of its immediate neighbor. Mathematicians call this phenomenon “self similarity” because each structure looks
similar to other structures in the tree. The structures are called “fractals”. It has been shown that many different
energy transportation and transformation systems in Nature are fractal. A tree’s root system captures nutrients
and other energy forms from the Earth. Roots look much like fractal collections of twigs and branches. These roots
intertwine with root systems from other trees as well as various subterranean ecosystems. Our lungs and our blood
transportation systems are fractal structures that interrelate with each other. Our systems of nerves are fractal. River
systems are fractal. Indeed, much of the energy in Nature is transported and transformed by networks that have the
same fractal structure that we see in trees.
What all of this suggests is is that there is growing scientific proof that there is a unity among all living creatures in
how they process energy in Nature. Science is now beginning to show what the spiritual and aesthetic worldviews
have known for a long time. Nature does have a common thread. We are all connected! And, we are now able to
describe more precisely the patterns of these interconnections that are so vital to life in Earth.
trees.
It is fair to say that conservation can be defined as the identification and protection of connections in Nature. Any
act by you to preserve a connection in Nature is an act of conservation. These acts might be as simple as picking
up garbage. You would also be conserving Nature’s connections by doing what you can to stop the air pollution that
diminishes the energy flow from our sun. You could be helping stop the deforestation that slows down the flow of
oxygen from a tree’s leaves into the atmosphere. Or you might be helping stop the killing of a key predator like the
wolf who preserves a healthy diversity of both plants and animals in ecosystems. You could also evangelize the need
to protect connections in nature by becoming a volunteer or a professional environmental education teacher. Your
acts of conserving Nature’s interconnectivity help build a future and a legacy for all of Nature, including mankind.
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Case Study : The Fantasy Of Infinite Growth On A Finite Planet
“The true source and analogue of our economic life is the economy of plants,
which never exceeds natural limits, never grows beyond the power of its
place to support it, produces no waste, and enriches and preserves itself by
death and decay. We must learn to grow like a tree, not like a fire“
– Wendell Berry
There is a growing consensus that the future of human race is in deep trouble
because of unsustainable human population growth and an uninformed and
irresponsible worldview about Nature. You cannot have infinite growth on a
planet with finite or limited resources. Indeed, it is the unsustainable human
population growth and human apathy and arrogance about Nature that has
prompted a deep concern by many conservation experts. The overview of author Kerryn Higgs’ book titled Collision
Course : Endless Growth on a Finite Planet (MIT Press) summarizes the problem:
“The notion of ever-expanding economic growth has been promoted so relentlessly that ‘growth’ is now entrenched
as the natural objective of collective human effort. The public has been convinced that growth is the natural solution
to virtually all social problems—poverty, debt, unemployment, and even the environmental degradation caused
by the determined pursuit of growth. Meanwhile, warnings by scientists that we live on a finite planet that cannot
sustain infinite economic expansion are ignored or even scorned. The idea that growth is essential continues to hold
sway, despite the mounting evidence of its costs—climate destabilization, pollution, intensification of gross global
inequalities, and depletion of the resources on which the modern economic edifice depends.”
Unless you live in the most remote and inhospitable reaches of this planet, I challenge you to find land or sea areas
where there is no sign of mankind. Much is written about mankind’s huge negative impact on this planet.
By 2050, the human population will have grown from the present 6 billion people to 9 or 10 billion people. To feed 9
billion people, every acre of agricultural land in the world will be used to produce food. Wars will break out over the
control of land. The structure of human societies will need to be altered. Survival strategies will replace the ethics of
a civilized society. Human population growth is not sustainable on a planet with finite resources.
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Scientist Joe Hutto, in his book “The Light In High Places“, offers this perspective:
“It is not the greed of multinational corporations with their vicious bulldozers, chain saws, and oil rigs that consume
resources, but rather individuals like you and me creating these insatiable demands. The real problem is our many
nonnegotiable needs for fuel, transportation, our modest twelve-hundred-square-foot houses, and worse, the
incessant demand for industrially grown food that requires the proliferation of strip mines, chemical companies, and
the mind boggling complexity of the energy and transportation networks. Each of us standing on the brink of our own
individual crisis fuels these insatiable demands“
In addition to ignoring an exponential and unsustainable human population growth, humans have come to believe
that they can predict and control Nature. With this belief comes the false idea that humans are not dependent upon
anything. Sustainability guru Justin Mog says:
“It may be that we live in an age of hyper-connectivity and “big data,” but I contend that the fundamental reason why
we’ve managed to construct the most highly unsustainable culture the Earth has ever seen is precisely because we
have not been taught to see the connections“.
In this case study, we will show the how and the why of the vital energy connections between all creatures on our
planet. It is true that Nature can survive without humans, but humans cannot survive without Nature. The take-home
message of is : Nothing In Nature Exists In Isolation !!!
The momentum of this unsustainable human population growth and a political will and human apathy that ignores
Nature has produced an uninformed and irresponsible worldview about Nature. With time and despite our technology,
this worldview could result in the destruction of our race. We must ask ourselves the question: “How do we prepare
and protect ourselves, our families, and generations to come? “
Here is some background information that defines man’s massive negative impact on Nature’s connections. These
facts, and other facts that you will find during your research, offer justification for you being concerned about man’s
negative impact on Earth. You must first recognize that those humans who are causing the problem are the current
population of adult humans,. They will not solve the problem. They the so-called “me” generation of humans who are
disconnected from Nature and fail to look beyond their own problems and pleasures.
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In addition, modern conservation practices contribute to the problem because:
* Current conservation practices are based upon outdated scientific information.
* There is a failure to view Nature as a living system and an energy engine.
* Conservation workers cannot predict or control Nature even though they think that they can.
* There are many disagreements within the conservation community. There is no single consensus.
Here is a partial list of man’s negative impact on our planet that was extracted from the book Ten Billion, by Stephen
Emmott:
Problem #1: In the last 100 years, the human population has increased from 1 billion people to 7 billion people. We
are now the most numerous mammal species on Earth. As the population grows, we are taking more and more land
to live and using more of the world’s natural resources. Many human activities also produce pollution, which is
damaging the Earth’s environment.
Problem #2: Human cleverness and inventiveness have modified almost every part of our planet. Our cleverness,
our inventiveness and our activities are now the drivers of every global problem we face. And every one of these
problems is accelerating as we continue to grow towards a global population of 10 billion.
Problem #3: We currently have no known means of being able to feed a 10 billion human population at our current
rate of consumption and with our current agricultural system. Simply to feed ourselves in the next 40 years, we
will need to produce more food than the entire agricultural output of the past 10,000 years combined. Yet food
productivity is set to decline, possibly very sharply, over the coming decades due to climate change, soil degradation,
and desertification – all of which are increasing rapidly in many parts of the world. By the end of this century, large
parts of the planet will not have any usable water.
Problem #4: Demand for land for food is going to double by 2050, and triple by the end of this century. This means
that pressure to clear many of the world’s remaining tropical rain forests for human use is going to intensify every
decade, because this is predominantly the only available land that is left for expanding agriculture at scale. But, trees
are necessary for our survival. Through photosynthesis trees produce the gas that we cannot live without: oxygen.
As we breathe in, our bodies take in oxygen and when we breathe out, we release carbon dioxide. Trees do the
opposite. They take in carbon dioxide and release oxygen. This cleans the air by removing harmful carbon dioxide
so that people and animals can breathe.
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Problem #5: 29% of our Earth is land mass. Of that 29%, humans physically occupy less than 1% of that area in mostly
cities and towns. Of the remaining 28% about 40% is pure wilderness. 14% is true desert and 15% has desert like
characteristics. 9% is Antarctica. Most of the remaining 22% are agricultural areas used by mankind and are subject
to environmental degradation noted in the next problem.
Problem #6: Raising animals for human consumption accounts for approximately 40% of the total amount of
agricultural output in industrialized countries. Grazing occupies 26% of the earth’s ice-free terrestrial surface, and
feed crop production uses about one third of all arable land. Free-range animal production requires land for grazing.
Deforestation, caused by ranching, is one of the main reason for the loss of some unique plant and animal species in
the Earth’s forests as well as carbon release into the atmosphere. Land quality decline, including desertification, is
caused by overgrazing. It is now known that farm animals are a major source of both land and air pollution.
Problem #7: In the 1700s, the dawn of the industrial age revolutionized methods of manufacturing and made them
more efficient. Since then, factories have been built all over the world. Factories consume huge amounts of natural
resources and energy, and many give off chemical waste, which creates problems such as air and water pollution,
and global warming.
Problem #8: We are going to have to triple energy production by the end of this century to meet expected energy
needs of humanity. To meet that demand, we will need to build 1,800 of the world’s largest dams, or 23,000 nuclear
power stations, 14 million wind turbines, 36 billion solar panels, or just keep going with predominantly oil, coal and
gas and build 36,000 new power stations.
Problem #9: Global warming will melt some of the polar ice caps, bringing greater risk of floods to low-lying and
coastal regions worldwide. Heat waves, droughts, hurricanes, and torrential rain will become more common.
Problem #10: One factor that is ignored in most discussions about mankind’s uncontrolled impact on Earth’s
environment is the political will of mankind at various levels of human organization. No matter what science may
reveal about care of our planet and our fate as humans, there are huge and powerful groups of people who will resist
any change because the changes might affect their near term comfort or economic stability. One of the most powerful
examples of political will versus the good of the environment is the agricultural community. Many agricultural practices,
such as overgrazing or the eradication of key predators, are harmful to the environment. Yet, both overgrazing and
predator culling are permitted by government bureaucracies like the US Department of Agriculture.
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In addition, these practices generate government subsidies to the farmer or rancher at the expense of the taxpayer.
With economic growth and well-being as an important political priority, achieving ecological stability is pushed to the
side as a secondary goal.
In the end, sadly, political and economic motives may be the deciding factors in defining the future of mankind on
this planet. That is, unless we take a closer examination of the following subjects which are explored in the other
cases studies in this book:
* Nature as a living system.
* The vital role of Nature’s energy flow in Her ecosystems.
* Environmental ethics that are used as a guide to survival and are are based on good science.
* Conservation practices that employ current scientific knowledge.
* Embedding a strong and active consciousness for Nature within our legacy through the teaching of our children.
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Case Study : Our Earth Is A Living System
“If we could surrender to Earth’s intelligence, we would rise up rooted—like trees.” ~ Rilke
Everything within Nature is interconnected and interdependent. Interdependence
is an important word that refers to the tendency of all creatures in Nature to be
linked and mutually dependent upon each other. If we were to draw a diagram
of this interdependence, we would see a massive network of living creatures,
including ourselves, either directly or indirectly connected. This network of life
is commonly called a “living system”.
Interdependence is a defining feature of all of Nature because it is necessary
for the transportation and the transformation of life’s vital flow of energy, usually
in the form of food. Earth’s connectedness with the sun’s energy is of primary
importance because that energy drives all life. Throughout our Earth’s living
systems, this energy from the sun moves from one plant or animal to another
plant or animal. As this energy is received by an organism in Nature, that plant
or animal transforms the incoming energy into a form that is userful to itself.
While we may not realize it, we humans encounter and connect with living systems every moment of our lives. Our
bodies are interconnected, self-maintaining systems. Every person we meet, every organization we work with, every
animal, every tree, and every ecosystem is a living system that transports and transforms energy.
A thorough understanding of Nature’s living systems, as well as energy flow within these systems, is key to the
development of conservation programs by human beings. When a conservation program developed by humans
proves ineffective, it is usually because there was insufficient comprehension of living systems and Nature’s energy
flow within these systems.
Nature is composed of hierarchal, interconnecting living systems. The terms “ecosystems”, “complex systems”, and
“living systems” have the same meaning. Living systems are the vehicles by which Nature’s energy, the operating
currency of Nature, is transported and transformed.
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Ecosytems cycle energy and nutrients obtained from external sources. By understanding where and how energy
flows within an ecosystem, we can understand how an environment operates. We can build this understanding by
first studying what modern science has to say about systems.
Simply stated, a system is a collection of objects that somehow interrelate with each other to function as a whole and
produce some effect that no single object within the system could do on its own.
Earlier in the 20th century, the modern scientific worldview chose to explore and describe both man-made systems
and Nature’s living systems using a worldview known as “reductionism”. Reductionism is the theory that any system,
simple or complex, can be described by analyzing its parts. The reductionist worldview holds that the behavior of
a system is nothing more than the sum of the behaviors of its parts. For example, the idea of reductionism is that
you can describe how an entire automobile operates by disassembling it, laying the parts on the garage floor, and
calculating how each part functions.
As twentieth century biologists realized with increasing frustration, reductionism cannot explain the self-renewing
processes of life. And equally important, reductionism cannot predict what Nature’s living systems will do. A familiar
example is government biologists who set annual quotas on the number of elk that can be killed by hunters. Their
reasoning is that these calculated quotas will result in an ecological balance between elk and their environment.
These calculated quotas erroneously focus on Nature’s building blocks as independent entities and not Nature as a
system of interdependent entities. Furthermore, it has been erroneously assumed that these scientists had the power
to predict how Nature would respond. We will note further in this section that the behaviors of living systems are not
predictable by mankind
David Suzuki, in his book “Legacy” notes that Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring:
“..taught me that in focusing on parts of Nature, in examining them in controlled conditions in flasks and growth
chambers, we study artifacts, grotesque simplifications of the real world, scrubbed of the context of weather, climate,
and seasons, devoid of variations in temperature, humidity, and light....while studying bits of Nature under controlled
conditions can provide powerful insights, we had to be very cautious in extrapolating those tests to the real world”.
Even though the logic of reductionism has been shown to be incomplete, the reductionist worldview is still used by
many biologists to design and implement real world conservation programs.
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However, those who have embraced systems thinking look at the relationships within Nature instead of Her components.
They see Nature as a highly interconnected group of systems. Processes such as the cells of organisms, human
bodies, a forest, or an entire planet, are not just a heap of disjointed parts. They are dynamically organized “systems”.
These processes all involve the transportation and the transformation of the energy necessary for life.
Modern systems science has realized that each element in a system is part of a larger interconnected pattern that
connects and evolves by discernible principles. This fresh worldview is beginning to spread throughout much of the
natural and social sciences.
What follows are descriptions of the characteristics of living systems.
Nature’s Living Systems Are Self Organizing and Leaderless
By shifting their focus to relationships instead of separate entities, scientists made an amazing discovery that was
new to the western mind. They discovered that Nature is capable of organizing Herself. Scientists set out to discern
the principles by which this phenomenon occurs. They found these principles are simple and constant throughout
the observable universe including sub-organic, biological, and ecological systems. Human-based mental and social
systems are also self organizing.
One way of looking at a group in Nature is to observe and study the complex collective behavior of the group. We can
easily view complex collective behavior in bird flocks, animal herds, and fish schools where each individual creature
follows relatively simple rules of movement with no central control or leader. This ability of a system of organisms to
make its own structure more complex is called “self-organization”. Self-organization produces unpredictability. No
amount of information at the level of the individual component can reveal the organizational pattern of the system.
Yet, paradoxically, it is the combined behaviors and interactions of individual components that define behaviors at a
system level. The whole is greater than the sum of the parts. This “whole” is the “emergent behavior” of the system.
Bird flocks, fish schools, and animal herds are examples of emergent behavior. Within complex collective behavior,
energy and information are passed between individuals in a group.
Nature’s Living Systems Are “Complex Systems”
The study of Nature is the study of her living systems and how energy flows within these systems.
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Using the terminology of Western Science, a living system is a “complex system”.
The terms “complex systems”, “living systems”, and “ecosystems” are synonymous.
By definition, a complex system has a large number of members capable of interacting with each other and adapting
to their environment without a leader or a blueprint.
The interaction between members may occur with immediate neighbors or distant ones. The members can be all
identical or different. They may move in space or occupy fixed positions. They can be in one of two states or have
multiple states.
Ant colonies are complex systems that are sometimes described as living “super-organisms”. They are extremely
complex, leaderless, and unpredictable. Yet these colonies exhibit systematic order. The ant colony is the result
of many tiny individual ants working in a community of ants to create and sustain an entire colony. The colony
possesses characteristics that none of its individual ants possess.
Different complex systems in Nature, such as bird flocks, immune systems, brains, and human social systems have
much in common. These commonalities include complex collective self-organizing behavior, the ability to pass
information and energy, resilience using feedback mechanisms, and hierarchal structures. We can easily view complex
collective behavior in bird flocks, animal herds, and fish schools where each individual creature follows relatively
simple rules with no central control or leader. It is the collective actions of vast numbers of these individuals that
give rise to the complex and changing patterns of group behavior. Complex collective behavior is very difficult or
impossible for humans to predict or control. This lack of predictability is a fundamental reason why some conservation
programs are ineffective.
In the course of contributing to the group’s collective behavior, every individual in a complex system both transports
energy and transforms energy. Connectivity between an individual fish (or a bird, or a human in a crowd) and its nearest
neighbors is essential if a living system is to exist. In the case of fish schools, the connection between individual fish
is the effects of each individual’s sensory organs that define proximity. The phenomena of this emergent behavior
in groups is one form of proof that connections in Nature are absolutely essential if systems like fish schools, bird
flocks, or human crowds are to exist.
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Nature’s Living Systems Are “Open” Systems
Nature’s living systems are defined as “open systems” because they permit the inward and outward flow of energy
and matter. Any open system can interact with systems or components external to itself. In the course of these
interactions, energy can be both transported and transformed within and between systems. These processes permit
the variety and intelligence of life forms to arise from interactive currents of matter, energy, and information. Human
beings are open systems.
The Whole Is Greater Than The Sum of Its Parts
Each system, whether it be a tiny atom or a huge galaxy, is not reducible to its components. Its distinctive nature and
capacities derive from the dynamic relationships of its parts. This interplay is synergistic (two plus two equals five),
generating emergent behavior and new possibilities, which are not predictable from the character of the separate
parts. For example, the forward motion of a car cannot be predicted from the explosive combination of oxygen and
and gasoline in the car’s engine before that combination occurred.
Nature’s Living Systems Can Self-Stabilize And Maintain Their Own Equilibrium
Thanks to the continual flow of matter, energy, and information, living systems are able to self-stabilize and maintain
their equilibrium. This self stabilization enables living systems to self-regulate amidst changing conditions in their
environment. This process, known as feedback, monitors the effects of their own behavior and realigns their behavior
with pre-established norms, much like a like a thermostat. Feedback processes are how living systems learn and
evolve. If this feedback process is blocked or ignored, by human or other activity, there is a risk of system collapse.
Every object or organism within a system is influenced by its own actions as well as its surrounding environment. One
example of feedback is thermoregulation in warm-blooded animals. Cooling of the blood stimulates certain centers
in the brain which “turn on” heat-producing mechanisms in the body. Through certain physiological processes, the
body temperature is then brought back to the normal level.
Nature’s systems are not predictable because the effect of Nature’s feedback loops is non-linear. A nonlinear
relationship is one in which the cause does not produce a proportional effect. These non-linear relationships result
from the systems feedback mechanisms which are, in turn, usually driven by unpredictable influences external to the
organism being affected.
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The sudden appearance of a predator is an unpredictable event which will cause an organism’s feedback system to
respond in a non-linear fashion. Feedback systems that respond to a number of different unpredictable influences
result in the complexity and unpredictability that we see in Nature’s living systems and their organisms.
Nature’s Living Systems Evolve In Complexity With Time
Living systems not only maintain their balance amidst the flux of energy and matter, but also evolve in complexity.
When challenges from their environment persist, living systems can fall apart or adapt themselves into new and more
functional states using the feedback phenomenon.
Complexity in Nature is universal. You cannot describe any living system such as an ecosystem by doing mathematical
equations, by simply using your logic, by soliciting the consensus of the public, or by chatting with government
naturalists sitting around the table at a meeting called to decide on what to do about an ecological situation. The only
way to find out how any living system will behave and what will happen is to actually run the system – something that
is usually impossible to do.
Nature’s Living Systems Are Nested Hierarchies
Living Systems are hierarchal. This means that systems are nested within systems. A given subsystem becomes
part of a larger system. With this hierarchal structure comes the connectivity necessary for energy and information
flow between systems. The cells in our bodies become organs which operate to serve the entire body. Our body is
connected to the energy and oxygen producing systems provided by our environment. And so on.
Every living system is a whole in its own right. It is comprised of subsystems, and simultaneously is an integral part of
larger systems. This results in “nested hierarchies” which are systems within systems, processes within processes.
Each new hierarchal level – say from atom to molecule, cell to organ, person to family – generates new emergent
properties that are not reducible to the properties of the separate parts. In nested hierarchies, order tends to arise
from below, as well as summoned or inspired by its environment.
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Living Systems Are Sensitive To Initial Conditions
One of the most important characteristics of living systems is their sensitivity to initial conditions. In ecological
terms, a small change in how one cares for an ecosystem may ultimately result in unpredictable and catastrophic
events later in time.
Most Conventional Practices For Conserving Living Systems Will Not Work
Our scientists in their ivory towers as well as ecologists in the field continue to debate about the best way to conserve
our earth. The two popular and competing conservation strategies either prohibit people from occupying “protected”
land areas or permit and encourage human involvement in land use. Both strategies have a fatal flaw. The flaw is that
it is impossible for humans to predict or control the future activities of Nature. These key facts are ignored by many
workers in the field of conservation when they try to develop conservation programs.
This raises the question: If we impose our reasoned action on a system that has neither a leader nor predictable
results, how can we expect a given outcome? The answer is that we can’t! The idea that man can control Nature is
one of the most misguided illusions of those who profess to be stewards of Nature.
The systems worldview of life fails to resonate with current conservation practices which assume that human input
will achieve a predictable result. Conservation managers set reference points and targets based on the assumption
that equilibrium or a steady state will be achieved. This idea is blatantly false. Indeed, Nature’s living systems are
dynamic. They are always moving. Equilibrium shifts as Nature’s feedback systems adjust. Human predictability is
impossible. Consequently, current conservation practices will ultimately be ineffective. Later in this book, we will
discuss conservation policies that are more appropriate for our Earth’s living systems.
Ecological literacy - The Path To Human Survival
In June of 2009, ecoliteracy.org [ https://www.ecoliteracy.org/ ] published an important essay that offered a basis for
how we humans must develop a relationship with Mother Earth in order to survive as a race. The essay was based
upon ideas first proposed by Fritjof Capra, the father of modern systems thinking. The essay brings together the living
systems ideas presented in this section as well as the material in the previous section on the current unsustainable
pathways of the human race.
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We end this section with a paraphrased summary of the ecological ecoliteracy essay.
What is Life?
The difference between a living organism and a dead organism lies in the basic process of life which is called
“metabolism.” Metabolism is the ceaseless flow of energy and matter through a network of chemical reactions.
This enables a living organism to continually generate, repair, and perpetuate itself through the intake, digestion,
and transformation of food. Metabolism is the central characteristic of biological life. Said another way, life is the
transportation and transformation of energy.
The fundamental facts of life are that:
* No individual organism can exist in isolation. Nature sustains life by creating and nurturing communities.
* Life, from its beginning, did not take over the planet by combat but by networking.
* Diversity assures resilience and survival.
* The energy that drives life within living systems flows from the sun.
* Matter cycles continually through the web of life.
* One species’ waste is another species’ food.
Animals depend on the photosynthesis of plants for their energy needs. Plants depend on the carbon dioxide produced
by animals, as well as on the nitrogen fixed by bacteria at their roots; Together plants, animals, and microorganisms
regulate the entire biosphere and maintain the conditions conducive to life.
Human Beings Depend On Ecological literacy
We need to understand how Nature sustains life because sustained life is a property of an entire ecosystem rather
than a single organism or species. Over billions of years of evolution, the Earth’s ecosystems have evolved certain
principles of organization to sustain the web of life. Knowledge of these principles of organization is what we mean
by “ecological literacy”.
The survival of humanity depends upon our ecological literacy – our ability to understand the basic principles of a
connected Nature and how to live accordingly. This means that ecological literacy must become a critical skill for all
humans to embrace if we are to remain on Earth.
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Systems thinking
In order to become ecologically literate and to survive on this Planet, we need to learn how to think in terms of
relationships among the various members of the Earth Household. A living system, whether it be an organism,
ecosystem, or social system – is an integrated whole whose properties cannot be reduced to those of smaller parts.
These “systemic” properties are properties of the whole, which none of its parts have. Consequently, the whole is
more than the sum of its parts.
Systems thinking means that understanding life requires a shift of focus from objects to relationships. Each species
in an ecosystem helps to sustain the entire food web. If one species is decimated by some natural catastrophe, the
ecosystem may still be resilient enough to survive if there are other species that can fulfill similar functions. In other
words, the stability of an ecosystem depends on its biodiversity. Biodiversity is a popular word that describes the
complexity of Nature’s network of relationships. Nature’s ecosystems
Sustainability
Sustainability is not an individual property but a property of an entire web of relationships. It always involves a
whole community. This is the profound lesson we need to learn from Nature. The way to sustain life is to build and
nurture community. A sustainable human community interacts with other communities – human and nonhuman – in
ways that enable them to live and develop according to their nature. Sustainability does not mean that things do not
change. It is a dynamic process of co-evolution rather than a static state.
Current world problems
Once we become ecologically literate, we can understand the processes and patterns of relationships that enable
ecosystems to sustain life. We can then understand that the major problems of our time cannot be understood in
isolation. They are systemic problems. This means that they are all interconnected and interdependent. Virtually
all our environmental problems are threats to our food security. The vicious circle of humanity’s population growth
pressure and poverty leads to the depletion of resources. This means falling water tables, wells going dry, shrinking
forests, collapsing fisheries, eroding soils, grasslands turning into desert, and so on. The depletion of resources,
aggravated by human triggered climate change, produces failing governments that can no longer provide security
for their citizens. Terrorism then becomes a means for temporary human survival.
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All of these problems must be seen as different facets of one single crisis -- a lack of ecological literacy. It derives
from the fact that most people in our society, and especially our political and corporate leaders, subscribe to the
concepts of an outdated worldview, a perception of reality inadequate for dealing with our overpopulated, globally
interconnected world.
There are solutions to the major problems of our time. Systems thinking and ecological literacy are two key world
views that must be part of a new paradigm that portrays the vital interconnections between food, health, and the
environment. This profound transformation in the global thinking of all humans is needed for humanity to survive.
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Case Study : Energy Is The Force That Drives Nature
“Land, then, is not merely soil; it is a fountain of energy flowing through a
circuit of soils, plants, and animals. … The circuit is not closed; some energy
is dissipated in decay, some is added by absorption from the air, some is
stored in soils, peats, and long-lived forests; but it is a sustained circuit, like
a slowly augmented revolving fund of life.”
— Aldo Leopold
In the previous case study, we explored the idea of Nature being a “living
system” that is composed of a network of interconnected, hierarchal
ecosystems. These networks perform a critically important role in Nature’s
scheme of things. They participate in the transportation and transformation
of energy. In this section, we focus on defining energy and how it flows
within living systems.
Energy Is The Dynamic Currency Of Nature
Energy is the force that drives Nature. Nothing in our Universe can happen without the existence of energy or the
pathways by which that energy flows. Without energy, Nature would never be able to function. But, energy must
come from somewhere and be directed to some place else in order to be a useful force. It is the hierarchal network of
Nature’s living systems that direct that flow of energy. To be more accurate, the term “living system” describes the
combination of ecological networks serving as conduits for the transportation and transformation of Nature’s flow
of energy. A destruction or hindrance of energy pathways, whether by mankind or by Nature, can bring ecological
disaster because Nature’s energy will be directed elsewhere. As we will see later on in this book, good conservation
practices by human beings within Nature are defined as the preservation of Nature’s energy flow.
Author Paul R. Fleischman, in his book entitled “Wonder” , provides an excellent background for our discussion
about energy and energy flow.
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“Every person consists of atoms that have been sorted and arranged. The energy for this task explodes out of other
atoms as they are being melted inside of suns, and then rippled down to us as sunlight. In the black space between
the sun and us, the waves of sunlight convey energy that can be used on Earth to bond, communicate, create, and
transform.
Energy has bathed the Earth and due to this glow, the Earth has had the power to rearrange atoms in uncountable
magnitudes , over eons, until the atomic world has been reshaped into whales and women, astronomers and novelists.
Everything we see and touch consists of matter rearranged by information and energy. ”
A physicist defines energy as the ability to do work. Energy is not definable with any more precision. So, we humans
tend to describe energy in terms of how its operates. All of Nature, living and non-living, are receivers, storehouses,
and transformers of energy. Living systems contain the essential conduits for the flow of energy that is vital to the
functioning of Nature at all levels. Energy needs to flow for Nature to function. There are smaller flow patterns inside
larger flow patterns. Electrons and protons beget atoms. Atoms beget molecules. Molecules join to form our body
organs, mountains, and oceans. In the course of this journey, energy changes into different useful forms.
Energy, as the operating currency of Nature, requires two equally important activities in order to become a vital force
in the process of life on our planet. First, in order to be an available force, energy must be transported within and
between entities in Nature. The network structures within and between living systems are conduits that are capable
of transporting energy. The movement of our sun’s energy photons from the sun’s atomic furnace to a plant leaf on
Earth is an example of energy transportation.
The second essential process is that energy must be capable of transformation. The process of energy transformation
from one form to another releases useful energy and produces useful action within an organism such as a plant leaf.
Western science has confirmed that energy is neither created nor destroyed. But, it can change from one form to
another.
All of Nature on and in our Earth comes, directly or indirectly, from sunlight. Within our sun’s nuclear furnace, two
hydrogen nuclei are fused together to form one helium nucleus. The energy left over from this nuclear fusion process
within the sun reaches the sun’s surface. Here some of that energy is transformed into electromagnetic photons of
light which are radiated and reach our Earth.
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In this basic solar process, we see matter being transformed into energy that is used by all plants and animals on our
earth. The release of energy from our sun’s photons to produce carbohydrates (sugars) from the chemicals within
the leaf is an example of energy transformation where the photon’s energy participates in the production of stored
chemical energy that is useful to creatures who eat the leaves. In the process of transforming energy, the chemical
reaction in the photosynthetic process absorbs and uses atmospheric carbon dioxide and expels oxygen into the
atmosphere. In carrying out these chemical processes, photosynthesis maintains atmospheric oxygen levels and
supplies all of the organic compounds and most of the energy necessary for life on Earth.
All 400,000 species of plants and a few species of bacteria use sunlight and the process of photosynthesis to obtain
and store their energy. Some organisms obtain their energy by consuming other organisms. These organisms include
most types of bacteria and all of the animal and fungi species. In all of these forms, life transforms and transports the
basic energy received from the sun. Paul Fleishman notes:
“A small plant, say an African violet, in a little pot on my windowsill, is capable of catching sunlight, taking
electromagnetic energy out of the sky, civilizing it, controlling it, and thereby sliding it into the bonds between
chemicals in living green cells. Because of this skill of plants, our own bodies can eventually be made. All green
plants are our ancestors and our maker… Life’s two simultaneous tasks are building large complex structures of
precise and skillful molecules; and moving energy, by making and breaking chemical bonds, to build, rebuild and
maintain life…Every blade of grass is touched by the light of heaven which it turns into the sugar of life. Green
photosynthesizers transform the Universe because they are skillful traffic directors for the flow of electrons, by
which we move energy into chemical bonds…We humans are pure energy in the form of matter. Life is structure,
formed by atomic placement, and life is the flow of energy within those structures.“
Like the photosynthetic organisms, we humans and other animals also transform and store energy. We inhale the
oxygen produced by plants to facilitate the transformation of our food into chemical compounds that hold energy for
later use. The cells in our body parts, organs such as our lungs, blood, and liver, perform these energy transformations
and store the byproducts. Because of these processes, we humans are transformers of energy and containers of
transformed energy that originated from other energy sources.
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Visualizing Nature’s Energy Flow In A Real World
We have been using the worldview of modern systems science to describe Nature, her interdependencies, and
her energy flow. We’ve portrayed Nature as a series of hierarchal complex systems. Hopefully, this worldview has
provided you with some important detail about characteristics of Nature’s ecosystems that are useful to educators,
conservationists, and students. Perhaps you are beginning to see why the conservation methods that we humans
employ must identify, preserve, and protect the energy flow conduits in Nature’s living systems.
We now take these system concepts and portray them in terms that describe
actual creatures in Nature and the habitats in which they live. Here we will
classify creatures in terms of how they transfer and transform energy. We will
then visualize the actual relationships each creature has with other creatures
in Nature. These ideas will help us when we employ conservation methods that
identify and preserve energy flow conduits in Nature.
The information presented in this section of our text is readily available on the
Internet in greater detail. Try using search words such as “food chain, “food
web”, or the classifications of creatures noted below. It is gratifying to find that
many environmental educators are now presenting their subject (and hosting
field trips into Nature) using the concepts of energy flow in Nature.
As we have noted, all of our energy comes from the sun in the form of photons of light. The energy from these
photons, when they strike Earth, is transformed into forms useful to the organisms that occupy our planet. Scientists
classify these organisms by the way that they procress energy flow.
Producers: Plants and other photosynthetic organisms are called producers because they take a form of energy
(sunlight) that most organisms can’t use (sunlight) and produce a form of energy that most organisms can use
(glucose).
Consumers: Organisms that cannot transform sunlight into usable energy must eat or consume other organisms to
get energy. These types of organisms are called consumers. In an estuary (wetland), consumers include fish, birds,
oysters, crabs, and many forms of zooplankton.
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Consumers can be divided into three groups based on what they eat:
* Herbivores, such as fish and deer, eat plants and other producers.
* Carnivores, such as lions and wolves, eat other consumers.
* Omnivores, such as humans, eat both producers and consumers.
Detritivores: Organisms that get their energy by feeding on dead organisms and then excreting their wastes.Detritivores
break down dead organisms into smaller pieces. Common detritivores in an estuary include crabs, worms and many
aquatic insects.
Decomposers: Decomposers also feed on dead organisms, but they break the organisms down even further than do
detrivores. Decomposers take the large molecules found in the tissues of an organism (such as carbohydrates, lipids
and proteins) and break them down into simpler molecules (such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen and phosphorus). In
doing so, decomposers create molecules that can be reused by producers during photosynthesis. Bacteria and
fungi are often decomposers. Because every organism eventually dies, every organism in a food web can also be
connected with one or more decomposers or detritivores.
A food chain diagram portrays the sequence of organisms eating and being eaten within an ecosystem. The food
chain diagram shows the links through which nutrients and energy are transported and transformed within an
ecosystem. For example, this simple food chain diagram shows, starting with the sun, how energy is transferred
from one organism to the next. We see a producer (the grass), and two classifications of consumers. The antelope is
an herbivore who eats the grass. The lion is a carnivore who eats the antelope.
Food web diagrams show how food chains are interconnected. Food web diagrams are schematic portrayals of
living systems. They are complex illustrations of interconnected food chains where all the possible energy pathways
are displayed. The illustration on the next page shows a food web for an estuary.
Starting with the sun, a mangrove plant is the producer. We then see various types of consumers as well as the
detritovores and decomposers. Estuaries, by definition, connect to both fresh water and salt water sources. The
small creatures and the decomposed material from the estuary can move to a large body of salt water ( such as a sea
) through tidal flow action. If we were to include this action in a food web diagram, we would be illustrating the impact
of energy flow from the estuary to the sea.
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In effect, we are portraying the ecological importance
of the estuary beyond its own geographic location.
Everything is connected.
Ecologists use food web diagrams to summarize
energy flow in a community. Food web diagrams are
powerful conservation tools because they illustrate,
in real-life terms, the potential ecological impact of the
alteration of energy flow by some human action. For
example, if one were to remove the mangroves from
the estuary to build a marina, the food web diagram
would illustrate, through the alteration of energy flow,
the negative ecological impact on the entire sea to which the estuary is connected. As noted in the previous section,
the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
To use a food web diagram to develop a conservation program for a specific ecological threat:
1) Identify an ecological threat within some ecosystem.
2) Describe why it is a threat.
3) Define all components of that ecosystem by developing a list of all flora and fauna.
4) Build a food web diagram that defines the energy transportation and transformation between components
in the ecosystem.
5) Define which energy links are threatened and explain why.
6) Create, present and defend your solution for preserving and protecting each threatened energy link.
This case study and the previous case study in this book have hopefully given you some perspective about how
living systems operate and the vital importance of our Earth’s energy flow in your life. We’ve seen that, to be useful,
energy needs movement from one component to another. Energy also needs to undergo transformation in order to
release itself to other processes. And, energy is capable of creating physical structures.
Nature has a way of teaching us valuable lessons if only we would listen. Her lessons on energy flow start with
spectacular displays like rainbows, a night sky, a fierce storm, or a sunrise. These lessons continue as we engage
Nature.
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Perhaps walking through a forest, relaxing at a beach, climbing a mountain, or just sitting in solitude as Nature
approaches us. The fundamental lesson that Nature always teaches is that She is defined by her dynamic
interrelationships between everything and anything in the Universe. Within these interrelationships, Her vital flow of
energy gives all creatures life.
For those of you who are stewards of Nature, the dynamic flow of energy may suggest some ways that you can do
your part in evangelizing and conserving our planet for future generations of humanity.
In this case study on energy flow, we have established the following important ideas:
* Energy is the operating currency which connects and drives all animate and inanimate objects in the Universe.
* Energy is the unifying force that defines living systems.
* The sun is our primary source of energy.
* Nature’s living systems are the conduits for energy flow and transformation within Nature’s ecosystems.
* The job of the conservationist is to define, preserve, and protect Nature’s energy flow.
The facts are that mankind’s alteration of Nature’s living systems can impair or destroy Nature’s energy flow. The
elimination of keystone predators, gaseous emissions that impair the flow of our sun’s energy, the alteration of river
systems, and the destruction of forests are examples of how human beings have affected important connections
in Nature that have resulted in altered energy flow. Nature’s connections that transport and transform energy can
be destroyed by man resulting in his extinction and the eradication of all life as we know it. We have it within our
power to avoid this destruction. Those who warn about our emissions moving into the atmosphere are not simply
crazy environmentalists or doomsday fanatics. The destruction could become real. What all of this means is that
any human activity within Nature needs to be done with a consciousness of how things are connected and how
relationships are affected. Destroying a link within the hierarchy of an ecosystem results in the destruction of energy
flow between entities within that system. Part of any consideration of a human activity within Nature should include a
careful definition of all the interconnections within the subject ecosystem and an impact assessment study of those
connections.
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Case Study : Environmental Ethics - Guiding A Reluctant Mankind
“Who among us knows what significance any other kind of life has in itself, as a part of the universe? For the truly
ethical man, all life is sacred, including that which from the human point of view seems lower in scale. If a person
has been touched by the ethic of Reverence for LIfe, he injures
and destroys life only when he cannot avoid doing so, and never
from thoughtlessness.”
Every person is born with the concept:
“ I am life which wills to live, in the midst of life which wills to
live. From this conflict comes death and destruction. But if he
understands Reverence for Life, at last the will-to-live, that fierce
affirmative force which holds us all by the throat vanishes. In its
place there is only the will-to-love, and the blessings of healing,
and the sense of communion with all living things.”
-- From: “Out of My Life and Thought”
by Albert Schweitzer, 1875-1965
Up to this point, the book has presented an environmental
dilemma that mankind will be facing by the year 2050. This
dilemma could result in the eradication of the human race. We
have t a look at the current scientific worldview that our planet is a
“living system” where everything, including humans, is interconnected and interdependent. We justified this thinking
by emphasizing that everything on our planet requires energy to live and that our planet’s highly interconnected
living system transports and transforms this vital energy.
All of this makes much sense when one studies Nature. But, there is one huge barrier that inhibits this awesome
living system that is our home. That barrier is the attitudes and activities of a huge population of creatures we know
as “human beings”.
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Author David Brooks, in his book “The Road To Character”, notes that:
“Over the past several decades we have built a moral ecology around the “Big Me”, around the belief of a golden
figure inside ourselves. This has led to a rise in narcissism and self-aggrandizement”.
The result is a belief by humanity that there is no such thing as a human dependency on Nature. Instead, it is
believed that modern technology allows we humans to exercise control over Nature. Environmental policy makers
often perceive that environmental “management” actions are based on the application of scientific fact. But yet,
the “management” of Nature by mankind is a fantasy because, as noted in previous sections of this book, systems
science has taught us that it is impossible for we humans to predict the effects of Nature’s processes or the effects
of our actions upon Nature. In truth, our actions are the result of value judgments and opinions and not scientific
fact. Our interventions in natural processes often yield unexpected results. These interventions sometimes cause
damage to the environment.
So, how do we face this problem? The approach suggested in this book is the application, through environmental
education, of a set of ethical and ecological guidelines that are based on scientific fact and not on political will, man’s
ego, or mere opinion or judgment. In this section, we start looking at the kind of ethical guidelines that are needed
for mankind to survive in Nature.
Morality (from the Latin moralis meaning “manner, character, proper behavior”) is the differentiation of intentions,
decisions and actions between those that are distinguished as proper and those that are improper. Morality can be
a body of standards or principles derived from a code of conduct from a particular philosophy, religion, or culture.
Morality can derive from a standard that a person believes should be universal. Morality may also be specifically
synonymous with “goodness” or “rightness”.
Ethics is the creation, study, and application of moral guidelines for humans living on our earth. Typically, ethics
refers to human behavior that is held to be a standard for the majority of a given people. This standard reflects what
is morally right or wrong in inter-human relationships.
Traditionally, ethics have focused on theological and philosophical guidelines. The world of theologians consists
mainly of extrapolations of their beliefs. The world of philosophers consists consists of extrapolations of their
thinking. Theological ethics are based upon the authority of revelation that is written in books such as the Bible and
the Koran. Philosophical ethics are based upon human reason.
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The ten commandments from the Christian bible is a list of theological guidelines. “Thou Shall Not Kill” is one such
ethic that recognizes reverence for human life. This ethic has resulted in the creation of human laws prohibiting the
murder of another human. The quote from Albert Schweitzer noted at the beginning of this section is another example
of an ethic - reverence for life. This quote is directly related to the ethic that “Thou Shall Not Kill”.
Both theologians and philosophers have created human-centered (anthropocentric) models of our world with
insufficient relevance to the realities of Nature that surrounds us. Humans are not the center of the earth. Humans
are one species among millions and are only part of the process of life. Dolphins, mice, and a virus are just as much
a part of life on earth as humans. Theologians and philosophers have created inaccurate geographic-centered (geocentric) models of our our planet as well. Earth is not a singular entity. Earth is a planet among billions of planets and
stars in our galaxy. There are billions of such galaxies.
In recent times, there has been a growing awareness and concern about mankind’s huge negative impact on planet
Earth. Some of this concern has been described in the section on human population growth. This concern has
driven the development of a new ethic that focuses on man’s relationship to his environment. Environmental ethics
is the philosophical discipline that considers the moral and ethical relationship of human beings to the environment.
Environment ethics is different than the theological and philosophical guidelines mentioned earlier in this case study.
Theological and philosophical ethics focuses on relationships between human beings. Environmental ethics focus
on the relationship between mankind and his environment. Human values become an important factor when looking
at environmental ethics because these values are guidelines that help a person evaluate an action or event that might
affect the plants and animals (including other humans) in local or distant ecosystems. Human values that are derived
from environmental ethics can be influenced by experience and by environmental education.
Environmental ethics is sometimes called a “biocentric ethic” which asks us to value the rest of Nature in and of
itself. This requires that we accept that we humans are neither the center of the universe nor the determiner of value.
A biocentric ethic requires humility. It requires that we humans remove our hubris and learn to live in coupled humanand-natural systems. It requires us to adapt to Nature’s patterns even as those patterns change. Environmental
ethics requires us to recognize the importance of Nature’s “web of life” - the living systems that we described earlier.
It requires us to protect the web of life because, in doing so, we protect our own future as a race.
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Environmental ethics are also based on scientific fact. Environmental ethics provide guidelines for maintaining the
health of the natural world by recognizing our current scientific understanding of how Nature operates. Environmental
ethics are the principles by which Nature’s stewards, educators, and practitioners of conservation science operate. In
turn, stewards of Nature pass on the ethical guidelines and values to our children through environmental education
programs. Ultimately, it will be our children, those most likely to be affected by the upcoming environmental crisis,
who would employ those ethics while influencing the older generation of humans.
An essay by David King entitled Principles of an Ecological Morality [ http://www.davidbothered.com/?p=1123 ] is
an excellent presentation and summary of the issues concerning environmental ethics. King’s essay outlines six
guiding principles of Nature, based on scientific fact. These principles guide the establishment of an environmental
morality within humans.
Principle #1: Everything in Nature, Including Human Beings, Is Interdependent.
Within Nature, everything is connected. This universal quality applies to BOTH mankind and to Nature. More
than mere interconnectedness, interdependence refers to the tendency of all members of Nature’s systems to be
fundamentally linked and mutually dependent upon each other. This interdependence is a well established scientific
fact. Interdependence is a defining feature of all ecosystems and all activities of mankind. As mentioned earlier,
animals depend on plants for the production of oxygen, while plants absorb the carbon dioxide released by animals.
Bees, butterflies, and birds assist in pollination and seed dispersal, enabling the reproduction of a multitude of plant
species on which other organisms depend for food and shelter. And, of course, Earth’s connectedness with the sun’s
energy is of primary importance because the energy from the sun drives all life.
When applied to human systems, the principle of interconnectedness places increasing value on the idea that all
individuals depend upon each other. As a result, each individual is highly valuable in his or her own right. As we
humans are all entangled with Nature, so we are entangled with each other. Every human depends upon Nature to
survive. Indeed, Nature can do without humans, but human beings cannot do without Nature.
Connectedness, relationship, and community are fundamental concepts of ecology. Connectedness, relationship,
and belonging are the essence of the spiritual experience. Thus, it is not surprising that the scientific ideas of living
systems discussed earlier in this book are in harmony with many ideas in spiritual traditions.
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Thomas Merton, the writer, poet, artist, and Trappist monk, once said in his essay entitled “A Search For Solitude”:
“Man can know all about God’s creation by examining its phenomena, by dissecting and experimenting and this is
all good. But it is misleading, because with this kind of knowledge you do not really know the beings you know. You
only know about them”.
Most of our contact with nature is in passing. We drive by. We take a glimpse. We get a quick emotional “fix”. Nothing
more. We are not connecting. There is no true immersion. We are not totally engaged in the moment. We are ready to
move on rather than linger a while. We are preoccupied with “things” in our lives. We are not beholding Nature. While
we may know some facts about Nature, we do not really “know” Nature.
A forest is entered, not viewed. We do not really engage or know a forest until we are well within it both physically,
aesthetically, and spiritually. Engaging Nature means “knowing” rather than just “knowing about”. “Knowing” means
observing and understanding how Nature is connected. It means knowing our interrelationships, our connections,
with our surroundings. It means us being connected with those surroundings – those patterns in Nature.
In being connected to Nature, we acquire the core of “knowing” Nature and Nature’s patterns. We may never have
complete answers, but we grow to “know” Nature as we live the questions themselves.
Jeremy Lent, in his book “The Patterning Instinct”, talks about our interconnectedness with Nature by suggesting
that:
“The systems approach invites a different way of making meaning from our world. By emphasizing the underlying
principles that apply to all living things, it helps us realize our intrinsic connectedness with the natural world. The
recognition that we are not separate from nature and cannot, ultimately, control it encourages a more participatory
approach of trying to influence the complex systems around us for greater harmony. In place of the metaphors of
nature that have led humanity to this precipice, the systems worldview offers up a new metaphor of nature as a WEB
OF MEANING, in which the very interconnectedness of all life gives both meaning and resonance to our individual
and collective behavior.”
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Poet Alison Hawthorne Deming describes the connections between all things in her wonderfully
profound poem “The Web”.
It is possible there is a certain
kind of beauty as large as the trees
that survive the five-hundred year fire,
the fifty-year flood, trees we can’t
comprehend even standing
beside them with outstretched arms
to gauge their span,
a certain kind of beauty
so strong, so deeply concealed
in relationship –black truffle
to red-backed vole to spotted owl
to Douglas fir, bats and gnats,
beetles and moss, flying squirrel
and the high-rise of a snag,
each needing and feeding the other—
a conversation so quiet
the human world can vanish into it?
A beauty moves in such a place
like snowmelt sieving through the fungal mats

that underlie and interlace the giant firs,
tunneling under streams where cutthroat fry
live a meter deep in gravel,
a beauty fluming downstream over rocks
that have a hold on place
lasting longer than most nations,
sluicing under deadfall spanners
that rise and float to let floodwaters pass,
a beauty that fills the space of the forest
with music that can erupt as
varied thrush or warbler, calypso
orchid or stream violet, forest
a conversation not an argument,
a beauty gathering such clarity and force
it breaks the mind’s fearful hold on its
little moment steeping it in a more dense
Intelligibility, within which centuries
and distances answer each other
and speak at last with one and the same voice.

Principle #2: Ecosystem Health Depends Upon Biodiversity
As noted in the case study on living systems, Nature is propelled towards a state of increasing complexity and
diversity. This phenomenon is called biodiversity. It is only with diversity in Nature that we are able to arrive at our
current state of biodiversity. Biodiversity contributes to ecologic structure and function. Ecosystems as we know
them would not exist without biodiversity.
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The value of biodiversity is far-reaching. A greater diversity of species boosts ecosystem productivity, prevents the loss
of natural resources, and contributes to nutrient storage while enhancing the breakdown of pollutants. Biodiversity
is the basis for ecosystem resilience because it improves the recovery of an ecosystem from a variety unpredictable
events and natural disasters. Biodiversity ensures that enough species remain so as to prevent ecosystem collapse
and further loss.
The two scientifically proven principles of biodiversity and interdependence suggest an ethic that we humans need
to live in harmony with each other and with the natural world. These two principles are moral guidelines that call upon
us to protect and preserve the flow of energy in Nature.
Principle #3: The Actions of One Can Affect the Whole
Every human is part of an ecosystem. Because we are all born into Nature’s complex and interconnected system,
each of us contains within us the capacity to influence others. Any human action, good or bad, can affect the entire
ecosystem.
As we are mutually interdependent, each human is mutually influential. Not only does this principle place increased
importance on individual life, it also suggests that within each of us is a greater potential than we may have previously
conceived. This principle has important implications for conservation and long-term sustainability because it
necessitates an ethic of responsibility on the part of the individual. As intelligent beings capable of reflecting on our
innate influence over Nature, it is essential that we act and behave with awareness of the consequences of every
action we undertake. It requires some degree of conscientiousness and accountability. Every footstep, every smile,
every piece of trash discarded has an effect. As Jane Goodall suggested, “What you do makes a difference, and you
have to decide what kind of difference you want to make.”
Principle #4: Nature Is Always Changing
We find ourselves in a cosmos of perpetual flux. Continuous change is a fundamental characteristic of all natural
systems. This state of flux is indispensable to the operation and productivity of Nature because it involves the vital
flow of Nature’s energy.
It is in this change that new opportunities are created in Nature.
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As organisms are driven by changing environments and selective pressures at the species level, they find themselves in
a constant state of change. Birth, death, stagnation, movement, action, cellular aging, oxidation, growth, degeneration,
sleeping, waking, memory, consciousness, the transformation of thoughts and emotions, decomposition, fertilization,
evolution; these are but a few of the examples of the pervasive principle of change in Nature.
At a global level, weather systems, ocean currents, and climate offer further evidence that Nature is always changing.
It is a paradox that, because Nature is always changing, life is capable of existence. This characteristic of continuous
change in Nature is the reason that mankind cannot control Nature or predict what Nature will do. In turn, conservation
programs created by human beings will not always be effective.
Principle #5: The Conservation of Nature Is a Necessary Part Of Human Morality
Whether it is for the betterment of our children and grandchildren, the long-term survival and perpetuation of our
species, or responsibility to other species within the global ecosystem, we are ethically obligated to engage in
conservation practices where possible. Effective conservation practices, based on scientific fact, become a positive
interaction between Nature and humanity because priority is placed on the preservation of Nature on which we depend.
Effective conservation practices are necessary because human presence has an impact on Nature. Conservation
practices enhance the awareness of the ways in which we are changing the global ecosystem. Conservation practices
help us build a perpetual consciousness of Nature and how we depend upon Her.
Principle #6: Compassion and Humility - One Cannot Assign Greater Value To One Species Over Another.
Compassion is the ability to understand and share the nature of all life on Earth. A productive global ecology is not
possible with such an intelligent and dominant species as mankind if we do not exhibit compassion towards other
humans and non-humans. Compassion is expressed when we feel spontaneously inclined to defend the integrity of
the world where it is threatened. In line with the principle of interdependence, one cannot assign greater value to one
species over another.
We humans must prioritize species survival over human value. Compassion requires humility. If we are a compassionate
race, we must accept the idea that we humans are neither the center of the universe nor the determiner of value. This
requires humility. Humility means purging out our hubris and desire to control Nature. Instead, we take our place
among the other animals while living as part of an ecosystem without being its master.
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This is a true biocentric ethic which will serve to restore harmony to Nature’s living systems.
Human compassion and humility toward Nature are the virtues that fuel the conservation strategy of passive
restoration where Nature is allowed to make the decisions for her own welfare. In basic terms, passive restoration
means “Let Nature take her own course“. A more formal description is: “Passive restoration means simply allowing
natural succession to occur in an ecosystem.”
Taking Action
How should we move from the subject of environmental ethics to environmental action? There are three issues that
must be considered if we are to apply the six principles of environmental ethics that we just described. First, we
must make sure that these principles connect our ethics to scientific fact. Second, we must consider what motivates
the current and future human populations, And third, we need to find ways to transform an environmental ethic into
environmental consciousness in the mind and soul of human beings.
Action Item #1 Employing environmental ethics that are based on scientific fact
The case study about living systems describes the whys and hows of modern systems science. The prevalent theme of
living systems science is that nothing in Nature lives in isolation. Everything is connected, in some way, to everything
else. This theme is prevalent because life is defined as the transportation and transformation of the energy that starts
with the sun. There has been a huge amount of food web research that backs up the scientific findings of energy flow
between species at all levels in the hierarchy of ecosystems.
An ethic that identifies, protects, and preserves all energy flow conduits in Nature is consistent with principle #1.
Principles #2 through #6 follow from principle #1. An all-encompasing ethics statement such as: “Conservation is the
act, by humans, of identifying, understanding, preserving, and protecting Nature’s energy flow.” is all encompassing
because, if applied correctly, will preserve and protect all ecosystems on Earth.
Action Item #2: Motivating current and future human populations
As it stands, motivating humanity to honor and respect the ethics statement “Conservation is the act, by humans, of
identifying, understanding, preserving, and protecting Nature’s energy flow” is the problem!!!
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Given the hugely complex web of moral worldviews that work against preservation of the environment, the task of
motivating the current human population is probably impossible. However, there are two key centers of influence that
are receptive to this keystone conservation ethic.
The first group is our children and young people. More than half of the world’s population is under the age of 25.
Here lies a large population under the age of 25 who can be influenced and who are receptive to Nature’s wonder.
This large group has the power to influence the adult population and future generations. There is a crying need, and
opportunity, to engage young people with a Nature that lies beyond the asphalt, glass, and glowing LCD screens
which hem us in on all sides.
The second group of influential people is environmental educators and educators in general. This very important
group consists of the legacy builders of future generations.
Action Item #3: Transforming an environmental ethic into environmental awareness in the mind and soul of human
beings
The answer lies in building environmental awareness, and encouraging active engagement in Nature. Environmental
awareness is how people think about their relationship with Nature. Environmental awareness involves environmental
education. Environmental education must include a direct engagement with Nature where there is direct human
involvement, both physically and spiritually.
Conclusion
Environmental ethics is a biocentric worldview that forms the root of environmental education. This worldview is
grounded on the premise that we can restore and maintain a healthy balance between humans and all other life within
Earth’s living systems. The biocentric worldview joins together the ideas that Nature is a living system and that our
legacy, our world’s youth, are the implementers of a new consciousness within the human race.
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Case Study : Conservation Practices - An Action Plan
“Conservation is a state of harmony between man and land. By land is meant all things on, over, or in the earth.
Harmony with land is like harmony with a friend: you cannot cherish his right hand and chop off his left. That is to
say, you cannot love game and hate predators; you cannot conserve the waters and waste the ranges; you cannot
build the forest and mine the farm. The land is one organism.” -- Aldo Leopold
In this section, we bring together ideas of the previous sections in order to talk about how we humans can prevent
the ecological disaster that is facing us by about 2050. The theme of this section is:
Conservation is the act, by humans, of identifying, understanding, preserving, and protecting Nature’s energy flow
This is an action section. The action word is “conservation”. Protecting nature’s energy flow is a powerful conservation
strategy and an essential human activity because the flow of energy is
the basis for all life on earth. Protecting Nature’s energy flow protects
life. As we have learned in previous sections, energy flow within Nature
requires relationships between living beings of all kinds. By protecting
these relationships, we protect the energy flow of life on Earth
Conservation activities include:
* Direct or indirect physical action.
* Environmental education that builds a consciousness for Nature.
* Political action and activities.
In her “Essay on the Biological Sciences” written in 1958, Rachel
Carson said:
“Only within the 20th Century has biological thought been focused on ecology, or the relation of the living creature
to its environment. Awareness of ecological relationships is — or should be — the basis of modern conservation
programs, for it is useless to attempt to preserve a living species unless the kind of land or water it requires is also
preserved.
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So delicately interwoven are the relationships that when we disturb one thread of the community fabric we alter it all
— perhaps almost imperceptibly, perhaps so drastically that destruction follows.”
Rachel Carson went on to offer many examples of man’s ignorance in tampering with Nature’s energy flow conduits.
Here is her description of how the U.S.Forest Service used chemical weed killers to kill sagebrush and substitute
grasslands for cattle ranchers that leased government land. In her own words, she described this folly by our
government:
“The earth’s vegetation is part of a web of life in which there are intimate and essential relations between plants and
the earth, between plants and other plants, between plants and mammals…. It was no accident that the great plains
of the West became the land of the sage. The bitter upland plains, the purple wastes of sage, the wild, swift antelope,
and the grouse are then a natural system in perfect balance. ...One of the most tragic examples of our unthinking
bludgeoning of the landscape is to be seen in the sagebrush lands of the West, where a vast campaign is on to
destroy the sage (using weed killer) and substitute grasslands.
“ ..it is clear that the whole closely knit fabric has been ripped apart. The antelope and the grouse will disappear along
with the sage. The deer will suffer too... The spraying also eliminates a great many plants that were not its intended
target. The sage was killed as intended. But, so was the green life-giving ribbon of willows... Moose had lived in
these willow thickets, for willow is to the moose what sage is to the antelope. Beaver had lived there too, feeding on
the willows, felling them and making a strong dam across the tiny stream. Through the labor of the beavers, a lake
backed up. Trout in the lake thrived so prodigiously that many grew to five pounds. Waterfowl were attracted to the
lake, also. But with the ‘improvement’ instituted by the Forest Service, the willows went the way of the sagebrush,
killed by the same impartial spray. The moose were gone and so was the beaver. Their principal dam had gone out
for want of attention by its skilled architects, and the lake drained away. None of the large trout were left. The living
world was shattered.”
Due to human insensitivity and an ignorance regarding Nature’s interconnectivity that is necessary for energy to flow,
government funds were used to “manage” our environment and create ecological disasters. Rachel Carson started it
all with her book, “Silent Spring”, by exposing the ignorance and the disastrous assumptions that biologists made
about ecological interrelationships. She laid the foundation for a consciousness of interrelationships in Nature. Her
legacy is the new and more productive ways in which we now holistically view Nature.
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Kevin McCann, in a 2007 article in Nature, said:
“Scientists have focused on diversity at the expense of ignoring the biological structures that maintain ecosystems
- networks of interactions between organisms that characterize ecosystems. The network of interactions between
organisms, not diversity per se, breathes life into ecosystems. To understand the implications of biodiversity loss, it
is crucial to monitor changes to the underlying biostructure. Perhaps the main reason why researchers and Nature’s
stewards within government organizations have focused on diversity is that it is easier to count species than to
document their interactions. Empirically mapping biological networks is no small chore. “
There is an ongoing debate between two schools of thought within the field of conservation science. One group
believes that setting aside land tracts only for Nature’s sake, free from humans, will permit Her to take care of herself.
This worldview is seen in designated wilderness areas. Yet, studies have shown that even as more land is set aside
for protection from human influence, global biodiversity in the protected areas continues to decline. This is because
the energy flow relationships between the designated wilderness areas and those areas inhabited by mankind have
been ignored.
A second worldview in the conservation community values both Nature for herself and for human purpose. This
view calls for the protection of Nature while working with business entities to find mixes of economic benefit and
conservation success. The idea is to blend human development with Nature. This view accepts the ecological
dominance of mankind as a permanent reality and seeks to protect natural habitat where people live and work.
Both strategies have a fatal flaw. That flaw is that modern conservation ideas fail to view Nature as a living system
and fail to embrace the idea that every living thing on earth is inextricably interconnected to every other living being.
These key facts are ignored by many workers in the field of conservation. As a result, modern conservation practices
fail to acknowledge that it is impossible for humans to predict or control the future activities of Nature.
This case study offers a third worldview that encompasses both schools of thought within the field of conservation
science as it focuses on the preservation of energy flow in Nature. This approach does not need any predictions by
mankind because Nature continues to operate on Her own without attempts by humans to control Nature. In other
words, this third worldview lets Nature run Herself. It lets Nature decide. Her decision pathways are defined by Her
energy flow.The job of humanity is to conserve energy flow and Her energy flow conduits. However, we need to first
talk about passive restoration. Here is a passage from one of my blog posts at http://freshvista.com entitled “The
Case For Passive Restoration” .
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“I often get frustrated with those who oversee our public lands. They are always trying to “manage” something in
the ecosystems that they oversee. We read about things like controlling invasive species and establishing hunting
quotas as if these people had done some precise calculation in order to take a certain action or to establish the limits
they impose on the public. ...These guys have no way of effectively determining limits because science has taught us
that we cannot predict what Nature will do.
“Passive restoration is an idea that preserves our ecosystems where Nature is allowed to make the decisions for
her own welfare. In basic terms, passive restoration means ‘Let Nature take her own course’. Passive restoration
means simply allowing natural succession to occur in an ecosystem. The recovery of the deciduous forests in the
eastern United States after the abandonment of agriculture is a classic example of passive restoration. So is the wolf
recovery story at Yellowstone National Park.” This story is included as a case study in this book.
In my web site there is a blog post entitled “Wolves, Cougars, and Rivers” which features a great video entitled “Lords
of Nature”.
The blog post and the video provides a real life example of passive restoration. The story is about the
great predators and how things changed after the Gray Wolf was reintroduced and allowed to multiply and roam on
its own, without human interference, in Yellowstone National Park. This wonderful story tells how Nature carried out
Her own restoration by restoring Her own pathways for energy flow without the help of man.
High Country News has offered an article that interviewed Oregon State University ecologist Bill Ripple who collected
data on this wolf reintroduction project.
“As wolves reduced the size of the elk herd in the Yellowstone ecosystem, chokecherry, serviceberry and huckleberry
flora began to rebound and flourish in a long-term phase of “passive restoration”, Ripple said. In time, and as
other food sources declined, berry production might become more and more important as a source of nutrition in
the grizzly bears’ diet. It’s humbling, Ripple added, to realize that the cascading effects of wildlife management, or
mismanagement, roll in both directions. If too many wolves are killed, the consequences could affect many other
species.”
“But if we let passive restoration run its course, we might just see some remarkable things happen,” said Ripple. The
riparian environment could once again become vibrant nurseries for birds, beaver, and a number of smaller critters.
If you kill too many wolves in Yellowstone, however, their population could drop below the threshold essential to
maintaining a vigorous and resilient ecosystem.”
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“If that happens, we might as well paint over the petroglyphs, cage the animals, pave the parks, dam the last freeflowing rivers, turn the last old-growth forests into toothpicks and stop pretending that we cherish the wild. There is
a lot to be said for we humans just backing off and letting Nature do her thing. “
Case studies in this book have emphasized that we humans cannot “manage” or predict Nature. However, we can
identify, work with, and passively protect Her energy flow conduits. A “connectivity consciousness” is a sense that
can be developed within ourselves that addresses how and why everything is interrelated. It is also an internal map
of how to act when addressing ecological issues. With a “connectivity consciousness”, you are equipped to ask the
right questions when you approach any ecological issue. Those questions are:
• What are the conduits of energy that exist in the ecosystem under study and how can these energy connections be
preserved?
• What might happen if changes are made to these conduits either by mankind or by Nature?
Asking and then seeking answers to these two very important questions is the beginning of any successful conservation
effort. But any conservation project will falter or fail if the following two vitally important messages are not heeded.
Message #1: Mankind cannot control Nature
Nature’s systems are highly unpredictable. Humans cannot control Nature. Despite our intelligence and increased
knowledge, Nature seems quite capable of managing herself without any outside controlling intelligence. Human
intelligence often does more harm than good. Rachel Carson once said “The ‘control of nature’ is a phrase conceived
in arrogance, born of the Neanderthal age of biology and the convenience of man”
Message #2: Don’t mess with or change Nature’s connections, instead work to protect them.
In order to process energy, we have noted that Nature is highly interconnected in very complex ways. Nature’s
“genius” does not respond to human ideas of control where one simply pushes one button to get one predictable
result. Instead, Nature’s “genius” is in her ability to transport and transform the energy which is her lifeblood. If you
mess with one thing in Nature, most likely you will affect something else. The result will be that energy connections
are broken or inadvertently redirected in unintended and disastrous ways. We are tinkering with Nature. Look to
Aldo Leopold’s admonition that “to keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of intelligent tinkering”. Nothing
stands alone and humans messing with Nature leaves tracks.
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An Action Plan
What follows is more detail regarding any conservation effort that focuses on protecting Nature’s energy flow.This
effort would include:
* Direct or indirect physical action that is suggested in the following paragraphs.
* Environmental education that builds a consciousness for Nature and Her interdependent character.
* Political action and activities.
Direct or indirect conservation action
First, we offer some comments for environmental educators who are reading this case study. The process of identifying
and describing a connection in Nature can become a useful assignment for your students.
1) Start by looking at any ecosystem such as a forest, a body of water, or a beach.
2) Ask yourself:
A) What and where are the connecting energy flow conduits within this ecosystem? Draw a food web diagram.
B) What do these conduits do?
C) How do they operate?
D) What would happen if an energy flow conduit were damaged or destroyed?
3) With each question, take time to look for detailed answers from experts. Make heavy use of the Internet. Then write
out your detailed description of the energy flow conduit that you are studying.
4) Present your writing to others for examination, group study, and discussion as you refine your findings.
For stewards of Nature who are suggesting or implementing a conservation program, the goal is to protect biostructure
by defining an ecosystem’s network structure and conserving the energy flow within that network. For anyone who
is charged with the responsibility of conserving an ecosystem, the primary question one must ask when faced with
a request that might impact Nature is: How does current activity or a proposed action affect the energy flow of the
ecosystem under question? To develop a conservation program for a specific ecological threat:
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1) Identify an ecological threat within the ecosystem.
2) Describe why it is a threat.
3) Define all components of that ecosystem by developing a list of all flora and fauna.
4) Build a food web diagram that defines the energy transportation and transformation between the flora and fauna
in the ecosystem.
5) Define which energy flow conduits are threatened and explain why.
6) Present and defend your food web diagram and your solution for preserving and protecting each threatened
energy flow conduit.
7) Ask yourself the question: Will my conservation effort change or break any energy flow conduits?
Along with this list of action items, a steward of Nature must consider the following:
* Good science is an absolutely essential foundation for any conservation project because it is the science that
defines a conservation problem and provides the basis for a conservation goal. Be very careful to identify the human
biases that might be present within any scientific study.
* Identify and assess political influence and human bias. Special interest groups are common in scientific investigations.
The cattle industry is a prime example where federal grazing allotments are justified based on questionable facts. The
bias extends beyond the ranchers to the government employees who oversee allotment programs. Many times, these
folks were born and raised on ranches. Their continued employment depends upon the continuation of the grazing
allotments.
* Strong community influence and support is essential because the cooperation of the community is needed to carry
out a conservation program. The reason that there may be poor community support is usually inadequate community
education. Community education , in turn, is tied to the generation of well researched scientific fact by respected snd
unbiased individuals.
* Skilled facilitation. Effective, experienced facilitators serve to bring parties together to develop a mutually agreeable
conservation plan. Many times, facilitators are non-government organizations such as The Nature Conservancy.
Education that builds a consciousness for Nature and Her interdependent character.
One of the most powerful conservation strategies for protecting our environment as a whole or within a specific
geographic region is environmental education.
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The first section in this book presented the sad story of human unsustainable influence on our planet where finite
resources are being consumed as if there is an infinite supply. Couple that with the fact that much of humanity is
totally disconnected from Nature. The majority of humans do not see that they are completely dependent upon
Nature and wish to control Nature through technology. The result could be the ultimate destruction of the human race
over time. After all, humanity needs Nature to sustain its population, but Nature does not need humanity to survive.
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Case Study : We Humans Must Include Nature In Our Sense Of Self
There is a series of themes that regularly underlie the words in this book. These themes include:
* Everything in Nature is interconnected and interdependent.
* Nature is our home. We humans need Nature to live, but Nature does not need we humans.
* Humans are consuming Nature’s resources and polluting the atmosphere at unsustainable rates that might result
in the end of the human race by 2100.
* We senior adults are leaving an ecological mess for our youth.
* The environmental education of our youth is an essential activity that can aid our youth in reversing the destruction
caused by we adults.
The Great Turning
These themes, and other themes about how humans are affecting Nature, have evolved into extensive rhetoric from
many sources about how we humans can save ourselves. The passion of our modern youth and the ideas of numerous
thought leaders and conservation organizations has led to extensive discourse on the web and in many fine books.
One popular theme that has emerged is “The Great Turning”. Joanna Macy defines the “Great Turning” as :
“...a name for the essential adventure of our time: the shift from the Industrial Growth Society to a life-sustaining
civilization.The ecological and social crises we face are caused by an economic system dependent on accelerating
growth. This self-destructing political economy sets its goals and measures its performance in terms of everincreasing corporate profits—in other words by how fast materials can be extracted from Earth and turned into
consumer products, weapons, and waste. A revolution is under way because people are realizing that our needs
can be met without destroying our world. We have the technical knowledge, the communication tools, and material
resources to grow enough food, ensure clean air and water, and meet rational energy needs. Future generations, if
there is a livable world for them, will look back at the epochal transition we are making to a life-sustaining society.
And they may well call this the time of the Great Turning. It is happening now.”
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From my perspective and life experiences as a biologist, a teacher. and a conservationist, I do not see a “Great
Turning” taking place. I say this because I see strong evidence that a sufficient number of influential people and
organisations view themselves as “entitled” to live their lives by ignoring Nature’s warning signs. This group also
refuses to accept the acquired knowledge of humans, both indigenous wisdom and our scientists, who have carefully
studied the negative impacts that we humans have imposed upon Nature.
The harmful attitudes of those who view themselves as “entitled” have emerged from an erroneous worldview of how
Nature and our world operates. I have written about my hope that all humans will somehow return to Nature. But, this
can only come about if we, as individuals, embrace a wider sense of self within our beings.
Our Needs Can Be Met Without Destroying Our World.
Joanna Macy and Chris Johnstone have written a wonderful book entitled “Active Hope“. Amazon describes the book
as :
“Drawing on decades of teaching an empowerment approach known as the Work That Reconnects, the authors guide
us through a transformational process informed by mythic journeys, modern psychology, spirituality, and holistic
science. This process equips us with tools to face the mess we’re in and play our role in the collective transition, or
Great Turning, to a life-sustaining society.”
Human Wisdom Can Become A Plan Of Action
While “Active Hope” describes a task that might be too difficult or too big for many humans to swallow, the book has a
wonderful chapter (called “A Wider Sense of Self”) that asks us to call upon one’s inner self to make a transformation.
This chapter also contains guiding wisdom that can be presented by environmental educators to their students. In
turn, this wisdom can become a plan of action that our youth can use to guide them toward protecting our Mother
Earth. What follows is a series of quotes from “Active Hope”, entitled “A Wider Sense Of Self”,where it is suggested
that each human can experience a transformation in which the emergence of a wider sense of self powerfully enhances
our ability to contribute to the stability of our interdependent and interconnected world.
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“There is so much more to us than just a separate self; our connected self is based on recognizing that we are part
of many larger circles. Our sense of rootedness comes from experiencing these more encompassing circles of our
identity. When the definition of self changes, the meaning of self-interest and self-serving motivations changes
accordingly. The Indian culture has developed such a richly satisfying life of connectedness that they can’t be bought
off. Preserving the beauty and vitality of their world is more important to them than anything a materialistic society
can offer.”
Discovering Hidden Depths To Our Identity
“But elsewhere, beautiful forests are being torn down to make way for open-cast mines, while corporate-backed
mercenaries crush opposition from the local population. “Who am I to take on the problems of the world?” we might
ask. Yet our view of what we’re capable of is linked to our sense of who and what we are. Discovering hidden depths
to our identity opens up a whole new set of possibilities. Can we transform our expression of selfishness by widening
and deepening the self for whom we act?
Unhappily, the extensive moralizing within the ecological movement has given the public the false impression that
they are being asked to make a sacrifice — to show more responsibility, more concern and a nicer moral standard.
But all of that would flow naturally and easily if the self were widened and deepened so that protection of nature was
felt and perceived as protection of our very selves. By inviting in experiences of interconnectedness we can enhance
our sense of belonging to our world. This mode of being widens and deepens our sense of who we are.
It is from our connected selves that much of what people most value in life emerges, including love, friendship, loyalty,
trust, relationship, belonging, purpose, gratitude, spirituality, mutual aid, and meaning. When people lose their sense
of belonging to larger circles, they lose not only the motivation to act for their communities and environment but also
valuable sources of support and resilience.”
We Humans Live In The Web Of Life. Life Did Not Take Over The Globe By Combat, But By Networking
”We live in the web of life in reciprocity with people, other creatures, and the earth, recognizing that they are part of
us and we are part of them. When we include the natural world, we are brought into a much larger story of who and
what we are. Recognizing ourselves as part of the living body of Earth opens us to a great source of strength. Life has
a powerful creative energy and manifests a powerful desire to continue. When we align ourselves with the well-being
of our world, we allow that desire and creative energy to act through us.”
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“When I try to protect the rainforest, I become part of the rainforest protecting itself. I am that part of the rainforest
recently emerged into human thinking.
Important steps in our evolution have occurred through cooperation between species, even to the point of separate
organisms joining together to create entirely new forms. According to Margulis and Sagan (1996), “Life did not take
over the globe by combat, but by networking” (i.e., by cooperation, interaction, and mutual dependence between
living organisms).
Our passions need to be compassion and an insight into the radical interdependence of all phenomena. We need
compassion because it provides the fuel to move us out to where we need to be and to do what we need to do. You
also need the insight into the radical interconnectivity of all that is. We are so interwoven in the web of life that even
our smallest acts have repercussions that ripple through the whole web, beyond our capacity to see.
When we see with new eyes, we discover a different way of perceiving and experiencing power.”
Our Plan Of Action Must Include Developing Connections Through Our Young People
“The secret to resolving our environmental crises is to develop a consciousness for the idea of Nature’s interdependent
connections. through our young people. Young people have fresh minds. They are unhampered by the biases we
develop as we get older. And, they learn and associate through awe and wonder. Many environmental organizations
are beginning to realize that sustainability education within our schools is a powerful means to correct the ecological
mistakes of the past. Instead of offering the common doomsday approach, environmental education uses stewardship
to build a basic consciousness toward interdependence in Nature that will serve as a foundation for sound ecological
decisions in the future.”
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Case Study : Wolves And Other Great Predators
“We reached the old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire dying in her eyes. I realized then, and have known ever
since, that there was something new to me in those eyes–something known only to her and to the mountain. I was
young then, and full of trigger-itch; I thought that because fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean
hunters’ paradise. But after seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the wolf nor the mountain agreed with such
a view.”
“...I have lived to see state after state extirpate its wolves. I have watched the face of many a newly wolfless mountain,
and seen the south-facing slopes wrinkle with a maze of new deer trails. I have seen every edible bush and seedling
browsed, first to anaemic desuetude, and then to death. I have seen every edible tree defoliated to the height of a
saddlehorn. Such a mountain looks as if someone had given God a new pruning shears, and forbidden Him all other
exercise. In the end the starved bones of the hoped-for deer herd, dead of its own too-much, bleach with the bones
of the dead sage, or molder under the high-lined junipers.”
---Aldo Leopold -- A

Sand County Almanac

Our great predators, the wolf, the cougar, the bear, and others teach us about the vital importance of connections in
Nature. They are top predators because the power of their connecting presence is an evolutionary driver of the diversity
of life. Chains of life flourish with the force of predation. The absence of predators results in broken connections that
make a big difference in how Nature operates.
The conservationist’s toolkit must contain the ability to identify and preserve vital connections in Nature. We humans
are just beginning to realize that keystone predators are a major connecting force in the functioning of ecosystems.
Yet, agricultural interests and Nature’s stewards in our public lands kill off the major predators because they are
inconvenient or considered dangerous to humanity. It is a paradox that the great predators are a key to life itself. They
affect the life and health of entire ecosystems.
I recently found a wonderful video that provides a lot of detail and scientific data that supports the restoration of
predators such as the wolf and the cougar. Lords of Nature is a video that portrays the ecological damage caused by
the breaking of natural connections when these predators are killed off.
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The video beautifully demonstrates how everything is interconnected in Nature. And it offers solutions for humanity’s
healthy coexistence with these animals.
This video is almost an hour long but it is well worth your time because it lays out the scientific evidence and
reasoning for the preservation of the great predators like the wolf and the cougar. It also gives examples of successful
coexistence between agricultural interests and predators.
Much of the conflict within the current government sponsored delisting of endangered wolf species results from
human emotion and misunderstanding. On one side, some ranchers angrily view predators as thieves who destroy
ones economic welfare. On the other side, the pro-wolf community portrays wolves and other predators as romantic,
warm, and fuzzy creatures worth loving. Both sides harbor major misconceptions.
The video shows proof with examples that wolf predation of livestock can be reduced to near-zero levels through
various non-lethal methods. The movie also suggests that much of the resistance by the ranching community is
in the Western United States where fear seems to prevail over reason. Unlike the fear of ranchers in the Western
United States, there are large wolf populations in Minnesota and little predation of livestock because these ranchers
have learned to employ effective non-lethal methods to protect their livestock. The video portrays interviews with
Minnesota ranchers who have successfully used non-lethal methods for stopping wolf predation. The results are
impressive. Government data from the Northern Rocky Mountains show that wolves were responsible for only 1% of
all livestock losses while losses due to disease (81%), bad weather (16%), and domestic dogs (2%) were far higher.
The Lords of Nature video also notes that the pro-predator community has an equally erroneous perception - that of
being “warm and fuzzy”. The real fact is that predators are indeed hard to live with, and need our special attention to
create a peaceful coexistence!
What is forgotten in this emotional battle fueled by misinformation and incomplete facts is that the health of the land
depends upon predators and that man and beast can coexist to maintain that health.
The science behind the issues associated with the great predators clearly defines how parts of ecosystems have
been damaged or destroyed because predators like the wolf have been hunted to near extinction. The video focuses
on data and observations at Yellowstone National Park and Zion National Park.
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At Yellowstone and other places, starting early in the 20th century, the wolf was being exterminated. There was a war
on any animal that was deemed a threat to livestock. Ranchers saw fit to clean their rangelands of all threats. By late
1920, the science of ecology (the study of Nature’s vital connections) began to emerge. By 1940, Aldo Leopold was
defending the wolf and suggesting that conservation of the land for self-renewal should be the key idea for increasing
the capacity of the land.
His famous words, quoted above, about the “green fire” in the wolf’s eyes appeared in his book, San County Almanac.
Leopold’s ideas were deeply holistic and included the welfare of soil, water, plants, and animals along with our
human communities. The role of how predators associated with their prey became a key theme in his whole idea
of the conservation of the health of the land. As a result, he started a bitter dispute with those who wanted the wolf
exterminated.
In 1973 the Endangered Species Act was enacted and in 1995, new wolves were released into Idaho and into Yellowstone
National Park. Since then, researchers have gathered ecological data in Yellowstone and other national parks on the
roles of predators in ecosystems. At Yellowstone, it was found that the ecosystem had changed significantly with too
many deer and elk that resulted from a lack of top predators. Aspen, cottonwood, and willow trees that grew along
streams were stunted or destroyed by the foraging elk. In turn, the lack of strong stream side plants caused erosion.
The forests moved away from the streams resulting in changed ecosystems. The aquatic life in and near the streams
was affected. This included beaver, fish, frogs, insects, and bird life.
With the reintroduction of the wolf, and with it the predation of elk and deer, a restoration of the former ecosystems
began. The banquet provided by the wolf feeding on elk and deer was available to any other scavenger creatures
from vultures to beetles. The stunted aspen, cottonwood, and willow trees began to grow again. Stream sites began
to flourish. With the demise of the wolf, the beaver colonies had died off with only one left. The reintroduction of the
wolf ultimately resulted in 12 beaver colonies. The Pronghorn Antelope population, a prey to coyotes, increased as
the wolf preyed on coyotes again. The video describes all of this as a healing of a 70 year sickness. Indeed, many
connections in Nature had been restored with the reconnection of the keystone predator to his ecosystem. As Aldo
Leopold had predicted, these studies have shown that the wolf is an important part of a fully functioning ecosystem
While ecological restoration was taking place at Yellowstone, deer were amassing in destructive numbers at Zion
National Park. There were no wolves at Zion but there were many cougars. Strangely, the act of naming Zion as a
national park ended up damaging the ecosystem. But, instead of purposeful eradication, the cougar quietly moved
away from the hordes of humanity who came to visit Zion Canyon.
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Like Yellowstone, the stream side plant community was severely affected because of an overrun of deer. The key
predator, the cougar, had moved on. But, researchers did find an opportunity to discover why all this was happening.
The cougar moved to a secluded area near Zion Canyon known as North Creek. Here the scientists found a richness
of life. There are 47 times more cottonwood trees, 5 times as many butterflies, and 200 times more toads and frogs.
The key predator, the cougar, is keeping the deer population in check. Consequently, an ecological balance exists.
From all of this, researchers have found similar results in other places such as Jasper Provincial Park in Alberta,
Canada; Olympic National Park in Washington; and Wind Cave National Park in South Dakota. The ecosystems in
all of these locations were destined to decay without their top predators. Each is a living example of Aldo Leopold’s
concerns some 60 years ago.
Top predators provide richer, more resilient ecosystems throughout the world. There is scientific proof. And with
this, human fear of loss has proven to be unfounded.
The take home message portrayed by this video is that Nature is strongly interconnected. Because of these
interdependencies, when we humans mess around with our top predators, we do adversely affect Nature’s environment
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Case Study : Coyotes
Coyotes are an important connection in Nature because they play a critical role in keeping natural areas
healthy. Coyotes are a keystone species, meaning that their presence or absence has a significant impact
on the surrounding biological community. Keystone species, like the coyote, can have a regulatory effect on
smaller predator populations, which allows prey of the smaller predator species to survive. For example, since
small predators consume eggs and small or young ground nesting birds, an increase in the smaller predators can
greatly affect bird populations. Bird species diversity decreases with small predator abundance, especially fox,
cats, opossum, and raccoon.
One study found that sage grouse benefit from the presence of coyotes, because coyotes reduce the number of
nest predators; limit jackrabbit populations, which in turn limits the presence of eagles (which prey on sagegrouse
eggs and young); and reduce the number of competitors eating plants that sage grouse eat. By exerting a topdown regulation of other species, coyotes maintain the balance in the food web below and around them. When
coyotes are absent or even just greatly reduced in a natural area, the relationships etween species below them
in the food web are altered, putting many small species at risk.
The story of the coyote supports the idea that everything in Nature is interconnected and interdependent.
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Case Study : The Conservation Of Quiet
When most people think about conservation in Nature, they think of ways to conserve and protect physical ecosystems
like forests and the animal life that lives in these ecosystems. However, there are other systems in Nature that are
not visible but are vitally important. One such system is sounds in Nature. It is a system that needs preservation just
like other ecosystems.
Writer Clive Thompson, reporting for Wired Magazine said that “We worry about the carbon emissions from SUVs
and airplanes, maybe we should be equally concerned about the racket they cause.”
Bernie Krause, author of The Great Animal Orchestra, says:
“The planet itself teems with a vigorous resonance that is as complete and expansive as it is delicately balanced.
Every place, with its vast populations of plants and animals, becomes a concert hall, and everywhere a unique
orchestra performs an unmatched symphony, with each species’ sound fitting into a specific part of the score. It is a
highly evolved, naturally wrought masterpiece. “
When we think about ecosystem preservation and how Nature is interconnected, we usually think about food chains,
their analysis, and their preservation. Food chains are vital connections in Nature that deserve deep attention by the
naturalist when one attempts to understand Nature’s complex ecosystems. The reason is simple. Food chains are
primary energy conduits between species. The destruction or alteration of a link in a food chain could spell disaster
for one or more creature groups.
There is another connection in Nature that is also vitally important. The communication of sound within and between
species is an important mechanism for both daily living and survival. For example, a warning from a kin to his family
as a hawk circles overhead can remain unheard in a forest environment where humans are running ATVs. Human
chatter on a forest trail will sometimes subdue or stop Nature’s communication process. Just like we humans have a
need to communicate with each other, animal and bird sounds are the communicating systems by which connectivity
between creatures is achieved in Nature. These communication links are vital to mating, territory establishment,
protection, capturing food, individual and group defense, play, and social contact. Sonic links are just as much
connections in Nature as are food chains.
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Natural soundscapes are the voices of entire ecological systems. Species, other than human, depend on absence
of human noise so that their vital communication links can function. Every living organism—from the tiniest to the
largest—and every site on earth has its own acoustic signature. Human noises – deliberate or not deliberate, well
meaning or malicious – interrupt or break vital communication links between creatures in Nature. The steward of
Nature must look upon the absence of human noise as a vital natural resource.
The conservation of quiet is not being promoted to the public by respected conservation organizations or by our
government agencies whose job it is to conserve public lands and the creatures that live there. If anything, these
groups seem ignorant of the issue. There is a lack of sonic consciousness - a consciousness of the importance of
quiet in Nature. What follows is a quote from the Zion National Park official newsletter
“Soundscapes, or sound environment, are an important natural feature of the park. Be aware of the noise that you
make so that others may enjoy the peace and solitude of the park. Please travel quietly and limit the size of your
group”.
It is noteworthy that this quote, from the US National Park Service, is totally people centered. It says nothing about
the impact of human noise on the ecosystems that are under the care of the park service.
Sadly, some humans love forest environments because of the open opportunity for them to exercise their own way
of making noise. These people think they are entitled to make noise. They feel that it is their right. Chain saws,
RV generators, motorcycles, ATVs, dogs, people talking on nature trails, cell phone chatter, and other sounds of
humanity contradict the peace of wind blowing through the trees, or a raven cawing. It is particularly astonishing that
some groups of bird watchers loudly chatter among themselves then express astonishment that there are no birds
to see. Nature Conservancy Magazine reported on a bird study in Peru where it was found that human conversation
in a forest at a low acoustic level equivalent to talking in a library resulted in 30% fewer bird sightings.
In fairness, the science of “acoustic ecology” is a relatively new field. The work of soundscape ecologists like Bernie
Krause and Gordon Hempton is not broadly known. Scientists are beginning to document the stress of humanity’s
widening sonic footprint on natural ecosystems. Recent research has shown that many creatures can alter their
sounds to accommodate the sounds of mankind.
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In 2003, a Dutch team studied the acoustic signature of a common songbird, the Great Tit. They reported in Nature
Magazine that males of the species shifted their calls to a higher frequency in cities, where low-frequency human
noise masked their normal song range. Nightingales sing louder in louder environments. Robins — usually diurnal
singers — switch to nighttime songs in areas where there is chaotic noise by day. Subjected to constant mechanical
whirring, certain primates, bats, whales, squirrels and frogs all change their cries. Many other animals, it seems, lack
the physical equipment to adapt, and perish or move away. Not only are Nature’s creatures editing their tunes in real
time — as the Great Tits do — but natural selection is also rewarding louder, higher-frequency singers, redirecting
the course of evolution.
Species can fight for airtime in a limited sound bandwidth by changing their volume or frequency, or by rescheduling
the timing of their calls. But there’s no way animals can alter their ability to listen — a skill necessary for their very
survival. Human noise can conceal, for example, the twig-snap of a prowler or the skittering of prey. In the United
States, where more than 80 percent of land is within two-thirds of a mile of a road, the listening area available to most
creatures is rapidly shrinking.
Explosive human sounds can have catastrophic impacts, especially underwater, where they travel faster and farther
than they do in the air. Researchers believe that porpoises and whales have beached themselves fleeing the highpitched shrieks of U.S. Navy sonar. Scientists also blame the low-frequency booms ships use to search for oil and
gas for fatally ripping through the organs squid use to detect vibrations. Proof is emerging that the droning of freeway
traffic and the 24/7 rumbling of natural gas pipeline compressors directly harm the ability of birds nesting nearby to
reproduce.
Because creature sounds are connecting mechanisms within an ecosystem, the conservation of quiet is the
conservation of vital connections in Nature. Acoustic ecologist, David Betchkal, notes that studies are beginning
to suggest that human noise pollution is imperiling habitat “as surely as a bulldozer or oil spill”. The evidence is
growing that man’s noise is not just an irritating pollutant. It breaks connections in Nature. It produces broken links
that destroy ecosystems. With the massive ecological footprint of mankind on a worldwide basis, there is little that
creatures within an ecosystem can do but adapt and struggle to survive.
Quiet, according to soundscape ecologist Gordon Hempton is not the absence of sound, it is the “absence of noise”.
Quiet, in this sense, is a vital natural resource. Species, other than human, depend on absence of human noise so
that their vital communication links can function.
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In his book “One Square Inch Of Silence: One Man’s Quest To Preserve Quiet” Hempton says:
“Silence is a sound, many, many sounds. I’ve heard more than I can count. Silence is the moonlit song of the coyote
signing the air, and the answer of its mate. It is the falling whisper of snow that will later melt with an astonishing
reggae rhythm so crisp that you will want to dance to it. It is the sound of pollinating winged insects vibrating soft
tunes as they defensively dart in and out of the pine boughs to temporarily escape the breeze, a mix of insect hum
and pine sigh that will stick with you all day. Silence is the passing flock of chestnut-backed chickadees and redbreasted nuthatches, chirping and fluttering, reminding you of your own curiosity.”
It is important to understand that each environment has its own unique acoustic signature. That signature is composed
of the sounds of creatures who are communicating with each other. Bernie Krause notes:
“Whatever the objective of a signal—whether it’s mating, protecting territory, capturing food, group defense, play,
or social contact—it must be audible and free from interference if it is to function successfully. In biomes rich
with density and diversity of creature voices, organisms evolve to acoustically structure their signals in special
relationships to one another—cooperative or competitive—much like an orchestral ensemble. That is, over time, unlike
the vocalizations that occur in stressed or compromised habitats, the animal voices that occur in many undisturbed
regions appear ‘organized’. The combined biological sounds in many habitats do not happen arbitrarily: each resident
species acquires its own preferred sonic bandwidth—to blend or contrast—much in the way that violins, woodwinds,
trumpets, and percussion instruments stake out acoustic territory in an orchestral arrangement.”
The disruption of an environment’s soundscape by human noise can have the same destructive effect as if an
entire ecosystem were wiped out by human land use. Unlike a healthy environment, an unhealthy biome produces
a disorganized soundscape. This results in creatures being unable to communicate with members of their species.
Bernie Kraus says:
“If you listen to a damaged soundscape … the community [of life] has been altered, and organisms have been
destroyed, lost their habitat or been left to re-establish their places in the spectrum. As a result, some voices are gone
entirely, while others aggressively compete to establish a new place in the increasingly disjointed chorus.”
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Bernie Krause provides an example where a selected cut of a forest was permitted by government authorities who
were told by a so-called expert that there would be no environmental impact. Sound recordings were captured before
the cut and a year after the cut. Bernie Krause notes his findings:
“Gone was the thriving density and diversity of birds. Gone, too, was the overall richness that had been present the
year before. The only prominent sounds were the stream and the hammering of a Williamson’s Sapsucker. I walked a
few hundred feet back into the forest from the meadow’s edge, and it became quite apparent that the lumber company
had wrought incredible devastation”
You are invited to try your very own personal experiment in Nature. Some bright morning, find a quiet spot in a
forest, a desert, a seashore, or any other place where you cannot see people. Sit or lay down. Acquire a comfortable
and relaxed attitude. For about 15 minutes, do nothing but listen and focus on the sounds that you hear. Other than
separating human sounds from Nature’s sounds, don’t put a name to the sounds. But, do become conscious of the
level and complexity of sound.
In doing this little experiment, you may discover a “soundscape” created by Nature. You may find that, as Nature’s
creatures get comfortable with you, their chorus of sounds will get more diverse, louder, and more organized. You
may also discover the polluting effect of human noise and how it interferes with Nature’s communication system.
To think further about man made noise, consider the challenge of RV generators in forest campgrounds.
The US National Park Service (NPS) now has an extensive series of web pages on soundscape ecology. While the
web site is factual, the NPS fails to set an example in their many campgrounds. They establish “quiet hours” at the
campgrounds from 10 PM to 6 AM. But Nature does behave according to the NPS campground quiet hours. The big
villain is RV generators. The rules permit RV generators to run from 6 AM to 10PM - some 16 hours a day. Nature’s
communication system and other soundscapes run all day. NPS rules are meant only for the convenience of campers
and not Nature’s creatures. Their soundscape web site reflects a total ignorance of the science of nature’s soundscape
ecology. With some exceptions , you will find the same set of rules at the US Bureau of Land Management at US
Forest Service campgrounds. These three governmental services are supposed to be protecting Nature, but exhibit
ignorance when it comes to protecting Nature from human noise.
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Some of this ignorance is portrayed in the attitudes of campground hosts. When a person complains about RV noise
in the campground, the host typically replies by stating that his job is to make everyone happy. Nothing is ever said
about the effect of the RV generator noise on Nature. Happily, however, there seems to be a slowly growing sonic
consciousness on the part of the US Bureau of Land Management with the offering of RV hookups at some of their
campgrounds.
When we visit Nature, we need to go quietly and leave things as we find them. We need to enter Nature with reverence
-- leaving behind our noisy dogs, ATVs, cell phones, and RV generators. We need to avoid chatter with our friends instead listening to Nature’s chorus as it speaks.
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Case Study : Turtles And ATVs
This case study offers a specific example of human interference with newly hatched sea turtles as they attempt to
move from their hatching site on a beach to the ocean’s edge.
One of the plagues of our modern environment is irresponsible use of ATVs and their adverse effect on Nature. This
popular activity has the potential of breaking links in Nature’s connections. ATV noise pollution is a major issue in the
soundscapes of our forests, prairies, and wetlands. Another broken link occurs when ATVs destroy sensitive habitat.
A case in point is the destruction of newly hatched turtles by ATVs as their operators drive their machines along
beaches. Every year, in November, Olive Ridley sea turtles hatch on beaches along the shores of the Sea of Cortez
near San Carlos, Sonora, Mexico. In order to survive, the newly hatched turtles must walk from the inland side of the
beach to the water line where they enter the sea. Their hazards during their walk are the desiccating heat of the sun
and aerial predators such as vultures and gulls.
Unfortunately there is a third predator. During the Thanksgiving holiday in November, many visitors come to San
Carlos with their ATVs. Despite the fact that this beach is a protected reserve where there are signs prohibiting such
activity, the ATVs are driven up and down the beaches endangering human beings and leaving deep ruts in the sand.
These ruts, which run parallel to the waterline, prevent the newly hatched turtles from getting to the water from where
they hatched . The baby turtles are caught in the ruts and are forced to move parallel to the beach rather than to the
water. The good news is that a number of caring souls pick up many of the little guys and carry them to the water.
But, an unknown number presumably perish due to the sun and aerial predators because the ATV ruts prevent these
kids from getting to the water. One of the people who was rescuing the baby turtles tried to talk to an ATVer about
the turtles. The ATV guy’s response bordered on the violent. This same problem has happened in previous years as
well. People visiting the area think that, because this is Mexico, they can do anything they want including ignoring
rules that are meant to protect people and the environment.
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Case Study : Estuaries
Estuaries are the most productive bodies of water in the world. They are distinct and irreplaceable coastal lagoons
where nutrients from sediments, saltwater from the ocean, and sometimes freshwater from rivers are mixed by daily
tides to create dynamic, diverse, and highly productive ecosystems . This regular tidal flushing within an estuary also
moves nutrients and organic materials out to sea, thereby increasing the productivity of the sea to which it connects.
These unique conditions of mixing nutrients create and attract an enormous amount of plant and animal life. Estuarine
environments create more organic matter each year than comparably sized areas of forest, grassland, or agricultural
land. Take for example El Estero del Soldado, an estuary that adjoins the Sea of Cortez near Guaymas, Sonora,
Mexico. Many of the fish, shrimp, and lobsters that are found in the Sea of Cortez were born and reared in estuaries
such as El Estero del Soldado. The ecological resilience of the Sea of Cortez is, in part, due to the presence of
estuaries along its shores.
Estuaries are places where fish, birds and animals of all sorts congregate to feed, find refuge, grow to adulthood, and
stage migrations. Bird life, both local and migratory, depend completely upon estuaries for both their food and their
habitat.
Estuaries have been called the “nurseries of the sea” because they provide sheltered habitat and food for larval
and juvenile forms of marine fish and shellfish who ultimately migrate to the sea. In the protected environment of
an estuary, young fish can quickly grow and gradually become accustomed to salt water. These creatures, in turn,
provide food for other levels of the food chain including shore birds, waterfowl, larger fish and migrating birds. Many
seafood species such as lobster, crab, oyster, and clam rely on the rich food supply of estuaries during some part of
their life cycle.
The most commonly seen wildlife in an estuary setting are birds. An estuary is an essential life support system for
migratory birds, allowing them to rest with ample shelter and protection from predators. An estuary is also an optimal
place for birds to find fish. For that reason, many birds like to build their nests in an estuary.
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Many estuaries contain dense groups of mangrove plants - a specialized marine ecosystem growing in muddy, loose
and wet soils. Mangroves are highly productive but extremely sensitive and fragile. Mangroves provide shelter to
many kinds of birds and marine life. The roots of the mangrove trees grow in and out of the water, making a forest of
roots where the marine animals can hide. The leaves and stems from the mangrove trees fall into the water, becoming
detritus for small marine creatures to eat, forming the base of the food web. The insects, small fish, shellfish, and
especially juvenile fish that feed on detritus from the mangrove plants become the food for the animals higher up in
the food chain, like larger fish, amphibians, reptiles, and birds.
The most prominent hazard to the health of estuaries is mankind. Population overload, pollution, deforestation,
construction, over-farming, and over-fishing are examples of the types of damage that are sustained in estuaries
around the world. Unfortunately, the importance of estuaries as vital connections in Nature has not been adequately
or effectively communicated.
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Case Study : Salmon and Forests
The month of October sees the boundaries of the Pacific Ocean push far beyond its shores. Every coastal British
Columbian recognizes the seasonal dump of water from the Pacific, lifted through transpiration, which cascades
onto the coastal rainforest. But, there’s another part of the ocean currently surging hundreds of kilometers inland:
Pacific salmon.
October’s Pacific rains create prime spawning conditions for wild Pacific salmon. It’s also a banner month for the
towering trees of British Columbia’s coastal temperate rainforests. However, you might be surprised that it’s the
salmon, not the rain, that make it such a great month for the trees.
This story of salmon, bears and trees illustrates the interconnected web of life, and has aptly spawned the name “The
Pacific salmon forest”.
Millions of chum, pink, chinook, and coho salmon leave the Pacific Ocean each year to swim up the rivers that exist
along the British Columbia coast. Waiting alongside these rivers are thousands of bears poised to fatten up for their
winter hibernation.
Each bear carries hundreds of kilos of fish out of the streams and into the forest to consume. With the abundance
of fish, the bears can afford to selectively gorge on their favourite parts of the fish, the eggs (or roe), brain, skin and
back muscles, before they move on to the next fish. Sometimes they eat as little as five per cent of the fish, leaving
the rest to decompose on the forest floor. That’s where the relationship between the bears and the fish connects to
the trees.
Tree growth in coastal rainforests is limited by the availability of the element nitrogen. Gardeners can tell you that
fish fertilizer is a potent and effective way to increase the health and size of your garden plants, and the same goes
for these trees. The fish left behind by the bears are packed with nitrogen, which fertilizes the trees and helps them
grow to their impressive size. It sounds simple, yet the science behind it is almost as fascinating as the process itself.
Several years ago, scientists, led by Dr. Tom Reimchen of the University of Victoria, tracked uptake of nitrogen from
salmon in coastal forests. They did this by following the nitrogen isotope 15, which is found almost exclusively in
marine environments.
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It turns out that the great trees of coastal temperate rainforests—such as Douglas fir, Sitka spruce, western hemlock
and western red cedar—owe a good deal of their girth to the nutrients carried from the ocean by salmon, then into
the forest by the bears. In rivers with robust salmon populations, Reimchen’s team discovered peak years where
individual Sitka spruce derived 80 per cent of their nitrogen from the isotope found in ocean-going salmon.
Just like there’s more to the birds and the bees than what they do with flowers, there’s much more to this story, too.
Millions of insects also eat the leftover salmon, bolstering invertebrate populations, which in turn feed birds and
other small forest creatures. Dr. Reimchen’s team found insects with more than half their nitrogen coming from an
ocean source, and a greater abundance and variety of both insects and plants near salmon bearing streams.
Gulls, wolves, eagles, osprey, crows, pine martin and dozens of other species also take advantage of the rich bounty
of salmon. Not a shred of nitrogen goes unused by nature; even the bears’ urine casts another shower of nitrogen
into the forest ecosystem.
The rivers themselves distribute the salmon further. Remnants of salmon float downstream, where they are eaten by
aquatic insects and smaller fish, finally drifting to the river’s mouth. In the estuary, crabs and other marine scavengers
devour the final remnants. Just as the Pacific Ocean doesn’t end at its shores, the salmon forest doesn’t end at the
edge of the wood. You can find it in the birds flying by your window, in the two-by-fours that hold up your home, and
in the breath you just took.
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Case Study : The Salmon Wars
“I am racing an epidemic and government gave the viruses the head start. “
-- Alexandra Morton
Here is another story that portrays we humans breaking Nature’s energy flow. It is the Salmon story in British Columbia.
With wild Salmon being over-fished, the Canadian Government has provided rights to use certain rivers where farm
Salmon can be raised in pens. The man-made physical boundaries of these pens are basic fish net material which
permit river water to freely circulate in the Salmon farm while retaining the Salmon. These same rivers are also
occupied by wild Salmon as they migrate between their places of birth and the open ocean.
Up to this point, the story sounds like an ideal way to meet a strong world-wide human demand for Salmon while
saving the depleted wild stock that has been severely over-fished. It seems like a great way for humanity to restore
a connection in Nature that was being destroyed through over consumption. But, that’s not the way it has tuned out.
Indeed, biologists who are familiar with human enabled translocations of species will tell you that such an act must
be performed with great care after fully understanding the potential risks. The reason is that in a translocation, man is
taking over for Nature. Controlling Nature in this way rarely works as expected because man is unable to predict the
future of any ecosystem much like we cannot predict the weather very far into the future. Some years ago, modern
complexity science proved this phenomenon of unpredictability in ecosystems but the message has not yet reached
the biologists.
The stock for the farm Salmon comes from Norway. It seems that much of this stock contains a virus that is lethal to
wild Salmon. These viruses roam freely in the water. In British Columbia, the viruses move from the Salmon farm into
the open river stream where they infect the wild Salmon. The results have been massive deaths in the wild Salmon
population as they swim to their spawning areas. They die before they ever release and fertilize their eggs. The result
has been a population crash of the wild Salmon.
Any reasonable man would conclude that the solution to this environmental dilemma is to get rid of the Salmon
farms -- or at least find a way to stop the river water from flowing between the areas of wild populations and farm
populations. But, this has not happened.
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Instead, there is sidestepping by government bureaucrates and government scientists who see the potential
destruction of an important Canadian industry and their careers if the truth is brought to light. It is a story of blatant
cover-ups by Canadian government bureaucrats and scientists as they bow to political and economic pressures. In
the course of this insensitivity, a consciousness of Nature is forgotten by these people despite the passionate pleas
of some members of the scientific community and the strong evidence of the test results from reputable world-wide
laboratories.
The British Columbia farm salmon story portrays a lack of sensitivity and knowledge about the importance of
interconnections in Nature. It portrays the inability of those humans who were in charge to ask a vitally important
fundamental question before the farm Salmon species from Norway were introduced into Canadian waters. The basic
question is: How will the introduction of a species from a different geographic location effect the species that live and
thrive at this location? It is the same kind of question that was never asked when DDT was introduced or when cattle
were allowed to graze in public owned lands.
It is unfortunate that mankind has failed to ask this basic question, but it is not surprising. We humans believe that
we have dominion over Nature rather than being equal partners with all of Nature. The title of this case study - “The
Salmon Wars” portrays the David and Goliath battle between humans on two sides. The battle rages on. Our “David”
in this story is Canadian scientists. In this battle, it is man’s attitude of supremacy versus Nature. Man will always
lose. As long as man’s arrogance tries to prevail over a Nature that is deeply interconnected and unpredictable, there
will always be Salmon wars.
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Case Study : The Monarch Butterfly
There is a precipitous decline in insect populations throughout the world. The Wild Bees and the Monarch Butterfly
are two indicator species where this decline has been measured. This steep population decline of insects is a very
important issue. Insects help hold together the energy web of life. Mankind depends on insects for survival in this
world simply because insects are the pollinators of plants. About 80 percent of our food crops are pollinated by
insects — mostly bees. We humans, like every other animal and plant species, needs the sun’s energy to exist. Plants
are the receivers of the sun’s energy packed photons. This energy is captured and stored by the plant’s chlorophyll.
Some animals gain the sun’s energy by eating the plants. Other animals capture the sun’s energy by eating those
animals. We humans get energy from the sun by eating both plants and animals. As a pollinator of plants, the insect
is an integral part of this energy flow that is essential to life.
The study of the Monarch Butterfly life cycle provides us with some deep insight into the reasons why humanity is
slowly destroying the energy networks that are essential for life on earth. We begin our study by exploring both the
individual life cycle and the migration patterns of this beautiful creature. Much of the informationin this case study is
paraphrased from The Monarch Butterfly Fund Web Site.
The individual life cycle of each monarch begins as an egg that is laid underneath a milkweed leaf. Only a specific
species of milkweed is acceptable to the monarch for egg laying and nourishment. If there is no milkweed, there is
no Monarch Butterfly. While milkweed is especially vital for Monarch Butterfly larvae, it is also an important source of
nectar for many insect species. The monarch egg hatches into a larva. Over a period of 9-15 days, the larva increases
its body mass about 2000 times as it grows, molting, or shedding its skin five times to allow for this rapid increase in
size. It then pupates, and spends another 9-14 days as a chrysalis, or pupa. When fully developed, the adult butterfly
emerges from the pupa casing, pumps fluid from its abdomen into its wings, and flies off to find nectar, mate, and (if
a female) lay its own eggs. The populations of adult butterflies that don’t migrate only live 2-6 weeks.
Some five generations are needed to complete one annual migration. This migration is usually described with the
first stage taking place each spring as the first monarchs arrive in the northern and eastern United States, and in
southern Canada shortly after a certain species of milkweed first appears in an area. These first monarch arrivals in
the northern breeding range come from eggs laid by females who spend the winter in central Mexico and fly north to
find milkweed in northern Mexico and the southeastern United States (like Texas, Louisiana and Florida) using the
last bit of energy they have after their long winter.
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These first monarchs we see in late spring in the United States are labeled as the first generation of the annual
migration cycle. These first generation monarchs lay eggs, and die. Their eggs hatch. This begins a cycle of three to
four summer generations who mate, grow, lay eggs and die. Each summer generation lives up to 8 weeks and does
not migrate.
The monarchs that emerge as adults at the end of the last summer generation cannot cope with the increasingly colder
temperatures and lack of moisture. They undergo the same life cycle as the generations before them, until they are
adults. At that point, their lives are different from all other generations. Instead of mating, and laying eggs, they put
all of their energy into migrating south to a climate that can sustain them until springtime. This allows them to stay
alive until the following spring, when they’ll be able to fly north and lay eggs again. This migration is a key factor for
the success of the monarchs’ annual life cycle. Unlike the short-lived summer generations, winter butterflies live 7-9
months – surviving a long southward migration, several months in Mexico, and a northward migration back into the
southern United States.
In central Mexico, monarchs find the south facing slopes of the mountains and settle on branches of oyamel fir trees
where they cluster in large masses to conserve heat. The temperature and moisture allow them to go into a torpor. In
this way, they can reserve their energy until the warmer spring weather returns. In February, warming temperatures
and more daylight trigger the development of their sexual organs.The monarchs become ready to mate and to lay
eggs as they move northward. Once they become reproductively active, they’ll only live another few weeks. Their
eggs then mark the start of another annual life cycle, as the first generation of monarchs is born again.
This first generation of monarchs, followed by three to four summer generations, and a final fall migrating/overwintering
generation together makes up the annual life cycle of the Monarch Butterfly species. Monarchs have evolved to live
this way, with special adaptations that allow them to survive seasonal changes to their habitats. Nectaring plants,
one species of milkweed, water, and the oyamel fir forests in Mexico are all crucial to allowing this annual life cycle
to continue.
The Monarch Butterfly appears to migrate for two reasons. First, it can not withstand freezing winter weather in the
northern and central continental climates. Also, the essential larval food plants, such as milkweed, do not grow in
their overwintering sites. So, the spring generation must fly back north to places where these milkweed plants are
plentiful.
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Although a delicate species, the Monarch Butterfly migrates up to 2,000 miles, They can travel as much as 100 miles
per day, and fly at an altitude of 10,000 feet. Unlike other migrating species such as birds and whales, the wintering
generation of monarchs has never been to the overwintering destination before. In fact, four to five generations of
Monarchs have lived and died since last year’s butterflies departed.
It is generally believed that migrating whales and birds acquire some of their navigation skills from the cultural
imprinting by previous generations. The Monarch Butterfly, with its annual cycle of multiple generations, would not
be able to employ cultural imprinting. The only probable explanation is genetic. If so, this speaks well for E.O.Wilson’s
theories of sociobiology where genetic imprinting is a key factor.
The iconic Monarch Butterfly, along with bees, are key indicators that there are changes taking place in our environment.
In central Mexico, for the first time, the Monarch Butterfly arrived a week later than usual, and in record-low numbers.
The largest population of monarchs occurred in 1996-1997 when the colonies covered over 18 hectares and contained
an estimated one billion butterflies. To date the lowest population recorded was in 2013-2014 with 0.67 hectares and
approximately 33 million monarchs. Some experts fear that the spectacular migration could be near collapse.
The story of the severely declining monarch population is only one of many alarming stories about dramatic declines
in insect populations. Another insect in serious trouble is the wild bee, which has thousands of species. Nicotinebased pesticides called neonicotinoids are implicated in their decline, but even if they were no longer used, experts
say, bees, monarchs and many other species of insect would still be in serious trouble. That’s because of another
major factor that has not been widely recognized: the precipitous loss of native vegetation across the United States.
Douglas Tallamy, a professor of entomology at the University of Delaware says that “There’s no question that the
loss of habitat is huge. We notice the monarch and bees because they are iconic insects, but what do you think is
happening to everything else?”
A big part of this story is the way the agriculture industry operates in the United States. Corn prices have soared in
recent years. Federal subsidies for biofuels have provided incentives for farmers expand their fields. That has meant
plowing any piece of ground that can grow a corn plant. Millions of acres of land that were once reserved by federal
programs for conservation purposes now produce corn. For the Monarch Butterfly, this means less milkweed.
Another major cause for insect decline is the use of the herbicide “Roundup” in agriculture. Roundup kills all plants
except crops that are genetically modified to survive it. Consequently, millions of acres of native plants have been
wiped out.
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Roundup has wiped out milkweed in many areas. One study has shown that Iowa has lost almost 60 percent of its
milkweed. Another study found that 90 percent of milkweed plants have been destroyed by Roundup.
Yet another cause for the decline in insects is the destruction of their habitats by humanity. People have replaced
Nature’s diverse natural habitat with roads for automobiles, parking lots, and lawns. Plants that people select for their
homes are showy and colorful, but not of any value to insects. So, the grocery shelves are nearly bare for bugs and
birds.
Dr. Tallamy says that a home for bugs is a matter of food security. “If the bees were to truly disappear, we would lose
80 percent of the plants. That’s a huge problem for mankind.” If we destroy our insects, we destroy a vital energy link
in the energy cycle needed by mankind for its survival. Simply put, if there are no bugs, there will be no humans.
Along with the good feelings associated with the beauty of the Monarch Butterfly, this insect carries the story of
mankind breaking vital energy connections in Nature. Through its life cycle and its waning population, the Monarch
Butterfly is sending us a strong warning of future hardship and possibly our destruction. We need to make changes
in our thinking about how we are all interconnected. And, we need to pass that message on to our children, our
leaders, and to those whose purpose is to hold our public lands in trust.
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Case Study : Restoring Nature’s Wildlife Corridors
Imagine yourself living out your life in only one room in a house. You never leave the room even though you may be
able to look out a window to sense the rest of the world. You eat in the room, sleep in the room, and carry out all your
bodily functions in the room. You are unable to interact with other members of your species. You are kept in this room
by the force or the influence of other creatures on this earth. You want to leave the room to roam and to procreate
but are unable to do so.
Human society considers this scenario an act of kidnapping, false imprisonment, legal imprisonment, or child
endangerment. It is never thought of as good because we humans see freedom to roam as a right, a positive social
interconnecting force, and a requirement for acquiring essential life services like food, water, and the ability to
procreate.
So, why don’t we humans respect the need for other creatures on this earth to roam?? Like we humans, animals
need to roam. Like we humans, animals need to seek habitat and food. Animals need to migrate in order to protect
themselves from seasonal climates, to take advantage of food sources, and to procreate in a way that produces
genetic viability. With the ongoing massive human population boom, land use has resulted in wildlife habitats that are
highly fragmented “patches” that are fenced off, divided by highways, urban sprawl, and farms, used for logging, or
otherwise developed or arranged so that wildlife are unable to roam. Land that was once contiguous, is now broken
into several smaller unconnected pieces that are sometimes referred to as habitat “islands”. Human land use has
resulted in these pieces of habitat not being connected to other habitat islands. We humans have both consumed the
many natural habitats of wildlife and blocked their movement. We humans, in ignoring the need for animals to roam,
are squeezing these creatures off of planet Earth.
Fragmentation can cause problems for wildlife because it can separate individuals within a population as well as
separate them from important resources. Habitat fragmentation can lead to an overall reduction in species population,
less biodiversity, potentially local extinction of plant or animal species, as well as susceptibility to inbreeding and an
increasing prevalence of genetic defects. Fragmentation can make a species less protected from its predators.
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Ironically, fragmentation has also come from the establishment of national parks and protected areas where
habitat islands are unwittingly created. Government agencies who oversee public lands as well as non-government
organizations (NGOs) who also oversee protected areas have led us to believe that, through the fragmenting of land
into preserves, they are “managing” Nature in a positive way.
Beyond these rings of government created conservation kingdoms and NGO conservation activities, we see agriculture
consuming huge quantities of habitat. Within these private lands, there are few protective measures for wildlife. A
recent example is the protected gray wolf in Yellowstone National Park. If a hapless gray wolf choses to roam beyond
the boundaries of government protected land, chances are it will be shot by either a rancher who sees the wolf as
a predator who will kill his cattle or a hunter who is looking for a trophy. While our stewards of Nature are gradually
working toward a holistic world view of conservation, the political will of agriculture and hunters is a huge force that
is preventing the free roaming of animals in this world that is dominated by mankind.
Fragmentation is not just the physical breaking up of land parcels. Fragmentation also happens when humanity
disturbs ecological processes such as the migration of birds. There are major migratory bird flyways throughout
the world. By fragmenting or disturbing habitats at both ends of a migratory pathway, bird species can be severely
affected or cease to exist. One example is the San Pedro River in Southeastern Arizona. The drawing down of the
river’s aquifer by local human communities, and the lack of enforcement of the illegal cattle grazing of the shoots of
new trees, is affecting the health of cottonwood and willow trees along the river banks. All of this results in habitat
loss. In turn, there is less protection for the migrating birds.
Habitat loss and fragmentation are leading threats to wildlife. Treehugger.com says:
“We live in a very inter-connected world. This is something that conservationists have learned when studying the
species that they are trying to protect; It’s not good enough to create protected habitats that are isolated, like islands
surrounded by roads, fences, farmlands, cities, etc. That’s not how most species have evolved. Their habitats need
to be connected to others if life there is to really thrive and be robust enough to survive in the long-term.“
Wikipedia defines a “wildlife corridor”, a “habitat corridor”, or a “green corridor” as “an area of habitat connecting
wildlife populations separated by human activities or structures (such as roads, development, or logging)”.
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Terence Houston in a 2011 Ecological Society of America article entitled Habitat corridors help preserve wildlife in the
midst of human society goes on to say that:
“A wildlife corridor is a way of connecting these fragmented habitats. The corridor allows movement between isolated
patches of habitat without other disturbances such as traffic or development. Wildlife corridors may be natural or
artificial. Natural corridors are usually thin strips or a series of small clumps of high-quality habitat that connect the
isolated patches. For example, birds often use waterways as migration routes because these provide valuable habitat
and resources. These waterways may be river corridors and coastlines. Artificial corridors are generally constructed
where there is a lot of human activity. ‘Land bridges’ or underground tunnels are artificial wildlife corridors that provide
a safe way for animals (such as deer, squirrels, bears, and foxes) to cross a road throughout the day. Corridors don’t
just help animals that move between isolated patches on a daily basis, but also those that migrate between habitats
seasonally.”
Houston goes on to note that:
* Habitat corridors allow movement between isolated populations, promoting increased genetic diversity. They
provide food and shelter for a variety of wildlife and help with juvenile dispersal and seasonal migrations.
* Habitat corridors can also minimize interaction between humans and wildlife by allowing predators, such as wolves
and bears, to hunt for food in other locations, minimizing their threat to people. The corridors can also serve to
minimize wildlife encroachment into human populated areas during natural disasters such as wildfires or floods.
While Nature is faced with the threat of a massive human overpopulation, there is hope. Conservationists are gradually
seeing the necessity of providing wildlife corridors that connect the Earth’s remaining wildlife habitats. More and
more, wildlife corridors are being established within the world of mankind. Some corridors are created on public
lands, other corridors are on private lands where easements have been granted. One organization that specializes in
the establishment of wildlife corridors is The Wildlands Network. They say: “We are urgently creating Wildways, large
pathways for wildlife by connecting our national parks and wilderness areas with wildlife corridors. If we succeed, we
will give our forests and animals enough space to thrive and adapt to climate change“.
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Another organization is the Landowners For Wildlife Private Lands Program. They state that:
“Since almost 90 percent of all land is privately owned, private landowners are essential to the issue of preventing
habitat fragmentation by planning, establishing and maintaining habitat corridors on their land. Landowners interested
in wildlife conservation can easily implement habitat corridors on their property. The first step is to contact a wildlife
biologist with the Private Lands Program. Private Lands Program biologists will gladly discuss the goals and methods
for establishing habitat corridors. They will survey the property, discuss ideas and goals, and help guide the process
for the method chosen. They may also have ideas for obtaining funding for the cost of the project.”
So, where do you fit into all of this?? It all gets back to you building and exercising your “connectivity consciousness”
wherever you live. The suggestions that follow can become a great educational experience for any dedicated individual
or as a living project for any group of students whether they be junior high, senior high, or college students.
First, start by identifying the habitat “islands” that mankind has created in your area. Whether these “islands” are
created by urbanization, poorly planned natural preserves, or bad ecological practices, this exercise will help you see
where there are needs for corridors. Map out some ideas on paper. If you are a member of a conservation organization
of any kind, start talking to your fellow members about your ideas. You might also talk to people who work for the
National Park Service, the US Forest Service, or the Bureau of Land Management. If you are a junior high, senior high
school, or college student, talk to your biology teacher, or approach one or more professors at a local college or
university. These latter suggestions might result in you starting a student movement to address the habitat isolation
problems in your area. You will also develop a cadre of scientific expertise that can help define the problem more
precisely while proposing various solutions. In your dialogs with people in these organizations, solicit their expert
help and build a plan of action. If you get the cold shoulder or hear a lot of excuses, move on to other groups until
you start seeing progress.
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Case Study : Emergent Behavior
The seemingly spontaneous creation of order that results from Nature’s connections is present all around us. We
see it in bee hives, ant colonies, termite mounds, fish schools, bird flocks, animal herds, and human crowds.
In all cases, the resulting organization does not have an appointed leader. A good example is a fish school or a bird
flock which operates using a set of organizing principles. Each individual within the group behaves according to a
fixed set of five rules that tell it how to move when its nearest neighbors move.
* Cohesion – Move toward the average position of my nearest neighbors.
* Alignment – Move in the same direction as my nearest neighbors.
* Separation – Maintain a minimum distance from my nearest neighbors.
* Predator Avoidance – If a predator gets too close to me, move away from him.
* Obstacle Avoidance – If I get too close to an obstacle, move away from it.
The result these inbred individual rules is a group behavior that an individual acting alone could never accomplish.
The emergent global group behavior is caused by local interactions of individuals in the group’s population.
Connectivity between an individual fish (or a bird, or a human in a crowd) and its nearest neighbors is essential if a
school is to exist. In the case of fish schools, the connection between individual fish is the effects of each individual’s
sensory organs that define proximity. The phenomena of this emergent behavior in fish schools and other groups is
one form of proof that connections in Nature are absolutely essential if a system such as a fish school, a bird flock,
or a human crowd is to exist.
Flocks, herds, and schools are considered to be super-organisms. See why in this spectacular video of flocking
birds.
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Case Study : Ecological Literacy - The Path To Human Survival
In June of 2009, ecoliteracy.org published an important essay that offered a basis for how we humans must develop
a relationship with Mother Earth in order to survive as a race. The essaywas based upon ideas first proposed by
Fritjof Capra, the father of modern systems thinking. This case study is a paraphrased summary of that essay.
What is Life?
The difference between a living organism and a dead organism lies in the basic process of life which is called
“metabolism.” Metabolism is the ceaseless flow of energy and matter through a network of chemical reactions.
This enables a living organism to continually generate, repair, and perpetuate itself through the intake, digestion,
and transformation of food. Metabolism is the central characteristic of biological life. Said another way, life is the
transportation and transformation of energy.
The fundamental facts of life are that:
* Nature sustains life by creating and nurturing communities. No individual organism can exist in isolation.
* Life, from its beginning more than three billion years ago, did not take over the planet by combat but by networking.*
* Diversity assures resilience and survival.
* Energy driving the ecological cycles flows from the sun.
* Matter cycles continually through the web of life.
* One species’ waste is another species’ food.
Animals depend on the photosynthesis of plants for their energy needs. Plants depend on the carbon dioxide produced
by animals, as well as on the nitrogen fixed by bacteria at their roots; Together plants, animals, and microorganisms
regulate the entire biosphere and maintain the conditions conducive to life.
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Ecological literacy
We need to “understand how Nature sustains life because sustained life is a property of an entire ecosystem rather
than a single organism or species. Over billions of years of evolution, the Earth’s ecosystems have evolved certain
principles of organization to sustain the web of life. Knowledge of these principles of organization is what we mean
by ‘ecological literacy’.”
The survival of humanity depends upon our ecological literacy – our ability to understand the basic principles of a
connected Nature and how to live accordingly. This means that ecological literacy must become a critical skill for all
humans to embrace if we are to remain on Earth.
Systems thinking
Systems thinking means that understanding life requires a shift of focus from objects to relationships. Each species
in an ecosystem helps to sustain the entire food web. If one species is decimated by some natural catastrophe, the
ecosystem may still be resilient enough to survive if there are other species that can fulfill similar functions. In other
words, the stability of an ecosystem depends on its biodiversity. Biodiversity is a popular word that describes the
complexity of Nature’s network of relationships.
Sustainability
Sustainability is not an individual property but a property of an entire web of relationships. It always involves a
whole community. This is the profound lesson we need to learn from Nature. The way to sustain life is to build and
nurture community. A sustainable human community interacts with other communities – human and nonhuman – in
ways that enable them to live and develop according to their nature. Sustainability does not mean that things do not
change. It is a dynamic process of co-evolution rather than a static state.
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Current world problems
Once we become ecologically literate, we can understand the processes and patterns of relationships that enable
ecosystems to sustain life. We can then understand that the major problems of our time cannot be understood in
isolation. They are systemic problems.
This means that major problems of our time are all interconnected and interdependent. Virtually all our environmental
problems are threats to our food security. The vicious circle of humanity’s population growth pressure and poverty
leads to the depletion of resources. This means falling water tables, wells going dry, shrinking forests, collapsing
fisheries, eroding soils, grasslands turning into desert, and so on. The depletion of resources, aggravated by human
triggered climate change, produces failing governments that can no longer provide security for their citizens. Terrorism
then becomes a means for temporary human survival.
All of these problems must be seen as different facets of one single crisis -- a lack of ecological literacy. It derives
from the fact that most people in our society, and especially our political and corporate leaders, subscribe to the
concepts of an outdated worldview, a perception of reality inadequate for dealing with our overpopulated, globally
interconnected world.
There are solutions to the major problems of our time. Systems thinking and ecological literacy are two key world
views that must be part of a new paradigm that portrays the vital interconnections between food, health, and the
environment. This profound transformation in the global thinking of all humans is needed for humanity to survive.
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Case Study : Biofuels - The Great Landgrab
Associated Press published an article entitled Prairies Vanish In The US Push For Green Energy . The sub-title under
the lead photo of a farmer inspecting an ear of corn stated that:
“Robert Malsam nearly went broke in the 1980s when corn was cheap. So now that prices are high and he can finally
make a profit, he’s not about to apologize for ripping up prairie land to plant corn.”
Mr. Malsam was going to “rip up” prairie land to plant more corn. He is doing what a lot of other farmers are doing.
He is planting corn and soybeans to be sold for the production of ethanol alcohol that would be added to petroleum
fuels. In doing so, this would ostensibly provide a much more sustainable form of energfy for our world’s autos,
trucks, and industrial machinery. In part, the ethanol alcohol is an alternative energy source.
This sounds really great. However, the real discussion should be about land use because land is becoming a limited
resource in a world of exponential population growth of the human race. Indeed, we are the invasive species utilizing
and quickly consuming land. Relationships between people and their environment are largely defined by land use.
There are many “faces” to the subject of land use. There is much controversy because there are diverse demands
for land. In this case study, we are going to examine the trade-offs between:
* simply leaving the land alone.
* the production of biofuels.
* the production of food for a rapidly increasing hum an population.
A consistent metric to describe each of these land use options is energy utilization. In all three cases, energy is being
transferred and transformed. Undisturbed land transforms the sun’s energy into plants which become producers
of oxygen and storehouses for carbon. Biofuels end up providing energy to run our vehicles and machinery. And
food is the stored energy that the bodies of all creatures, including ourselves, use for the process of life. Here is an
examination of the characteristics of each of the land uses that create and sustain these energy sources.
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Using land as a bank to store energy and carbom
Although oceans store most of the earth’s carbon, soils contain approximately 75% of the carbon pool on land –
three times more than the amount stored in living plants and animals. Soils therefore play a major role in maintaining
a balanced global carbon cycle. Since most scientists believe that there is a direct relationship between increased
levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and rising global temperatures, interest in soil carbon sequestration is
attracting the attention of researchers, policy makers, farmers, and the general public.
The charter of the United States Department of Agriculture Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is “to help control
soil erosion, stabilize land prices, and control excessive agricultural production”. CRP guidelines encourage
farmers to convert highly erodible cropland or environmentally sensitive acreage to vegetative cover such as native
grasses or trees. Regionally, specific land-management practices are used on CRP lands to reduce soil erosion and
sedimentation in streams and lakes, improve water quality, establish wildlife habitat and enhance forest and wetland
resources close to farms. These practices enhance biodiversity by subsidizing habitat creation in areas that would
otherwise be planted to row crops. While doing all of this, the land is held in reserve as a soil bank.
Participants in the program receive subsidies for not planting crops because some agricultural practices proposed
as methods for sequestering carbon may have hidden costs:
• Increased us of nitrogen fertilizer may temporarily increase soil organic matter because nitrogen is often limited
in agroecosystems. The carbon dioxide released from fossil fuel combustion during the production, transport and
application of nitrogen fertilizer, however, can reduce the net amount of the sequestered carbon. Nitrogen from
fertilization can also run off from agricultural lands into nearby waterways where it may have serious ecological
consequences by stimulating excessive algal growth.
• Growing plants on semiarid lands has been suggested as one way to increase carbon storage in soils. The fossil fuel
costs of supplying irrigation for these lands, however, may exceed any net gain in carbon sequestration. Additionally,
in many semi-arid regions surface and groundwater contain high concentrations of dissolved calcium and bicarbonate
ions. As these are deposited in the soil they release unwanted carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
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According to the Corn and Soybean Digest :
“The USDA has cited CRP as the largest and most important conservation program in recent decades in this country.
CRP continues to make major contributions to national efforts to improve water and air quality, prevent soil erosion,
protect environmentally sensitive land, and enhance wildlife populations. Some of the benefits of CRP over the past
two and a half decades cited by USDA include:”
* 450 million tons of soil erosion reduced annually
* Each year, CRP keeps more than 600 million pounds of nitrogen and more than 100 million pounds of phosphorus
from flowing into rivers, streams and lakes in the U.S.
* 2 million acres of wetlands and buffers restored
* 2 million acres of stream bank protected along rivers and streams
* Enhanced populations of ducks, pheasants, quail and other wildlife species
* CRP provides over $1.7 billion/year to private landowners, which are dollars that help support local businesses and
the local economy
* In 2010, CRP resulted in carbon sequestration equal to taking almost 10 million cars off the road.
The bottom-line is that the CRP program has over 25 years of success of protecting sensitive environmental lands,
reducing soil erosion, improving water quality, and enhancing wildlife. The CRP program is very popular with farmers,
the general public, and with policy makers, and CRP will likely continue to be a major USDA conservation and land
bank program. However, economic pressures, the need for more renewable energy, and the worldwide need for more
food may lead to some changes in the future for the CRP program.
Using land to produce biofuels
One major competitor to the CRP and the sustainable utilization of land is the growing production of biofuels. The
income to farmers for soybeans and corn that will be processed into biofuel has risen sharply so as to encourage
farmers to “rip up prairie land”. The question is whether the short term economic benefit to farmers is ecologically
sound. Does this kind of land use help us all in the long run?
As nice it is to hear about sustainable energy sources, a big question about biofuels is whether producing them
actually requires more energy than they can generate.
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After factoring in the energy needed to grow crops and then convert them into biofuels, Cornell University researcher
David Pimental concludes that the numbers just don’t add up.
His 2005 study found that producing ethanol from corn required 29 percent more energy than the end product itself
is capable of generating. He found similarly troubling numbers in making biodiesel from soybeans. “There is just no
energy benefit to using plant biomass for liquid fuel,” Pimentel says.
Another major hurdle for widespread adoption of biofuels is the challenge of growing enough crops to meet demand.
The skeptics are saying that the production of biofuels may ultimately require converting just about all of the world’s
remaining forests and open spaces over to agricultural land.
“Replacing only five percent of the nation’s diesel consumption with biodiesel would require diverting approximately
60 percent of today’s soy crops to biodiesel production,” says Matthew Brown, an energy consultant and former
energy program director at the National Conference of State Legislatures.
In 2010, fuel became the number one use for corn in America. What the green-energy program has made profitable,
however, is far from green. A policy intended to reduce global warming is encouraging a farming practice that actually
could worsen it. That’s because plowing into untouched grassland releases carbon dioxide that has been naturally
locked in the soil. It also increases erosion and requires farmers to use fertilizers and other industrial chemicals. In
turn, that destroys native plants and wipes out wildlife habitats. Scientists warned that America’s corn-for-ethanol
policy would fail as an anti-global warming strategy if too many farmers plowed over virgin land.
According to an Associated Press analysis of satellite data, more than 1.2 million acres of grassland have been lost
since the federal government required that gasoline be blended with increasing amounts of ethanol. Plots of land
that were once wild grass or pasture land seven years ago are now corn and soybean fields. That’s in addition to
the 5 million acres of farmland that had been aside for conservation under the CRP program noted above. In South
Dakota, more than 370,000 acres of grassland have been uprooted and farmed from since 2006. Nebraska has lost at
least 830,000 acres of grassland. “It’s great to see farmers making money. It hasn’t always been that way,” said Craig
Cox of the Environmental Working Group. He advocates for clean energy but opposes the ethanol mandate. “If we’re
going to push the land this hard, we really need to intensify conservation in lockstep with production, and that’s just
not happening,” he said.
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Science Magazine emphasizes the need for more intense land conservation by stating that:
“Most prior studies have found that substituting biofuels for gasoline will reduce greenhouse gases because biofuels
sequester carbon through the growth of the feedstock. These analyses have failed to count the carbon emissions that
occur as farmers worldwide respond to higher prices and convert forest and grassland to new cropland. By using a
worldwide agricultural model to estimate emissions from land-use change, we found that corn-based ethanol, instead
of producing a 20% savings, nearly doubles greenhouse emissions over 30 years and increases greenhouse gases
for 167 years. Biofuels from switchgrass, if grown on U.S. corn lands, increase emissions by 50%. This result raises
concerns about large biofuel mandates and highlights the value of using waste products. “
The alternative to using land for the production of biofuels is now under much study. By recycling our waste products
into new energy sources, we solve the land use issues while getting rid of the huge amount of waste that humanity
produces.
Land is used to feed earth’s creatures
We’ve looked at two pressures that we humans are placing on our limited supply of land. The first is the need to
maintain an adequate carbon bank to ensure the very survival of an exponentially growing human population. The
second pressure is the need to produce more ecologically acceptable energy in order to support human lifestyles.
The third pressure is the need to provide energy to our human bodies in the form of food. Let’s face it, there will be
a day when the size of our food supply will reach its limit simply because there is a limited supply of land. Unless we
find a way to control the size of the human population on the earth, that day looms in the future. For now, at least, we
can look at ways to utilize land to produce food crops and their energy calories more efficiently
Research at the Institute on the Environment at the University of Minnesota shows reallocating croplands away from
fuels and animal feed could boost food available for people by 70 percent without clearing more land. The world’s
croplands could feed 4 billion more people than they do now just by shifting from producing animal feed and biofuels
to producing exclusively food for human consumption.
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Demand for crops is expected to double by 2050 as population grows and increasing affluence boosts meat
consumption. Meat takes a particularly big toll on food availability because it takes up to 30 crop calories to produce
a single calorie of meat.
To get at that question, the researchers used U.S. Department of Agriculture data to map the extent and productivity
of 41 major crops between 1997 and 2003. Among the team’s findings:
* Only 12 percent of crop calories used for animal feed end up as calories consumed by humans.
* Only 55 percent of crop calories worldwide directly nourish people.
* Growing food exclusively for direct human consumption could boost available food calories up to 70 percent
* U.S. agriculture alone could feed an additional 1 billion people by shifting crop calories to direct human consumption.
Noting the major cultural and economic dimensions involved, the researchers acknowledged that while a complete shift
from animal to plant-based diets may not be feasible, even a partial shift would benefit food availability. Quantifying
the impact of various strategies, they found that a shift from crop-intensive beef to pork and chicken could feed an
additional 357 million people, and a shift to non-meat diets that include eggs and milk could feed an additional 815
million people.
Conclusion
Land banks, the production of biofuels, and growing more food are simply coping mechanisms that mask the ultimate
fate of humanity unless we get our population size under control. If a reasonable human population size were to exist,
there would be no arguments about land banking, biofuels, or feeding the masses.
The hard reality that we must reduce our consumption, not just replace it with something else. Conservation is
probably the largest single “alternative fuel” available to us. And, ultimately, “conservation” means finding a way to
limit the size of the human population of our planet.
What do you think?
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Case Study : Some Thoughts About Invasive Species
The words “invasive species” are used extensively by environmentally conscious individuals and organizations as
well as those government agencies who oversee public lands. The context in which “invasive species” is used is
typically with a connotation of being bad -- something that needs to be destroyed.
First, let’s define “invasive species”. One definition comes from the Yukon Territories Canadian Government :
“An invasive species is defined as an organism (plant, animal, fungus, or bacterium) that is not native and has negative
effects on our economy, our environment, or our health. Not all introduced species are invasive. Invasive plants and
animals are the second greatest threat to biodiversity after habitat loss. In other North American jurisdictions many
invasive plants are responsible for habitat damage, loss of subsistence resources, and economic loss.”
This definition offers a concise description of the current usage of the term “invasive species”. However, there are
some incongruities in the current idea of invasive species that need clarification and consideration:
The most invasive species on our planet is mankind
This is an interesting paradox. We are defining invasive species as those factors that negatively affect the human
race and not necessarily the environment. There is no population control of our own invasiveness. Yet, we try to
control the invasiveness of other species.
Invasive species are a normal part of evolutionary processes
Invasive species are essential to the process of evolution. Many times, evolution takes place when a species moves
on to new territory and adapts to a new environment. Darwin’s finches in the Galapagos Islands are a famous
example. Almost everything on earth is an invasive species.
Therefore, we must be careful when we employ a negative connotation to the words “invasive species”. As noted
later in this case study, there are some invasive species that do a great job in controlling other invasive species.
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Invasive species are not as widespread as some would have us believe
Researchers at the Center for Limnology at the University of Wisconsin–Madison found that invasive species follow
a “nearly universal pattern in ecology -- that invasive species are rare in most locations and abundant in a few.” The
study’s lead author, Gretchen Hansen, notes that “high abundance is the exception, not the rule.” The study suggests
that invasive species management should focus on those exceptions where the invaders do in fact spread like wild
fire. The study goes on to suggest that managers try to identify invasive species “hot spots” where they are prolific
and then spend conservation funds where it will have the greatest impact.
The claimed negative effects of certain invasive species are sometimes without scientific basis
During a tour at the US Fish and Wildlife Service bird sanctuary at Bosque del Apache near Socorro, New Mexico
the issue of the invasion of salt cedar (tamarisk) into this human engineered wetland was discussed. Information
was offered on the many bad things about Tamarisk. The tour guide was very convincing about the negative aspects
of Tamarisk as an invasive species. However, a Yale University web site and video [ http://e360.yale.edu/feature/
video_in_drought_stricken_southwest_and_texas_a_war_against_the_invasive_salt_cedar_tree/2467/ ] suggested a
different point of view.
The Yale web site offers a very holistic perspective on the Tamarisk issue that affirms that mother Nature has much
better ways of coping with her ecosystems than does mankind. Indeed, the Tamarisk is a beneficial plant in certain
environments. The web site states:
“States in the Southwest spend millions of dollars each year on pesticides and herbivorous beetles to control salt
cedar. Now, however, studies suggest that salt cedar uses up no more water than native species and that the spread
of salt cedar is largely due to changes in hydrology caused by humans when building dams and irrigation canals.
This video explores both sides of the debate over salt cedar and examines whether the battle against it is a misguided
use of public funds.”
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Removal of invasive species can sometimes be more harmful than the species that we wish to eradicate
It is disturbing to see the methods by which some organizations attempt to eradicate an invasive species. The bad
consequences of poor eradication methods is far greater than the effect of the invasive species.
The classic example is described by Rachel Carson when the US Government desired to kill off sagebrush. Sagebrush
was then considered “invasive” by farmers and ranchers who wanted more grazing land. Carson described how the
U.S.Forest Service used chemical weed killers to kill sagebrush and substitute grasslands for cattle ranchers who
leased government land. In her own words, she described this folly by our government:
“The earth’s vegetation is part of a web of life in which there are intimate and essential relations between plants and
the earth, between plants and other plants, between plants and mammals…. It was no accident that the great plains
of the West became the land of the sage. The bitter upland plains, the purple wastes of sage, the wild, swift antelope,
and the grouse are then a natural system in perfect balance. ..One of the most tragic examples of our unthinking
bludgeoning of the landscape is to be seen in the sagebrush lands of the West, where a vast campaign is on to
destroy the sage (using weed killer) and substitute grasslands.…it is clear that the whole closely knit fabric has been
ripped apart. The antelope and the grouse will disappear along with the sage. The deer will suffer too… The spraying
also eliminates a great many plants that were not its intended target. The sage was killed as intended. But, so was the
green life-giving ribbon of willows… Moose had lived in these willow thickets, for willow is to the moose what sage is
to the antelope. Beaver had lived there too, feeding on the willows, felling them and making a strong dam across the
tiny stream. Through the labor of the beavers, a lake backed up. Trout in the lake thrived so prodigiously that many
grew to five pounds. Waterfowl were attracted to the lake, also. But with the ‘improvement’ instituted by the Forest
Service, the willows went the way of the sagebrush, killed by the same impartial spray. The moose were gone and so
was the beaver. Their principal dam had gone out for want of attention by its skilled architects, and the lake drained
away. None of the large trout were left. The living world was shattered.”
Due to human insensitivity and an ignorance regarding the interconnectivity in Nature, government funds have been
used to “manage” our environment and sometimes create ecological disasters. What is not understood by many of
Nature’s stewards is that it is impossible to manage Nature.
There are some recent examples of questionable means of killing off invasive species.
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Despite the lessons taught by the Rachel Carson story, the US Department of Agriculture has chosen to fight off a
Buffelgrass invasion by employing the aerial spraying of Roundup - a common weed killer. Much like the folks in
Rachel Carson’s day, these people seem to be sure that their aerial spraying will stop the invasion of Buffelgrass
without harming anything else. There is no doubt that Buffelgrass is a species that meets the definition of invasive
species because it was introduced by mankind through cattle ranching and grazing operations (yes- the same people
who now want to kill wolves and get rid of the sage brush ). But, the proposed cure is worse than the effect of the
invasive species because non-invasive species of plants and creatures will be adversely affected.
In another example, the US Fish and Wildlife Service at their Bosque del Apache nature preserve used chemical
weed killers to killing off the Tamarisk (Salt Cedar) that lined the edges of their artificially created wetlands for birds.
Earlier, the US Park Service, in cooperation with others, established a Tamarisk eradication program along the banks
of the Colorado River. They also used herbicides.
However, Nature seems to have offered a control of its own. The Tamarisk Leaf Beetle has appeared. It can selectively
kill Tamarisk and is apparently doing so along the Colorado River.
The story of the Tamarisk Leaf Beetle is most interesting because the beetle itself is an invasive species. As it turns
out, this invasive insect is considered beneficial to man because it is killing out an invasive specie that mankind
wants to eradicate - the Tamarisk.
The lesson is that passive restoration using certain kinds of invasive species is a real and a viable approach to
resolving certain ecological issues that mankind wants to control. In other words, let Nature take her own course.
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Case Study : Wolves And Weather
Wolves and weather have a lot in common.
You can easily estimate the weather 2-3 days from now. You simply look at the information sources created by the
professional forecasters. But, how about two weeks from now? Or a month? Or a year? At best, a two week forecast
might be a rough approximation. A month’s or a year’s weather forecast would be a random guess.
Why is this ?
Our weather is a series of interconnected systems. There are smaller systems inside of larger systems - sets of
interconnected and interrelated parts. The parts in a weather system start with basic chemical elements such as
oxygen and nitrogen and hydrogen. They come together to be air or water. The movement of these molecules is
driven by the sun’s energy. Temperature differences in different parts of the world cause the air to move. Contact with
the oceans, lakes, and streams causes the air to absorb and hold moisture. Depending on the air temperature, rain
or snow may result as the moisture is released from the air.
Weather systems are:
* A set of interrelated elements.
* Partly orderly and partly disorderly.
* Connected to other systems such as the sun’s energy, wind, and our oceans.
* Hierarchal - larger systems contain smaller systems.
* Highly complex.
* Networks of flowing energy.
What we’ve just described is a weather system. But, in listing the characteristics of a weather system, we have also
described an ecosystem, our human bodies, and the economy --- all systems with the same traits. None of these
systems portray predictable behavior beyond a short time period. You cannot predict a storm by analyzing the
behavior of the air molecules that make up the system. Likewise, if you eradicate or control wolf populations, you
have no way of predicting the effects of your actions on the entire ecosystem in which the wolves live.
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All you can do is run the system in real time and see what happens. By eliminating or altering the composition
of wildlife in an ecosystem, we humans will still never be able to predict the ecosystem behavior after the wildlife
composition is altered or eliminated. The killing of coyotes or wolves, both keystone species, is an example of how
ecosystems have been altered by wildlife management practices that have been carried out without any ability to
predict the consequences. There is no calculation that can be made to predict the outcome. The mistake is revealed
only after the ecosystem operates for a while after the human intervention.
The predictability of ecosystem behaviors by human beings is possible only in the very short term. This is a scientific
fact that has been shown to us by the field of complexity science from research work performed over the past 30
years.
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Case Study : In Praise Of Prairies
This case study is a meditation on what tall-grass prairies once were. It is also a lament on what prairies are today.
Tall-grass prairies hold for us an important story of man’s interconnections with Nature both good and bad. It is a
story where man’s reverence toward Nature contrasts with man’s senseless ignorance about his environment. With
both the good and the bad stories, we have the opportunity to explore and to learn some important lessons about
conserving Nature’s connections.
The word “prairie” comes from the French language and means “meadow”. The US National Park Service has done
a nice job of describing tall-grass prairies parts of which are paraphrased here:
“Tall-grass prairies are an extremely complicated web of life. They began appearing in the mid-continent of the United
States from 8,000 to 10,000 years ago and have developed into one of the most complicated and diverse ecosystems
in the world, surpassed only by the rainforest of Brazil. Prairie plants have evolved on a landscape that can be difficult
to survive on. Climates on the prairie range from extreme heat and drought in August to bitter cold winters locked
in ice and frigid winds.
At first sight, one sees a vast landscape dominated by grasses -- some 40 to 60 different species. The other 20% of
the primary vegetation is made up of over 300 species of forbs or flowers. The prairie also has over 100 species of
lichens and liverworts as well as numerous species of woody trees and shrubs along creeks and protected areas.
Prairie landscapes vary in soil types and depth, moisture, and slope. This creates many different situations and
niches for specific plant communities to fit into.
The secret to the survival of the prairie plants is that 75-80% of the plant material is underground. The visible plants seen
on the landscape are merely the photosynthetic leaves gathering sunlight for a much larger community underground.
Just beneath the surface lies the main stems or rhizomes, running horizontally. Here they lie protected from drying,
grazing, trampling, fire, and frost. Tough fibrous roots descend from these rhizomes deep into the ground. Roots of
some plants have been reported to go 10 to 15 feet deep. On these roots, are microscopic “rootlets” numbering in the
billions and utilized by the plant. Even smaller than rootlets are mycorrhizae that support plant growth by drawing in
nutrients too little for even rootlets to obtain. The roots of plants are so numerous, that were one plant’s roots placed
end to end they would stretch for miles. The competition for nutrients and resources is fierce, so thickly interwoven
are plant roots that early settlers were able to cut bricks out of the sod to build homes and schools.”
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While prairies are a living demonstration of highly interconnected, biodiverse, and resilient ecosystems, mankind
has succeeded in altering or destroying much of what Nature has taken so many years to develop. Man’s impact has
resulted in the fencing of these vast stretches of land so as to fragment the habitat of many creatures.
This has resulted in animal migration corridors being destroyed. With the introduction of domestic species such as
cattle, large areas of plant biomass have been altered due to the specialized and destructive grazing habits of the
cattle species. The plowing of prairie land land has damaged or destroyed the topsoil resulting in events such as the
historic “dust bowl” removal of topsoil by the winds. It is estimated that tall-grass prairies once covered about 40%
of the United States. Only about 1% of these North American tall-grass prairies still exist.
The story of the American Bison’s connection with Nature is also the story of America’s Midwestern Great Plains tallgrass tall-grass prairies. The American Bison was a keystone species that was inextricably interconnected to these
complex tall-grass ecosystems . Thse connections to the prairie ecosystems produced a unique ecology that has
deep effects on mixed-prairie ecosystems. If you knew the bison, you knew the prairie.
It is estimated that over 30 million American Bison once inhabited North America from Alaska to Mexico. Human
slaughter of these creatures reduced the population to a few thousand. Because of subsequent conservation efforts,
the bison population has rebounded to a revitalized North American population of about 500,000. Most of these
animals are constrained by fences in mixed-grass prairie preserves and private ranches. Those bison that are part of
conservation herds and considered to be truly wild, number only 20,000.
Research has shown the American Bison to play a keystone role in the health of the remaining tall-grass prairies. Unlike
cattle, bison selectively graze in patches, leaving broad-leaved herbs (called forbs) and woody plants untouched. The
resulting patchiness promotes plant species diversity by allowing the forbs to grow unharmed.
Spatial and seasonal bison grazing with the ongoing presence of forbs enhances density and plant cover above
ground as well as gas exchange below ground. With parts of the prairie grazed, photosynthesis rates are enhanced
because more light is made available.
In addition, bison grazing increases animal diversity. Herds of grazing bison shape grasslands and create habitat.
Prairie Dog foraging capabilities are enhanced. In turn, these Prairie Dogs are prey for ferrets, foxes, hawks, and
eagles. Prairie Dog tunnels are homes for the Burrowing Owl, small mammals, and reptiles.
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Bison cause nutrient recycling in prairie ecosystems. By consuming plants, the bison return nitrogen to the soils in
the form of urine. This form of nitrogen is far more effective than that formed from plant litter. There is less plant litter
because of bison grazing.
Fire is a natural and healthy phenomenon in prairie ecosystems. Bison grazing limits the loss of nitrogen through fire
by reducing the amount of plant litter. Through grazing in patches, the bison helps produce patchiness in fire.
It is very sad what has happened over the years to prairies. Highly complex, resilient, and biodiverse ecosystems
have given way to the perceived needs of one species -- human beings.
Some of you may remember Kevin Costner’s highly symbolic film, “Dances With Wolves”. Here, a lone union solder
sought solace in the prairie where he met up with peaceful and conservation-minded Indians who had a deep reverence
for Nature. He befriended a wolf named “Two Socks”. He witnessed the greed of the white man as he viewed a herd
of slaughtered bison stripped of their fur but with their meat left to rot. In the end, the union soldiers symbolized an
ignorance and a lack of passion for Nature as they shot “Two Socks”, and tried to kill off a culture of conservationminded people.
Unfortunately, it hasn’t stopped. And those people who want to give Nature the opportunity to restore herself are
stopped by those who refuse to remove their fences and want to continue the killing.
Pope Francis says that “the world is a gift we have freely received and must share with others. The world we have
received also belongs to those who will follow us”. He says that the environment “ is on loan to each generation,
which must then hand it on to the next.” His question is: “What kind of world do we want to leave to those who will
come after us, to children who are now growing up?”
These words of Pope Francis describe the challenge to all environmental educators and stewards of Nature who
include our young people who will be carrying on for those of us who are older. We have the power to positively affect
the future of Nature’s environment by sharing ourselves with the current generation and helping this generation
influence future generations.
This is your challenge and your legacy.
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Case Study : Forests Are The Lungs Of The Earth
The conservation of the world’s forests have received a lot of attention in recent years for good reason. Trees and
other forest plants are a vital connection between our sun’s energy and the functioning of our bodies.
Forests play an important role in maintaining the balance between oxygen and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
The basic chemical engine that operates within all green plants on our planet is called photosynthesis. Plant roots
take in nutrients (primarily nitrogen) from the soil. The plant’s leaves take in energy from the sun and absorb carbon
dioxide from our atmosphere. An internal chemical process extracts the carbon from the carbon dioxide to provide
the basic structural components of a plant. The plant then releases oxygen back to the atmosphere.
The forests of the world are a huge source of oxygen for us to breathe. Forests are sometimes referred to as
“the lungs of the earth”. By absorbing carbon dioxide, our forests serve to absorb some of our excessive carbon
emissions. Consequently, our forests do have a role in buffering global warming. It is dangerous for mankind to
clear some of Earth’s forests to provide timber and to grow food for humans. As part of this case study, do some
Internet research to quantify why clearing our forests is a bad thing to do.
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Case Study : The Impact Of Political Corruption On Nature
A truly insidious negative factor in the preservation of Nature’s ecosystems on a local and a global basis is political
will. Political will employs the use of money to gain great influence by a few people over many people. Political will
operates in an inconspicuous or seemingly harmless way but, in reality, with grave effect. The enemies of conservation
have lots of money, are focused, and not distracted by the chatter about who has the moral high ground. In the United
States, we see special interest groups like farmers, ranchers, large food technology corporations, the petroleum
industry and mining interests pouring huge amounts of money into the political war chests of influential politicians.
Call it what you want, but it is bribery. It is a world wide phenomenon that affects Nature’s connections in many ways
A well publicized example of political will is the issues surrounding an important top predator, the wolf. Many ranchers
see wolves as an economic threat rather than a part of Nature. Eventually, political “donations” from ranchers trickle
into the hands of politicians. The politicians can apply pressure on the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and
other bureaucracies because these politicians set the annual budgets for those government agencies that claim to
conserve public lands on behalf of the American people. The pressure results in these groups setting wolf killing
quotas. The US Department of Agriculture even has a division that does much of the killing so as to protect the
rancher. They call it “harvesting”. This all takes place even though science has shown that top predators like the wolf
are essential to healthy ecosystems.
The National Rifle Association (NRA) is a powerful and wealthy Washington lobby that represents, in part, hunters who
enjoy killing wolves for trophies. Huge amounts of money are placed in the hands of politicians. The politicians then
pressure these government bureaucracies to allow trophy killing to take place. Somehow, the hunting community
tries to convince the rest of the world that their killing sprees serve to conserve Nature. This so-called wildlife culling
is endorsed by the government as a conservation measure. Modern science has shown this to be false.
These problems are not unique to the USA. It happens in all countries. Political corruption threatened an estuary’s
ecosystem in Sonora, Mexico. In this case, a strong showing from the scientific community and local residents
stopped the politicians. Another heartening recent story comes out of Mexico where a US Government agency
thought they knew best for a Mexican community by insisting on building a dam with the encouragement of the
Mexican government. The protest power of the local community defeated the project. Back in the USA, the Colorado
sand dunes were threatened by private water interests. The process of education, good science , strong community
support, and the backing of the US National Park Service to defeated the private interests.
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It is an unfortunate fact that political payoffs and the economic greed of a few can circumvent the best intentions of
those who wish to conserve Nature. It is not a problem that will go away quickly or easily. You might be quick to point
out that many Nature groups use political systems to influence legislators. The difference is that Nature groups try to
educate rather than to bribe. Nature organizations that are involved in the political scene serve to educate both the
politician and the politician’s constituents. Re-election doesn’t take place because of the size of a politician’s bank
account. Instead, re-election takes place because both the politician and his constituents are in agreement on key
environmental issues when the facts of those issues are honestly presented. Indeed, the political process becomes
a process of education. This brings me to the third point in this blog’s credo:
Hope for mankind’s future comes from instilling a deep connectivity consciousness in our youth.
Education is the best weapon to fight corruption as conservationists work to preserve Nature’s connections. In the
example concerning the Mexican estuary, scientists informed and educated the good guys in government and the
community about the value of the estuary. The bad guy only cared about himself. In the end, the bad guy was defeated
because the good guys had the facts and knew the consequences of the bad guy’s actions. The facts came from the
education process. The political system was used in a positive way to stop the bad guy.
To take this point further, strong environmental education programs with our younger generations will help overcome
political will because more people will be informed. That s why our hope is with our youth. They have the future to
carry on if we older folks will take time to mentor and educate them now. I’ve seen this take place with children who
live in Mexican fishing villages. The Mexican government provides regular environmental education programs that
are directed at the youth of these villages. In this way, the parents get the message. The idea is that education is an
easier and more effective way to enforce fishing regulations than by employing police power.
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Case Study : Stewardship Strategies
The North Coast Land Conservancy (NCLC) is an conservation organization devoted to conserving key pieces of
habitat in the Pacific Northwest area of the United States. This case study presents the three stewardship strategies
employed by this organization.
NCLC uses three planning elements – preservation, passive ecological restoration, and active ecological restoration
– to provide a framework for the stewardship planning and actions associated with the properties held by NCLC in
conservation.
PROTECTION – Sometimes a piece of land already has it all- high functioning wildlife habitat, mature native plant
structure, no invasive plant issues. When we acquire a gem like this, we know that the best thing we can do is to
get out of the way and let nature continue on the path it has been taking for thousands of years. Protection involves
securing those intact systems, overseeing their long-term stewardship, and where possible, working to connect
them with a larger landscape to provide even greater function.
PASSIVE – Passive Ecological Restoration includes simply halting activities that cause degradation or prevent
recovery of an ecosystem, such as stopping grazing or water removal. This approach also includes a lot of patienceproviding the time necessary for natural processes to cycle through a sequence of ecological succession. Nature is
amazingly resiliant, and can often regain its balance best by being left alone to sort itself out.
ACTIVE– After waiting through a period of passive restoration, if a site or system still remains in an ecological state
that would not occur naturally, active intervention may be necessary. Such actions can include the reintroduction of
beaver, removal of invasive plants, major planting of native species, or in some cases addition of in-stream structures.
For this case study, select a geographic area near to you that you feel is in need of conservation measures. Decide
which of the three above conservation startegies may apply. Make the arguments for your selection. Write a plan for
applying your selected strategy.
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Case Study : Letting Nature Take Her Course
This case study is the tale of two conservation projects. One of these projects is successful because man and Nature
work in synergy with Nature calling the shots. The other project is almost completely engineered by mankind with
man making the decisions.
The Whitewater Draw Refuge near McNeal, Arizona. It is operated by the State of Arizona Game and Fish Department.
The Whitewater Draw Refuge is in an ancient playa (beach) that floods every autumn with the seasonal monsoons.
Starting in November, some 20,000 migrating Sandhill Cranes reside in this playa through January. They come to
this place because there is a lot of corn and other crops available to the cranes so that they may build up an energy
supply in their bodies for their return trip to northern areas in the spring.
At the Whitewater Draw Refuge, the corn that the Sandhill Cranes eat comes from local farms. Farmers time the
harvest of their corn crops so that the birds arrive just after the corn crop is harvested. What is left on the ground
is the harvest residue. The farmers welcome the Sandhill Cranes because these birds eat the dropped corn, thus
preventing pioneer corn shoots which the farmer must then clear from the land before planting another crop. The
farmers like the Sandhill Cranes because they save the farmer an extra step in the process of harvesting and then
planting another crop. There is a synergy between the farmer and the Sandhill Crane.
What is amazing is that the Arizona Game and Fish department and the farmers have no formal process for facilitating
this ecological synergy. Basically, it just happens. The cranes know enough to search elsewhere for corn. They fly to
another location known as Wilcox Playa where more crop remnants are available. Many of them overnight at Wilcox
Playa before returning to Whitewater Draw. The cranes have this all figured out without any help from man. The only
“control” exercised by mankind is that the government has protected the land where the Sandhill Cranes roost by
setting aside the Whitewater Draw Refuge as a legal nature preserve.
The Unites States Fish and Wildlife Service operates a wildlife refuge at Bosque del Apache, New Mexico. Here,
Sandhill Cranes also migrate in the winter season. However, the way things are operated by mankind is very different
from the operations at Whitewater Draw. The management of the Bosque del Apache refuge sees itself as an instrument
for preventing the “depredation” of the farmer’s crops. If you read their documents closely, they are in business to
protect the farmer from the Sandhill Crane even though, to the public, they are vociferous about protecting the
Sandhill Crane.
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The refuge grows their own corn for the cranes and knocks down some corn rows each week so that the cranes can
access the corn. The refuge makes no effort to work with local farmers to synchronize their harvests with the Sandhill
Crane migration. Instead, government documents imply a hostility by the farmer toward the Sandhill Crane rather
than a working partnership with Nature. Recently, elk have started eating the refuge corn crops. This leaves less food
for the cranes. The government, in an attempt to control Nature, is now killing elk.
To make things more interesting, the government manager and his volunteers at Bosque del Apache have stated
that, years ago, the population of Sandhill Cranes in the area had dwindled to some 19 individuals. They make a
point of stating that these birds were near extinction and it was the establishment of this refuge by the government
that prevented extinction. It is interesting that the Sandhill Cranes who winter at the Whitewater Draw Refuge have
successfully demonstrated the skill of hunting for food by flying to other areas. This scientifically measured activity
offers serious doubt about the Bosque del Apache management claim that their group of birds were close to extinction
until they were “saved” by the government. Instead, the birds probably went elsewhere for food.
The Bosque del Apache refuge managers say that they have never heard of the Whitewater Draw Refuge even though
Whitewater Draw attracts more Sandhill Cranes through environmental synergy than does Bosque del Apache’s
“engineered environment” approach.
This tale of two different conservation programs offers both some truth about Sand Hill Crane biology and questions
about whether human intervention is really necessary. The real story at the Whitewater Draw Refuge is a great example
of humans working in synergy with ecosystems rather than trying to control Nature. The story at Bosque del Apache
portrays the perils of an engineered Nature, a government agency doing some “puffing” to justify its existence while
minimizing transparency, and the passing of speculative information to the public.
The truth is that there is little environmental synergy at Bosque del Apache and a large amount of synergy at the
Whitewater Draw Refuge where mankind accommodates Nature rather than engineering Nature. At the Whitewater
Draw Refuge, the birds are in control and mankind adjusts to the timing of the arrival and departure of the Sandhill
Crane. At Bosque del Apache, the policy is total control of Nature by mankind. This has led to a “one-armed paper
hanger” syndrome where the unexpected is met with yet more human intervention. Whitewater Draw Refuge lets
Nature do her own thing and accepts the unexpected by doing little or nothing.
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Case Study : Bugs And Flowers
The picture of an insect on a flower represents two empires that are united by intricate relationships. These empires
personify critically important connections in Nature that life on Earth, including we humans, depend upon to survive.
The plant-insect interface is a major interacting force that has generated the present diversity of both terrestrial plant
and animal life forms. Animal life, including the insect empire, cannot exist in the absence of the green plants that
convert the sun’s energy into usable food. On the other hand, the plant empire’s lengthy co-evolution with the animal/
insect world is a major reason why there is great diversity in the plant world. The presence of terrestrial flowering
plants are an essential condition for insect development for it is the interrelationship with the plant world that the
insect empire has reached its highest degree of specialization.
Insects have the most species of any class of organism on earth. Green plants make up the greatest part of all
biomass on land. Nearly half of all existing insect species feed on living plants. More than 400,000 plant eating insect
species live on approximately 300,000 vascular plant species. Probably no other interactions between groups of
organisms comparable in type and extent can be found elsewhere in the living world.
The word that is commonly used to describe the connection between flowers and bugs is “co-evolution”. Some bugs
are specifically adapted to feeding upon and pollinating specific kinds of flowers. Bees are the most well known
example. They are attracted to only to certain kinds of flowers.
Nectar-eating insects and flowers have evolved to become highly dependent on one another. While most evolutionary
processes involve direct adaptations of a single species, with bees and flowers, the evolutionary process involves
two interlinked species. How flowers have adapted to ensure the survival of bees and how bees have adapted to
ensure the survival of flowers is a well-documented and fascinating example of co-evolution
Most of the plant kingdom’s ancestors were wind pollinated. Wind has the advantage of carrying pollen long distances
and spreading it over vast areas. However, in wind pollination, much of the pollen will never find its way to the proper
species of plant. Insect pollination helps solve this problem. At some point in a plant’s evolutionary process, insect
pollination helped the plant reproduce more efficiently. Therefore, those plants most able to attract insects were
also those most likely to survive. Thus, plants evolved certain characteristics to attract insects such as bees. These
characteristics include a flower’s bright colors and particular forms as well as nectar-secreting structures used to
lure insects. Because bees in particular may collect either nectar or pollen for food, they have become among the
most efficient of pollinators.
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As flower pollinators, bees have evolved into a powerful connecting force in Nature.
Take a moment to think about how you are connected to and dependent upon the connection between bugs and
flowers. Either directly or indirectly, much of your food comes from pollinated plants. Consequently, you are part of
the larger series of interrelationships that depend upon the biological intimacy between bugs and flowers.
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Case Study : The Architecture Of Biodiversity
This breathtaking picture portrays important interrelationships
within Nature. The image portrays San Carlos, Sonora, Mexico
near Guaymas and about 250 miles south of Tucson Arizona. It is a
picture of two highly interconnected ecosystems. To the left is the
Sea of Cortez and to the right is a very important estuary known as
El Estero del Soldado.
Many years ago, a study was performed on the energy flow within the
Sea of Cortez. The fear was that the Hoover Dam and the resulting
trickle flow of the Colorado River into the Sea of Cortez would cause
great ecological damage. But, the study showed that the Sea of
Cortez is a very resilient body of water because of two factors. First,
the shape of the basin that holds the Sea of Cortez is such that the
daily tidal flow results in vertical water currents on both sides of this body of water. The result is that a lot of nutrients
are transported from the basin’s bottom to the photic (sunlit) water surface where critters feed and gain energy. The
second factor is the estuaries along the shores of the Sea of Cortez. These brackish lagoons are known as “nurseries
of the sea” because they are the birthplace of many creatures that ultimately reside in the Sea of Cortez. These
estuaries are responsible for a rich web of life both in the lagoons and
throughout the entire Sea of Cortez.
A food web is a network diagram that portrays food energy flow from one
species to another within an ecosystem. It can illustrate the potential
impact within an ecosystem if a species is eliminated by any means —
either natural or by the activities of mankind. Visualizing biodiversity
comes in the form of food webs. Here is a food web diagram for an
estuary which portrays the interconnected energy flow within the
lagoon and surrounding area. Like all of our earth’s energy networks,
the lagoon’s primary energy comes from the sun. Solar energy is
absorbed by plants such as the mangroves.
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Through a chemical process known as photosynthesis, the plant’s leaves combine the solar energy with carbon to
store the sun’s energy in a form we know as chlorophyll. A byproduct is oxygen which the leaves expel as a waste
product into the atmosphere. With time, mangrove leaves drop off into the brackish soil that surrounds the plant’s
roots. The decayed leaves become the detritus that provides nutrients for the newly born creatures that live and hide
among these roots. In addition, the daily tidal flushing in and out of the lagoon causes these nutrients to flow.
It is these energy flow processes that provide a very rich environment for many the diverse creatures that are portrayed
in the food web diagram. Estuaries are described as one of the highest energy producing habitats on Earth. Acre for
acre, they are considered to have greater productivity than farm lands.
Using the estuary as an example, let’s examine the idea of Nature’s interconnectivity as a way to look at one meaning
of biodiversity. An ecosystem is defined as a biological community of interacting organisms and their physical
environment. An ecosystem is a complex interconnected system of energy flow conduits. An estuary and the Sea of
Cortez can be considered as separate ecosystems or as one massive super ecosystem that results from their interconnectivity.
The Merriam Webster dictionary defines biodiversity as “the existence of many different kinds of plants and animals
in an environment“. You might be left with the feeling of “so what!”. But, when you probe further and ask why
biodiversity is a good thing, you will find that more plants and animals in an ecosystem provide greater resilience.
And, the removal of a plant or an animal from the ecosystem could cause some ecological damage. A more descriptive
definition of biodiversity might be: “the effect of the interconnectivity of life within an ecosystem”.
Biodiversity addresses the importance of interconnections between living things because biodiversity facilitates the
flow of life giving energy in Nature’s ecosystems. The more energy conduits that exist, the greater the energy flow.
When we use the term “biodiversity”, we describe the ecological value of relationships within and between species in
an ecosystem. Indeed, energy is the fuel of life. From the smallest cells in our bodies to huge elephant herds, every
living thing, needs energy to live. The energy that is contained in the living cells of our bodies, in the food that we eat,
or in sunlight, flows from one organism to the next.
Connections in Nature are the conduits for this energy flow. Wherever there is a large or a small group of living
things, you will find that Nature’s communities are connected together in many different ways.
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It is these relationships that define biodiversity. If plants and animals within an ecosystem have many energy conduits
we can say that they live within a biodiverse ecosystem. This means that if one energy connection were, within the
group of many connections, destroyed, chances are small that this act would affect the entire ecosystem. But, if a
creature that has many energy connections is destroyed, chances are high that many creatures will be affected.
We can sit in a kayak that drifts within the estuary’s lagoon and be surrounded by many examples of Nature’s
connectivity. Of course the mangroves are an intense source of energy available to creatures in the lagoon. Then
there are the fiddler crabs who are food for the birds. These crabs also facilitate energy flow by tilling the soil inside
their burrows that are within the mangrove’s root structures.
The fish and shrimp that are born within the lagoon and hide in the mangrove roots as juveniles ultimately become
an energy flow conduit as they migrate to the open sea and become food for other creatures. The many seabirds that
migrate to the lagoons to nest depend upon the protection of the mangrove trees as well as the rich food supply of
fish and crabs.
Biodiversity is the interconnectivity of Nature that defines the existence of every living being on Earth. This
interconnectivity is the life support system of all life on Earth. High connectivity results in high biodiversity. High
biodiversity comes from high connectivity. High connectivity within an ecosystem usually results in a ecosystem that
is resilient to outside influences. This is so because the loss of some connectivity in a highly connected system will
not result in irreparable damage.
Food webs, such as the one displayed in this case study, are methods for visualizing biodiversity. The food web is an
important conceptual tool for illustrating the feeding relationships among species within a community. They reveal
species interactions and community structure. They provide an understanding of the dynamics of energy transfer in
an ecosystem. They show how plants and animals are connected in many ways to help them all survive. They provide
a quantitative framework to link community structure with the flow of energy and material. In doing so, food web
diagrams help reconcile biodiversity with ecosystem function. Food web studies explore how energy flow (feeding)
relationships influence the stability of communities. Food web studies help predict how species losses propagate
through communities as well as influence community stability and the functioning of an ecosystem.
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By visualizing biodiversity and merging biodiversity research and food-web theory, new and important avenues for
ecological research emerge with implications for biodiversity conservation. In particular, these studies help define
the negative impact of eliminating highly connected species within an ecological community.
You don’t have to be a scientist to define what would happen to El Estero del Soldado if certain organisms were
removed from the lagoon. The most obvious is the mangrove trees. These trees are so vital to the flow of the lagoon’s
energy that their removal would have a highly significant negative impact on the flow of energy. Take another look
at the food web diagram and mentally remove the mangroves from the picture. Yet, it was once suggested that this
lagoon be developed into a marina.
Indeed, the food web diagram is a portrayal of the architecture of biodiversity because it helps us identify the
interconnections within an ecosystem. By defining these connections, we are able to define the flow of Nature’s
energy and the impacts if these energy flows are altered or destroyed.
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Case Study : Subterrainean Ecology
It might seem that the subject of “dirt” is as boring as watching paint dry. That is — until one sits in a forest or a
meadow and considers both the beauty of the moment and the basis for that beauty. Much of that forest or meadow
resides underground in an invisible world that we can’t see without a microscope or some form of chemical analysis.
Yet, that secret underground world is a vital connecting force that is essential for the maintenance and the survival of
what we see above ground – including we humans. Dirt is of fundamental importance for global carbon and nutrient
cycles that contributes to ecosystem functioning. We can explain many of Nature’s patterns that we see above
ground from what is happening in the soil. Indeed, we humans are connected to dirt. We need dirt to live!
The plants of our forest or the meadow reach outward and upward for air and for light energy from the sun. These
plants also reach downward into the dirt to engage a highly complex interconnected subterranean ecosystem that
supplies physical support, nutrients, and water. In turn, the network of organisms in soil receive carbohydrate energy
from the above ground forests and meadows. It is another important example of interconnectivity in Nature.
Fifth Season Gardening describes this network in more detail:
“Known collectively as ‘the soil food web,’ the bacteria, fungi, protozoa, nematodes, arthropods, and everybody
else living underground cycle the nutrients that plants need to grow. It’s a friendly business relationship: plants
secrete some of the sugars, proteins, and other compounds they make during photosynthesis through their roots.
This buffet attracts beneficial soil organisms to the root zone where they perform many jobs for the plants, such
as scavenging for nutrients and water, fixing atmospheric nitrogen into plant-usable forms, breaking down organic
matter, aggregating soil particles so roots can easily penetrate soil, and out-competing pathogenic microbes.“
Fungal threads are the internet of the plant world. Research by Dr. Suzanne Simard, a forestry scientist, has shown
that there are networks of mycorrhizal fungi in dirt that connect the roots of trees and facilitate the sharing of
resources between trees. Simard’s research goes on to show that the underground mycorrhizal fungi networks serve
to transfer carbon, nitrogen, and water, when the need arises, from older trees to younger trees. In effect, there is an
electrochemical communication system between the roots of trees. She says that :
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“…these networks bolster forest resilience against disturbance or stress and facilitate the establishment of new
regeneration. This back-and-forth flux of resources according to need may be one process that maintains forest
diversity and stability. The big trees are subsidizing the young ones through the fungal networks. Without this helping
hand, most tree seedlings wouldn’t make it“.
Maintaining forest resilience is dependent on conserving the underground mycorrhizal fungi links.Author Jane
Engelsiepen states:
“The concept of symbiotic plant communication has far reaching implications in both the forestry and agricultural
industries. This revelation may change the way we approach harvesting forests, by leaving the Mother Trees intact
to foster regrowth. In agriculture, undisturbed mycorrhiza systems enhance plant’s ability to resist pathogens, and
absorb water and nutrients from the soil, bringing into question common practices that disturb these underground
networks, such as plowing.”
Everything in Nature is interconnected. The engine of life is the linkage that transforms and transports energy.
Conservation is the act of identifying, understanding, and preserving these links. The life giving connections afforded
by subterranean ecosystems are no exception. Without these underground connections, we humans would not exist
because we need plants to live. The plant world, at all levels, above ground and below ground, is responsible for
capturing and transforming the sun’s energy into a form that is useful to all life on earth. Plants could not exist
without dirt and its interconnected creatures.
Indeed, dirt is the living and breathing skin of our planet. It is a dynamic, highly diverse, interconnected superorganism. Dirt is alive !!
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Suggested Activity Sets
“To stick your hands in the river is to feel the cords that bind the earth together in one piece.” - Barry Lopez
An activity set is a group of simple learning activities that relate to a specific subject. The activity set may be carried
out in Nature or be designed to be done in the classroom. Each activity set results in some action either physical
or mental. Each activity is followed by an inquiry learning session where questions are posed by the mentor and an
individual student or a group participates in discussing an answer.
I have a hard time envisioning an effective environmental education program that is totally contained in a classroom.
I believe that Nature must be experienced and engaged if a consciousness and a love for Nature in our youth is to
be created. In my area in Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico we are blessed with a beautiful estuary which serves as Nature’s
classroom. Deb McMullen Perryman, an award winning teacher in Elgin, Illinois has been able to establish a Nature
preserve for her programs. There is an organization called Catalina Island Marine Institute (CIMI) on Catalina Island
off the coast of California. Over 20,000 school kids are put through outdoor Nature programs each year. Many of these
kids are from inner city Los Angeles. I have seen young lives transformed in this program. Many city environmental
programs use parks or have rooftop ecosystems. The point is that a large part of environmental education is to
show the student how to engage Nature. By establishing a love for Nature, a consciousness for her preservation
will develop. But, Nature must be experienced outside of the classroom because these activities promote adventure,
exploration, discovery which are the key motivators to a consciousness and a love for Nature. .
This section of the book is a lot less structured because everyone’s backyard is different. Here, I offer some of my
experiences. In addition to the activity sets provided in this section of the book, there are numerous Nature oriented
activity sets provided on the Internet.
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Activity Set : String Game
The string game simulation is an excellent first step toward visualizing real energy connections in Nature. It makes
students think, probably for the first time, about the vital importance of energy cflow in Nature.
The string game is an activity that can be used as a demonstration and simulation of connections in Nature while
participating in a field trip into Nature or in a classroom. In this simulation, students represent plants and animals
living in the habitat which is being visited. Sitting in a circle, students connect themselves to each other using a ball
of string to represent the ways in which they depend upon each other. As students make energy flowconnections, the
string forms a visual web of life. In the final part of the simulation game, the students will experience what happens
when a connection is destroyed.
The simulation requires about 10 pieces of 8 x 10 inch cardboard with a string loop attached that will be used to hang
the cardboard around a student’s neck. Each cardboard must have a picture and the name of a species or a natural
object. These can be constructed before going out into the field. For the simulation at our estuary, our 10 placards
might represent:
* The sun
* Mangrove plants
* Mangrove roots
* The lagoon
* Crabs
* Herons
* A human
* Osprey
* Pelicans
* Fish
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In addition, the simulation requires a large ball of strong string. The simulation should involve no more than 10
students.
Prior to starting the simulation, the mentor asks the students to select a card representing a creature or an object.
The card is hung around the student’s neck so that everyone can see. The instructions are to hand or toss the ball of
string (while unraveling the string) to someone who represents something that receives energy (food or light) from
the person who is currently holding the ball. The receiving person is to firmly hold on to that part of the string with
one hand that represents the connection to the natural object that he or she is representing. With the other hand, the
student is to hold the ball of string.
The mentor, who represents the sun, explains that he or she will begin the simulation by passing the ball to a plant
because the sun gives the plant energy to grow. The person who represents a plant will toss or hand pass the ball
to a person representing an object that depends upon the plant. As the ball is passed each time, the student passing
the ball must explain why the ball is being passed to a given natural object.
Once the ball has been passed to all students, The following questions should be discussed:
* What would happen if a certain natural object were to disappear?
* In real Nature, how would you identify each connection?
* In real Nature, how would you protect each connection?
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Activity Set : Identifying Connections In Nature
One can take advantage of being in Nature on a field trip and seeing real live energy flow connections.
To do this exercise of adventure, exploration, and discovery, all that is required is a notebook and a pen.
While still in the field after doing the string simulation, each student is to quietly select one plant or animal that he or
she sees. Uniqueness is encouraged. To avoid duplicates, the mentor should query each student before proceeding
to the next step.
If practical, the student is to sit close to his or her chosen subject. In the notebook, the student is to write a list of all
of the energy connections between the subject and the surrounding environment. In addition, the student is to write
a one sentence explanations about:
* How the connection works.
* Why is the connection important. within the ecosystem under study?
* With this information, the student is to draw a food web diagram in the notebook.
* Either on-site or in the classroom, each student should give a 10 minute description of his or her findings. In the
style of a Socratic (inquiry-based) seminar, other students and the mentor will offer questions.
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Activity Set : Developing A Conservation Plan
The previous two activities (the string simulation and applied connection identification) offered some introductory
practice in the identification and understanding of a connection in Nature. In this activity, the student is asked to
develop a conservation plan for his or her chosen connection. Because everything in Nature is interconnected, a
conservation plan might require the conservation of more than one connection. There is a great deal of material on
the Internet that discusses conservation strategies. This project will give the student the opportunity to learn about
some of these strategies.The project will consist of:
* Reading the background material offered at the end of this section.
* Doing Internet research on various conservation strategies.
* Applying what has been discovered to a real conservation problem.
The end result will be a seminar presentation to the class and the mentor where the student will need to defend his
or her chosen strategy using the facts that have been gathered.
The general outline for the project presentation will be:
1. Identification and background information of the connection in Nature under study.
2. A statement of the conservation problem.
3. Presenting a list of possible conservation strategies.
4. A discussion of the chosen strategy along with the reasons for choosing that strategy.
This exercise is meant to be a final project to be completed over 2-3 weeks. It is based upon the principles that have
been presented in all other modules. The project is meant to reinforce what has been presented throughout this series
and to permit the student to exercise critical thinking skills in the identification, understanding, and preservation of
connections in Nature.
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Conservation Plan Background Material
The following references are offered to familiarize the student with various conservation strategies.
The Case For Passive Restoration
Biodiversity Conservation Strategies
Other things to look at:
1) Completely restricting people from the protected area.
2) Allowing people into the protected area, but with control.
3) Volunteer programs to restore and control the protected area.
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Activity Set : Engaging Nature With Photography
Kids and Cameras Can Help Build A Sustainable Future
What if you were helping a young person who is walking beside you in Nature? What if that young person were
holding a small camera? What if you asked that young person to record how he or she felt after waiting for Nature
to present Herself? This process provides you the opportunity to give your legacy of engaging Nature to a child or
youth.
Photography is a marvelous tool for developing a consciousness of Nature within young people. Photography and
its contemplative process brings a person into intimate contact with Nature by engaging each moment of their
outdoor experience. If you are a parent, leave your child with your legacy by giving your son or daughter a camera or
a smartphone with a camera. Then take them hiking. Share your findings as you explore the images you both have
captured. On a grander scale, volunteer to take a group of school kids out in Nature. Teach them about observing and
engaging Nature. Then, let them freely use their ever present smart phones to capture images of Nature. Encourage
them to share their images back in the classroom. In particular, encourage them to express the feelings they had as
they captured an image.
The idea of kids and cameras in Nature is catching on because there is a potential for building a new Nature
consciousness that humanity has lost in the past three generations. Engaging Nature means setting everything in life
aside and connecting with Nature at an aesthetic level, a spiritual level, and a logical level. Eckhart Tolle, and many
other spiritual and philosophical gurus, describe this process as living in the present moment.
One way to engage Nature is to let Nature come to you. This is sometimes called “still hunting”. Acquiring a quiet
spirit, being aware only of the present moment, and patiently waiting for Nature to come to you can be a fascinating
and rewarding activity. As Nature gradually comes alive before you, you will begin to sense and understand the
connections between yourself and other members of our vast ecosystem. While keeping all of your senses alert,
comfortably sit motionless by a shore, in a forest, or any quiet place where Nature displays her majesty. Acquire a
quiet spirit by keeping your relaxed hands folded in your lap. Focus on your breath as you slowly inhale. Again, focus
on your breath as you slowly and quietly exhale. During the pauses between breaths, concentrate on the present
moment as Nature surrounds and embraces you. Listen, watch, and feel. Carefully listen for stillness between the
sounds.
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At first, nothing will happen. But, with time, the impact of your intrusion will subside and Nature will return to its
equilibrium. Birds and other small creatures will resume their chirping and other sounds. Very gradually they will
move closer to you. In a forest, deer and other larger animals will also come closer. Listen to Nature’s sounds. Feel
the movement of air around you. In his wonderful book, Listening to Nature, Joseph Cornell suggests:
‘“..free your mind from expectations, paying attention to what you see and hear: busy insects, singing birds, and
breezes bringing the trees to life. Keep a camera at your side. If you decide to take a picture, move very slowly. Carry
a recorder to record the sounds.”
There has been much written about the idea of using photography to get young people to engage Nature. Photography
can be a pathway to a consciousness, to attention, and to get them to observe.
The “Children And Nature” organization has a great article on kids using cameras in Nature. What follows is a list of
benefits when you encourage young people to engage Nature using a camera:
1. Cameras Encourage Experiences in Nature
Taking camera-toting children into nature—whether in their own back yards, walking through a woods, or visiting a
state or national park—catalyzes visual creativity. Children want to take pictures, so they begin finding all kinds of
amazing subjects to photograph.
2. Focus on Nature
One of the most beneficial aspects of taking pictures is how it helps fine-tune our vision. Photography is as much
about what picture-takers frame in as what they frame out. Children are able to momentarily dismiss much of what is
around them, letting them focus on what is in the camera’s viewfinder.
3. Hybrid Experiences
Children practicing digital nature photography continue enjoying technology. By putting their technological knowhow to use outdoors, they develop what Richard Louv in The Nature Principle calls “hybrid thinking.” The two
pursuits—one technological, the other natural—fuse together two different intelligences, forming a hybrid way of
thinking.
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4. Memorializing Moments
Digital photographers return home, where they create slide shows, print artwork, or load JPGs onto smart phones for
instant access. Nature is transformed from something “out there” to memories that remain.
5. Click-n-Share
Perhaps the greatest benefit for children is social interaction. By printing, emailing, or just showing the image on the
back of the camera to others, digital nature photographers spread their enthusiasm for nature and for photography.
Photography is NOT taking pictures. It is capturing moments in the life of one’s soul. An image is a reflection of what
was in the heart of the photographer at the second that the exposure was made. It is an opportunity for a person to
share his or her feelings with others.
In an environmental education program, photography can be an act of engaging Nature. It is in this sense that I
incorporate photography in my Nature walks with students.
I start the process in the classroom by presenting two subjects. First, I talk about engaging Nature using the thoughts
and ideas about engaging Nature that are written here. Typically, I pass some photos around the class and ask each
student about the feelings that emerge when viewing a photo.
Second, I give a 30 minute technical PowerPoint talk on the technical side of photography. I do this because I hope
that some students will learn to adjust camera settings so as to more accurately express emotions or ideas in
their images. Many students will own simple mini-cameras or cell phone cameras which are not adjustable. So, the
technical talk is kept to a minimum.
The group is then bussed out into Nature during the weekend or after school. At first, I ask them to set aside their
cameras for 15 to 30 minutes. Each student is asked to find a quiet spot alone and sit -- focusing solely on what is
taking place before his or her eyes. This is the hardest part because young people can rarely sit still this long.
After the 30 minute period of solitude, the students are free to roam the area for about an hour taking pictures but not
talk with anyone.
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After the picture taking session, we have a short review of how each person felt while siting in silence.
The following week, I schedule a full class for reviewing one picture from each student. The students are free to
comment on the feelings that are evoked with each picture. The student who took the picture talks about his or her
feelings as the picture was taken.
I then have the entire class to define their consciousness about the area we visited and how the act of taking pictures
help sharpen that consciousness.
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Activity Set : Bird Watching Diary
Keep a diary on the birds you see in your garden, a local park, on a field trip, or at school.
* What do they eat?
* How often do they visit?
* Are any of them nesting in your area?
* Once you start keeping a bird observation diary, you will find it very interesting to compare your evidence with other
days, weather or seasons.
* Remember that if you live in a town or city there are still plenty of birds to observe.
* Take photographs.
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Activity Set : Observing And Preserving Wildlife Tracks
Animal tracks are not only beautiful in their own way, they also communicate much about what type of animal made
them, what the animal was doing as he moved and what the size of the animal was.
Preserving wildlife tracks can be both exciting and informative. What you need :
• Strips of waxed cardboard (cut from milk carton) to make a collar 2 1/2 inches wide by 12 to 15 inches long
• Plaster of paris purchased at hardware stores, drug stores, or hobby shops
• A mixing stick
• A jar for storing the plaster
• Two tin cans (one for water and one for mixing)
• Water
• Paper clips
1. Find a clear track in soft mud, wet ground or snow.
2. Gently brush away excess dirt, small stones or leaves. Do not remove debris that is compressed into the track.
3. Make a circular wall around the track using a cardboard or plastic strip. The strip should be approximately 1.5
inches wide. Use a paper clip to hold the strip into a circle. Press the strip into the soil deep enough so the plaster
will not run under it.
4. Make your plaster mixture. Mix plaster with water according to the package directions. When in doubt, pour a cup
of water in your bowl, then gradually add plaster (stirring constantly) until the mixture is thick and creamy.
5. Tap your mixing bowl on the ground, lightly, to remove any bubbles.
6. Pour the plaster into the frame. To protect the track, gently pour the plaster onto the surrounding ground and let it
run inside the track. Do not pour directly into the track.
7. Let the cast set until it is firm enough to relocate. This usually takes approximately 30 minutes.
8. Remove the cardboard frame carefully, once the plaster is set. Pick up the cast by digging out some of the mud
beneath the cast and then lifting it up. Do not pry it up with a stick.
9. Wrap the cast in newspaper to protect it. Allow the cast to dry several days before painting or cleaning it.
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Activity Set : Creating A Nature Trail
Young people can be involved in designing and building Nature trails. This may be a fantastic educational activity.
Nature Trails are a great way to get people outside looking, exploring and discovering the natural environment. City
parks, youth centres, Scout camp sites or schools offer opportunities for young people to can create nature trails for
the benefit of the community.
1. Start by involving young people in doing an extensive study of the forest or wetland where the trail will travel. It will
help you determine the eventual route of the trail if you find interesting sites you wish to have the trail go by.
2. Ask experts to help you choose educational stations, i.e. places where groups can gather to observe interesting
things such as : trees, wildflowers and interesting plants, animal signs, forest succession, streams and ponds, soil
profile, competition between species, habitats within an ecosystem, life cycles, etc.
3. Prepare a project and raise funds and technical support to help you implement it.
4. Clean up and arrange your trail in order to make it easy to walk : it should follow a gentle slope in the terrain and
avoid steep areas that will erode and create treacherous footing. Add signs to show the directions and indicate
stations (with panels giving the necessary explanations for observation). Look at potential hazards and dangers
(poison ivy, wild bees and wasp nets, hanging branches, etc.). The trail underfoot should still be safe to walk on even
in heavy rain.
5. Make a Nature Trail Guide with a map indicating the various stations and the necessary “should NOT do” and
“should do” lists.
6. Promote your Nature Trail: Inauguration day, documentation in schools and youth centres, etc
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Activity Set : Attracting Ants
OBJECTIVES
• To learn about the behaviour of ants.
• To develop observation skills.
ACTIVITY
Ask the students to place a piece of bread, with moistened sugar or honey, on a clean patch of ground where they
see no animal life. Let them observe the area around the food and note down their observations.
* How long does it take for ants to arrive?
* Does one ant find the food or do a lot of ants arrive together?
* Do they head straight for the food or is it found after the area is searched for a while?
* How many ants collect around the food?
* Can the students tell where the ants are coming from?
* How does the ant which has found the food tell the rest of ants where it is?
* Is there any pattern in the ants’ movements?
* Ask the students to observe whether the ants eat the food where they find it, or whether they carry it away.
* Have they ever seen an ant carrying a dead insect or a piece of bread much larger than itself?
* How long does it take the ants to remove all the food?
* How do the ants find their way back to the nest?
* What other animals live in a group and are involved in group interactions?
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Activity Set : Identifying Sounds In Nature

Before doing this activity, the students should have participated in the case study entitled “The Conservation of
Quiet”.
While on a field trip into Nature, the group will be asked to quietly sit in a circle with their notebooks ready. During
a 15 minute period, the students are to listen intently for every sound that they hear. They are to try and identify the
sound and classify if the sound was created by Nature or is man-made.
At the end of the 15 minute period, the students are to identify each of Nature’s sounds and discuss how a sound is
beneficial to the creatures in the ecosystem.
The students are then asked to talk about each of their man-made sounds. They are to describe why each man-made
sound could be harmful to the ecosystem.
The mentor’s role throughout the discussion is to move things along using Socratic (inquiry-based) questions.
As an additional activity, make a sound recording during the listening period of this activity. Play the recording in the
activity session or in the classroom. Ask for student comments. Are there any new or additional observations?
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Suggested Lesson Sets
There are huge numbers of lesson sets and other environmental education resources available on the Internet.
This section of the book provides environmental education lesson plans for teachers that directly relate to chapters
in this book.
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Lesson Set : A Teacher’s Guidebook For Applying Systems Thinking
Find This Document On The Internet:
“A TEACHERS GUIDEBOOK FOR APPLYING SYSTEMS THINKING TO EDUCATION CURRICULA FOR
GRADES 9_12”
This extensive set of lesson plans offers a great teaching guide for much of the material that is offered in
this book. In the introduction to this set of lesson plans, the authors describe why systems thinking is
important in environmental education:
“With our environmental systems in peril, there is no better time than now to equip learners of all ages with
the thinking tools necessary to understand complex interdependencies within our natural world. When one
is able to more fully understand systems concepts such as multiple interdependencies and unintended
consequences one can begin to see the role we can play in creating a sustainable future. Students in the
U.S. have traditionally been taught through a linear and mechanistic worldview. Although this worldview
has some benefits, it has not prepared our students with the perspectives and skills needed to effectively
address the complex environmental issues facing us today. Experience has shown that students can
embrace this worldview and grasp systems concepts as early as kindergarten. Additionally, students in
middle and high school are able to use more sophisticated systems concepts and tools such as systems
analysis and computer modeling to make sense of highly complex systems. We believe that these skills
are essential for global citizenship in the 21st century.”
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Lesson Set : The Importance Of Biological Interactions
In this lesson plan, students use a series of real-life examples to compare biological interactions and their impact
on organisms. The teacher presents various relationships between species and students brainstorm which type of
interaction is most appropriate to represent each relationship. Click on the following to read the full lesson set:
“The Need is Mutual: The Importance of Biological Interactions”
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Lesson Set : Energy Flow In Nature

Energy Flow Lesson Plans from Next Gen
http://www.ngsslifescience.com/science.php?/biology/lessonplans/C417/
Kahn Academy : Excellent Video Series on Energy Flow in Nature
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TitrRpMUt0I&t=20s
Search and download Judy Wages excellent video series on energy flow in Nature
Please Note: There is a chance, with time, that the Internet Address for this important material may expire. If you are
having problems connection, please do a search using the document title shown above.
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Lesson Set : Living Systems
Please Note: There is a chance, with time, that the Internet addresses for this important material may expire. If you
are having problems connection, please do a search using the document title shown above.
Basic Information Resource for Living Systems
http://www.freshvista.com/2017/our-earth-is-a-living-system/
Living Systems Curriculum Planner
https://www.apsva.us/wp-content/uploads/legacy_assets/www/15e9a49666-2.5_Living_Systems.pdf
Questions for students and teachers.
• How do living organisms interact with other living organisms in their surroundings?
• How do living organisms interact with non-living things in their surroundings?
• Why do habitats change over time?
• What is a system?
• What do fossils tell us about the living systems on Earth years ago?
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Lesson Set : A Teacher’s Guide To Wetland Activities
Wetlands are an incredibly important resource for wildlife, the public and to you as educators. These productive
and diverse ecosystems can be used to teach young people about many different topics including the water
cycle, food chains, food webs, the importance of habitat, human impacts and how to get involved in conservation
activities. This guide is a collection of background information and activities relating to wetlands. Use it in
conjunction with the other literature to create a “wetland unit” for your students. The activities are easy,
interactive, and can be conducted in your own classroom or school yard with materials that are readily available.
https://www.hanovercounty.gov/DocumentCenter/View/3801/Wetlands-Teachers-Guide-PDF?bidId=
OR
https://www.uaex.edu/environment-nature/wildlife/youth-education/TR%20Wetlands%20activities%20DU.pdf
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Epilogue - Gifts Of Wisdom Passed On To You
If you are reading and using this book and these lesson guides, you are undoubtedly a passionate educator or student
who wishes to make a difference by learning how to protect Nature’s vital connections and hopefully inspiring future
generations to do likewise. In this final section of the book. I wish to share with you the wisdom of two men who will
inspire you and help you think about the impact of an interconnected Nature on your life and the lives of all other
human beings. Both men received their early university education as scientists. One became famous as “the Paul
Revere of Ecology”. The other gained his fame and respect as “Pope Francis”. What these men have to say can have
a profound impact on both mentors and students. It is my hope that this closing section in the book may serve as a
series of discussions for your program.
Chances are that you may not have heard of Barry Commoner. Here, I offer his inspiring
and powerful ideas about connections in Nature. In reading Barry Commoner’s work, I
learned a new word. It is “holocenosis”. A real mouthful. But, a very important word that
describes an essential fact about how Nature operates on Earth.
Holocenosis means that everything on Earth influences and is influenced by everything
else. Within a holocenotic environment, it is impossible to imagine only a single change
in the environment. Every component, living and non-living, interacts with every
other component. In addition to physical relationships, these components include the
social, cultural, and economic activities of humanity which impact Nature. Our world is
“holocoenotic” because it is a network of relationships in which all factors act together
and where the whole is more than a simple sum of it’s parts.
Since the 1950s, Barry Commoner warned of the environmental threats posed by modern technology (including
nuclear weapons, use of pesticides, other toxic chemicals, and ineffective waste management). His classic book,
Science and Survival (1966), made him one of the foremost environmental evangelists of his time. In 1970, a Time
magazine cover story dubbed him the “Paul Revere of Ecology” for his early leadership in the field.
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On September 30th, 2012, Barry Commoner died at the age of 95. One of Commoner’s lasting legacies is his four laws
of ecology:
1. Everything is Connected to Everything Else. There is one ecosphere for all living organisms and what affects one,
affects all.
2. Everything Must Go Somewhere. There is no “waste” in Nature and there is no “away” to which things can be
thrown.
3. Nature Knows Best. Humankind has fashioned technology to improve upon Nature, but such change in a natural
system is, says Commoner, “likely to be detrimental to that system.”
4. There Is No Such Thing As A Free Lunch. Exploitation of Nature will inevitably involve the conversion of resources
from useful to useless forms.
Barry Commoner’s four laws of ecology define the conservation of Nature using terms that can easily be adapted
to any environmental education program at any level. And, these four laws of ecology can be used in any “handson” outdoors teaching experience. For example, in the simple act of picking up garbage, Commoner’s second law
becomes a teaching opportunity.
Like Barry Commoner, Pope Francis emphasizes holocenosis - but on
a wider scale that includes the interconnectivity of all parts of human
life with Nature. This includes mankind’s social, cultural, and economic
activities. He looks upon environmental education as a connection
in Nature because it passes a positive and active consciousness for
Nature from one generation to the next. It offers a connectivity between
generations. He says that “the world is a gift we have freely received
and must share with others. The world we have received also belongs
to those who will follow us.” The environment “ is on loan to each
generation, which must then hand it on to the next. What kind of world
do we want to leave to those who will come after us, to children who
are now growing up?”
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These words of Pope Francis describe the challenge to all environmental educators and stewards of Nature. You have
the power to affect the future of Nature’s environment by sharing yourself with the current generation and helping
this generation influence future generations. You are helping to define the future of humanity and our Planet.
It is my hope that this collection of educational materials will help you advance your quest. I offer you my very best
wishes as you continue with your work.
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